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On April 19, 195^, the irritep was requested by the Iftiry**
Chief of Information to prepare the currlculiiffi for a five -week
course of instruction for Kavy inforjaatlon officers. The pro-
ject was to be undertaken under the supervision of the Graduate
Conaalttee of the School of Public Eeiations ana CoBnaunlGatloRs
at Boston University, where the writer was engaged in post-
graduate study under the sponsorship of the Superintendent,
U. S, Haval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California.
This thesis is an account of the development of that
curriculum. To some extent it is a case study, but it con-
tains some of the eleiaenta of an analytic work as well, for
the construction of a training course presupposes an analysis
C^lf the subject to be taught and a classification of the areas
of knowledge that are considered germane to it.
Significance
The curriculum and thesis cannot be viewed as a complete
or academically pure" exploration of the field of public
relations. The project was designed not to contribute to the
over-all oody of knowledge in the public relations field or
even to teach the practice of public relations in its broad-
est sense, but rather to raeet the specific needs of the Navy
for officers capable of perfoi^ing public information, inter-
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contains much that Is special to the Navy and omits much that
Bight be applicable to private Industry or to other areas of
govemnent. And beofttUHi of its brevity and concentration—the
course consists of 150 class hours, thirty hours a week for
five weeks—it also omits or undereaphasizes much that might
be stressed in a lon^r course for naval officers.
The inauguration of the Navy Information Officers Training
Course is an important step forward for Kavy public relations,
however, for it implies both an Increased awareness of the Im-
portance of public relations on the part of the line of the
Itovy and a recognition by that group of the necessity for spe-
cialized training of officers who are to be charged with plan-
ning and executing the Navy's Information program. Thus while
the currieulura Itself may be of Interest to those concerned
with teaching public relations, its real significance lies in
the sliaple fact of its existence . For this fact alone is a
clear indication of the growing trend toward professionalism
in the practice of public relations in business and government.
F^ethofls
The writer was furnished a preliminary outline which had
been drawn up by the Navy Office of Information at the tliat
the Chief of Naval Personnel first was requested to establish
the Information Officers Training Course. The writer requested
and was given peirejlssion to deviate frcaa this outline to such
1
This outline Is discussed laorc fully in Chapter III, and
is produced in its entirety in Appendix A.
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extent a» he might consider necessary In order to prepare an
2
acceptable curriculum.
Broadly stated, the objectives of the course were: (1) to
provide student officers a background of theory applicable to
public relations and mass ooraraunlcation, (2) to train them in
the practical skills of public relations, (3) to relate these
subjects to the Navy's information policies and programs in
order that graduates might step into Navy information billets
with a minlBiuia of on-the-job indoctrination, and (4) to re-
fresh their knowlecjge of the history, raison d'etre, and present
mission and capabilities of the Navy. This is a tall order for
a five week course, regardless of the skill of the Instructors
and the preparation and raotlvatlon of the students. It was ob-
vious frc^ the outset that all of these areas could not be
covered completely in the time allotted.
The task was made raore difficult by the early deadline which
had been set in oilier to permit the first class to convene on
August 23, 195^. In his letter of April 19, the Chief of In-
formation indicated that it would be necessary for the curricu-
lum to be completed not later than June 28. Approximately two
months would be required for review of the curriculum by the
Bureau of Naval Personnel, procurement of textbooks and supplies,
and familiarization of the instructors with the curriciilum and
training materials.
^telephone conversation between the writer and LCDR R. H.
Hereness, USN, Office of Information, Navy Department, i^pril 6,
193^. The formal request of April 19, referred to on page 1,
was preceeded oy informal correspondence arid two telephone
conversations during the period of April 7 to April 16.
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The writer prepared a curriculum outlin© differing some-
what in order of presentation from that furnished him by the
Office of Inforaiation, Certain areas were emphasized more and
others less than in the original outline for reasons which
will be discussed in Chapter III,
Where applicable, assigned readings were selected fi^m
accepted textbooks to introduce the student to current civilian
thinking in the public relations field. The co^irse then tuawxed
to the Havy Public Relations Ranual for specific applications
of subject matter to Navy public relations. In this way, the
student was presented a broader view than if assigmients had
been confined to tVie Manual, which is largely directive in
nature and necessarily emphasises policy, organization, and
restrictive do's and donH's more than theory and tech-
nique .
A Bureau of Naval Personnel training curriculum is a
highly stylized dociaaent, with each class hour accounted for
and each session outlined by topic, required reading, refer-
ence, training aids (filss, visual presentation material, etc.)
and key points. Time did not pe3?iait the writer to prepare
his outline in this detailed form, although the outline did
indicate the number of class hours devoted to each topic and
ttift required reading and reference for each session. In addi-
tion, the writer prepared a syllabus listing all reading
assignments and references and containing introductory and
connective raaterial relating to each textbook assignment. It
also contained a few articles prepared by the writer to cover
areas where other readings were not conveniently available
.
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It was the writer's intention that the syllabus be Issued to
students on a non-accountable basis In oinjer that each graduate
alght take with him an outline and bibliography which might be
of considerable value to him at some future time . A curricu-
lum, as published in printed form by the Bureau of Kaval
Personnel, noriaally is not so distributed.
The curriculum outline and syllabus were presented to the
Cffice of Information by the writer on June 20 in order that
any modifications desired by the Chief of Information might be
a^e and the entire curriculum placed in the proper forraat
prior to the June 28 deadline. >, number of suggestions were
made by representatives of the Training Division of the Bureau
of Naval Personnel at a conference in Washington on June 21.
Chief among these were the incorporation of the curriculum
outline and syllabus into one document (to be issued on an
expendable basis as recommended by the writer), and the presen-
tation of certain material in lect\ire form rather than as re-
quired reading in order to shift some of the burden from the
students to the instructors. During the next three days,
additional changes were made by the Office of Information.
These increased the emphasis on naval history, altered the
order of presentation (combining certain major areas but not
materially affecting the actual content of the curriculum),
and integrated the course moi»e closely with the Navy's infor-
mation policies and programs. At this tiae, a number of
tiniining films, which the writer had not had an opportunity
to review and was familiar with only by title, were added
where appropriate
.
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TYi€ curriculum was virtually completed by the June 28
deadline, although this was extended by about five days in
on^er to permit retyping of the document in the form in which
It ultimately was approved by the Chief of Information and
proposed by him to the Chief of Naval Personnel.
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II. PUBLIC HELATIONS TRAINING IN THE R4Vy
HISTOHY
The history of Navy public relations begins with the
estabXishment of a Navy News Bureau in the orflce of the
Secretary of the Navy during World War I. The Bureau, staffed
by civilians recruited fro» the Eiewspaper world, was discon-
tinued after the war and its functions were transferred to the
newly created Public Relations Branch of the Office of Naval
Intelligence. Public Relations remained a responsibility of
Intelligence until 19^1, when Secretary of the Navy Prank Knox,
a fonoer newspaper publisher, established the Office of Public
Relations as a part of his own office and detailed a flag
officer to supervise relationships between the Department and
the public.
riobilization for VJorld War II brought to the Havy a vast
body of Journalists, broadcasters, public relations men, sales-
sen, advertising men, and other men and women who were well
qualified for the numerous public relations billets being
created as^iore and afloat. There was no need to train these
people in the techniques of public relations. Indeed, their
shortcomings as Navy public relations officers often were due
to the wide scope of their knowledge of technique coupled with
an inability or unwillingness to abide by the restraints im-
posed by a rather conservative Bnd necessarily security-
icious military service . The problem was one of making
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naval officers of public illations men, not one of making
inforraation officers out of sea dogs. While it was necessary
to assign a good many career officers to public relations and
internal information, in most cases they were well butressed
with reserve specialists and received their public relations
indoctrination on the Job.
'with demoliilization, the vast majority of reserve officers
returned to civilian life. But public relations, like a good
aany other wartime developments, had become too big to put in
moth balls. It was clear that the Kavy would ne<i6 an Office
of Fublic Relations—or Office of Information as it later caae
to be called—and that public infoinoation officers would be
needed at major bases and on most large comciand staffs ashore
and afloat. ccordingly, provisions were made to transfer
about 40 officers from the Naval Heserve to the regular Navy,
«nd to designate them specialists in public relations, just
as the need was met for specialists in law, hydrogi^phy, com-
munications, photography, and several types of engineering.
These officers were to fill key billets in the post-war public
information progi^si along with reserve officers voluntarily
rtaelning on active duty and regular Navy officers not desig-
nated specialists but having some interest in and aptitude for
^blic relations woiHc.
There was little in the way of professional training for
public inforKiation during the late 19^0' s. Three reserve en-
signs were assigned to the University of Missouri for suaiiaer
journalism courses in 19^3 but all three were civilians before
the end of 19^7. One regular officer attended a similar course
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In the late 'MO's, but he, too, subsequently left the service.
It wa« not until the Army Infonaatlon School became the .Armed
Forces Information ."^chool in 19f>0 that any forrnal training
course was available to Navy information officers.
During this period, a number of specialist billets were
^wteated by deaths and reaignations and it eoon became apparent
that aonie raeans must be found to obtain information officers
of relatively Junior rank who were both trained in public re-
lations techniques and well grounded in naval professional
ubjectB. Two officers attended Harvard University In asso-
ciation with the Nieman Fellows In 1952 and 1953, but both were
coaamanders and already wei^ designated public inforraation
specialists* In 19!?3# arrangements were made to send one or two
naval officers to Boston University's School of Public Relations
and Comffiunicatlons each fall for a twelve-month postgraduate
course. This course le open both to specialists and to un-
ptstricted line officers, but while it taay provide excellent
training for a small number of potential specialists it cannot
meet the Navy's need for training the larger number of non-
specialist officers who also will serve in the inforntation
pjrograa.
From 1950 to early 195^* such non-specialist officers
were trained either In the Artaed Forces Information School or,
more often, on the job. When AFIS was disestablished ae a
Joint school in 193^ * the Chief of Information i*econiraended
the establlshflient of a training course for officers at the
Naval Journalist School at Great Lakes, 111., whei^ second
and third class petty officers have heen trained for public
an©!.:
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InToraatlon duties 9lnoe 0hox*tly after .>^orld iijar II.
AdmlniBtrati on
Tb« Chief of Information, \inacr th« Sf»cr«tary of th«
mvy tan^ the Chief of Haval OporatlonSt ^^ <^ir€ctly r^eponaltile
for Navy public relatione* His mission also includes ...(im-
l^rtlng) to th« per»maml of th« navy, lnolt*aing the p«»€rve
con]^onent» thereof, approprlatt Infonaation on current poll«»
ele« and programs of tht Kavy D«partinent."
Eespcmslblllty for training of naval personnel (other
tlWB aviation training) 1« vested in the Chief of Haval Per-
sonnel* Suoh operating bureaus and offices as the Office of
Information, the office of the Judge Advocate General, or the
Bureau of Ships outline their training nee<Ss and it is th«
function of the l^ireau of Personnel to draw up and administer
tUs training programs. The requesting bureau or office, of
course, provides technical guidance to the standard and Curri-
culufBs Branch of the Bureau of Naval Personnel. Tlius the
Naval School, Journalists, at Great Lakes is under tlie MAaa(i»*
ent control of the Bureau of Naval Persomel with tlw Chief
fairly eooplete histories of public relations in the
Bavy may \>e found In Scott M. Cutlip and Allan H, Center,
Effective ; ublio aelationsj Frent ice -Hall, 19^0, compter 25,
ana in the g. S , l^vy Public Helations mmml (HavExos F-1035)#
article 21QWI ^uei) of the above isateriai as does not appear
In these sources is based on the writer's personal knouleage
of llavy public inforaation with which he has been associated
since December, 19^6
•
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of Information providing technical guidance. When th€ Chief
of Information wished to establish a training course for in-
formation officers, it was necessary that this be formally pro-
posed to the Chief of Naval Personnel. The Bureau of Naval
Personnel approved the plan, and the :itanderds and Curriculums
Branch of its Training Division was directed to work out de-
tails with the Office of Inforciatlon.
The request to the writer referred to previously was the
result of an agreement between the Bureau of Naval Personnel
and the Office of Information. The writer acted as an agent
for the Office of Infortaation in preparing the curriculum.
His work was subject to review by the Office of Inforroation,
which, after making certain raodifications, forwarded the ciirri-
culum to the Bureau of Naval Personnel with a statement to
the effect tliat it would meet tl-ie Office's training needs and
was proposed as the curriculum for the course. This was sonae-
what the reverse of the nonaal procedure in which the Bua^eau
of Naval Personnel would prepare a curriculum based on another
bureau or office's statement of training requirements and then
forward the currlctilura to that bureau for review. This proce-
dure was adopted because of the somewhat special nature of the
curriculum, the fact that the Bureau had not had occasion to
draw up training courses for information officers previously,
and the availability of the writer at a civilian institution
specializing in public relations training.
^Ibid., articles 04l^ and 04l5.
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ateauaw! the Informatlcm Gfflcei^ Training Cotiwi* touch€»
on Internal Infora^tion and recruiting publicity, as well as
public Information^ a irord »hould be 9&14 about th« adail?il8tra-
tion of th«s« function* In the Mavy.
Internal Infox^e^tlon In the Ara»<5 Servle«6 it coorilniittd
by tfe« Ar»ed Forces laforaiatloiB aiMJ Educatloti tMvlsion of the
Offlet of tfe« secretary of Defense • Th€ Armea Fortjcn Inforsa-
tlon and r:dttoatlan progrea is carried out within th« Ravy toy
tht I & E Section of tho St«iitlarc)s and Currleulums Branoh of
the Bureau of Mirvftl FersotaniX* Internal lnfomation« a» wtll
att tilt tdittCBtioiuiX A#|M!ets of tbt prosfcun (admlnistmtlon of
Junw^ #©roe» institute courses and otliter off'-duty trsilnlng
prQgrans)« is conslcJered prljaarily a per»«f»iel function rather
tlisn a rtspoiMilblllty of the Wry* 9 public relntions organisa-
tion. This orsi!Uii3iistioii&l location ^0lmml9mB X Is e*s cX^ni
relationships with nairal training.
TtMs Havy K#cruitlng 3«nric« also Is located In the Bopttsu
of IMiiral Fvrponnel and has its own neorultlng Publicity vapf^m*
izetlofi* Although 1^«re is a ^ood deal of cooperation betwesn
ths Sterultlng 3«mce and public IrjTortaation offie«r», both
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III. DEVELOFKEKT OP THE CURRICULUM
The OriglnaX Oiitllne
The topical outline prepared by the Office of Information
contained the following areas:
I. The Navy's Role in National Defense (19 hours)
II. The Navy^s Information Program (26 hours)
III. Public Relations in Action (6l hours)
IV. Case -studies (20 hours)
V. Field Trips (21 hours)
VI. SuEKBary and Review of Course (3 hours)
Because these titles are not completely self explanatory'',
major sub-headings are given below. (The complete outline is
repiv>duced in Appendix A)
I. WE NAVY'S ROLE IN NATIONAL DEFENSE (19 hours)
A.. Histoid of the Navy (8)
a. The National Security Organization (2)
C. The Missions of the Arraed Forces (2)
D. U. S. Foreipi Relations (2)
E. The Meaning of Sea Power (2)
F. The U. S. Navy Today (2)
II. THE NAVY'S INFORHATICN PROGRAM (26 hours)
A. The ileaning of Public Relations (3)
B. The History of Public Relations (4)
C. The Navy's Public Relations Program (8)
D. The Navy's Internal Relations Program (2)
E. The Navy's Recruiting Program (4)
F. The Naval Reserve Program (2)
S. The Marine Corps (2)
H. The Navy's Historj' Program (2)
-rt'.'cfrtO Te-:- f»dT
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III. PUBLIC RELATIONS IK ACTION (6l hours)
A. Plarming the Public Heistlons Program (l)
B. Analysis of Special Interest Groups (2)
C. The Fourth Estate (2)
D. Public Information Media (26)
1. General (1)
2. Newspapers (f>)
3. Still Photography (5)
h, Newsreel and Television Film (2)
5. Radio and Television (5)
6. Kagasines and Books (1)
7. Speeches an<? Statements (3)
8. Public Relations in 'emergencies (1)
9. Public Relation? /nnex to Operations Flans (2)
10. Sponsorship and Accreditation of Correspon-
dents (1)
11. The Fleet Koine Town Hews Center (2)
12. The Armed Forces Information Service (1)
E. Security and Review (3)
F. Special Events (5)
G. Coamunity Relations (5)
fi. The Navy and International Relations (2)
I. Naval Reserve Public Relations Companies (1)
J. Public Relations in Tiirje of War (^)
K. Navy Congsunication Facilities (2)
L. The Navy Journalist Program (1)
«• Managing the Information Office (5)
IT. CASE ST0DIES (20 hours)
k7 A Major Fleet Training Exercise
B. k Cocnaunity Relations Irobleai
C. Planning for a Jipeclal Event
D. Arranging for a Press Conference
F. kn Oral Briefing
V. FIELD TRIPS (21)
A. A Metropolitan Newspap«»
B. A Radio Station
C. A TV Studio
D. A Graphic Arts Company
E. A Wire Service Office
F. A Photo Service Office
G. A Public Relations Firm
H. The FJeet Hoiae Town News Center
I. The iublic Information Office, Ninth Naval District
J. The Public Information Office, Chief of Naval
Air Reserve Training
K. The Chicago Cliataber of CosBaerce and Bcarc of Trade
L. Navy Recruiting Center, Chicago











Ibis writer felt tliat th€^ original outline was subject to
the folXowing orltioimMi:
X, kr9A I pXa««^ greater eraphasls on ftubjeets to
Mhich 8tu<^ent officers would tmve b®«n thoroughly exposed «Xs««
vrtiere {e,g.» navaX hlstor;^^, explored In ootislderftble dctaiX In
all offlear candidate eour^ea) than (m ourvtiHi fontlgn rsXa*
tions, an avtreiaaagliig ar«a whieh beara dlreetXy on dafieoM
polloiea ai>di %hm pr^wmt and future roXea of the Mv^'» fh9
writer fully a^preelate<l the linportanae of inaiiring that l^Ty
lafomation offlcara know something of the Mv^, its history,
role and missions « and capabilities; a salesiian «^o has been
taiaght a grisat deal of salesGsanship but Imows little about his
pv^duet ie a poor sale^san, indeed. But it sesned extravagant,
vilsn tifis was at s^^h a prsmiisii, to spend eight hours on naval
history—to the detrlBient of mere "'live subjeets^^on the ap-
parent assu^tion tluit the students would thereby retain o»>re
than they had from longer and laore intensiir® e<»^rsea In the
SAMS subject at the liayal Aca^n^y, In college lilOfC units » or
in Officer Caneidate School*
2, Areas XX w^ 111 ^i^ not appear differentiated
SB an entirely lofissl ana ccmsistsnt basis* Both sQataineci
eleiaents of theory. Host natters of technique wei« confinea
ts Area III, but both contained diseussisiis sf aaslnlstvfttloa
and liavy policy which » it seeiwd to trie writer« mii^t better
hiivi btsn sr«iips4 separately. Certain taattem «llscus«e<S xmdBT
tAm esnsrsX heaaing of rublie informstiOA 9«edia sssfMNdi to be
lMP0«4sr or nKnpoifer than that hea<51ng iaipliea* {for example:
Speeches msS Stateaeiits^ Fublic Helatlona In Enef^nsies* moA
8HI*'' "^^i^ Sou t
?%Ql :r
Public Relations nnex to Operations rlans, all of which en-
compass more than naedia relations, and the Armed Forces Infor-
mation Service which is an internal inforj^tion medium.)
3. Area IV did not contain sufficient subject matter.
The vrriter agreed with the proposal to devote 20 hours to case
studies or problems, but it was apparent that additional head-
iBIEB would have to be added if this time were to be spent
profitably.
4. Area V contained more field trips than could be
included profitably in such a brief course, and the writer saw
little to be gained by trips to some of the places listed, A
visit to a actropolitan newspaper would incltide roost of what
could be seen at wire or photo service offices or at a graphic
arts cocQjany. Ther^ is little startling to be seen at most
public relations firms- It would seem more worth while (and
less tirae consuming) to arrange for a civilian public relations
executive to address the group at the school if some contact
with the public relations profession outside the Navy were
desired. Visits to the Chicago ssoclatlon of Commerce and
Indu8ti*y and to the Board of Trade seeiaed luxuries on such a
tight schedule, as did a trip to the Navy Recruiting Center
In Chicago.
5. The writer would have preferred to see a greater
eB|)hasls placed on theoretical considerations of mass coifHsuni-
cation. In the time allotted it would be impossible to turn
out skilled Media technicians or expert interpreters o£ Navy
information policy. Real skill in media techniques and thorough
knowledge of policy come from practice on the job. Sessions
TX
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devoted to media technique could do little more than acquaint
students with the fundamentals of journalism, radio, television
and photography. If this porticaa of the course were to teach
the student what the media expect frcaa the Wavy and give him
some understanding of the practical probleias of the editor,
reporter, photographer, or broadcaster, it would have seinred
its pui^ose . Doubling the tinie allotted to media could hardly
accomplish tsiore , Similarly, tirae devoted to policy and direc-
tives would be well spent if students learned that policies
and directives exist and where they may be found. It v/ould be
too much to expect students to assiailate the entire contents
of the Navy Public Relations manual in a 150 hour course. But
while practical matters are best learned through experience,
theory is not. In more than seven years of Navy public rela-
tions practice, the writer has been exposed to little theoiry.
It is his firm belief—an opinion certainly shared by the vast
ajority of teachers and students in nearly all fields of en-
deavor—that the development of practical skills can be hastened
appreciably by exposure to pertinent theoretical considerations.
The writer therefoi*e felt that the curriculiim would be strength-
ened by the addition of material on coiamunication theory, es-
peeially the study of formation and changing of public opinion,
to which students probably would not be exposed later in their
careers. Public opinion was one of three sub-headings of a
three hour session in the original outline.
In discussing these objections to the ori&inal outline, the
writer does not i»ean to deal harshly with the work of the Office
of Information, which admittedly drew up the outline on some-
-m» "io .t ll& xi &^n^'}uia '>ns a-^e ' to v an
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what short notice and could not assign anyone to the task of
planning the curriculuia on a full-time basis. If the course
had been eatablished with little or nothing more than the orig-
inal outline to go bj, the writer has little doubt that it
would have been a successful venture . For this was a good out-
line. These criticisms are enuiaerated here only to explain
the \*riter'3 subsequent deviation from the outline in preparing
his own proposed curriculuia and syllabus, which will be dis-
cussed in the next section. If the writer's outline was an
improvement on the original version, this is only because two
heads are better than one. And if the final curriculua was«
in turn, an improvement over both outlines, this may be because
the conference is a more satisfactory Esedium for reaching agree-
sent than is correspondence.
Yhe Proposed Curriculiaa
To aeet the objections raised above, the writer reorganized
the curriculua into the following laajor divisions:
A. Foimdatlons of Public Couamunlcation {27 hours)
B. The Kavy and United c>tate» World Policy (17 hours)
C* CoaHBunicating with the Fublic throiigh the Infonaation
il^la (37 hours)
D, Conraunicating Directly with the Public (14 hours)
B. Special Aspects of Navy Infonaation (24 hours)
F. Case Studies and Problems (20 hours)
G. Seminar: Bwnmry aiAd Evaluation of the Course (3 hours)
7
The entire outline, including reading assignaientB, is
reproduced in Appendix B.
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Area A dtalt v/jth the history and raison d'etre of public
relations, fundetnental planning procedures, comtnunlcat1.on and
public opinion, and writing for readability. Area B contained
much the same material as the original Area I, although the
ewphasls was shifted somewhat from history to current world
affaire. Considerable use was caade of nrme : Force's Talk pam-
phlets and other internal Information material. (Since the
first two areas of the course would be scheduled to run con-
currently, it mattered little that what had originally been
scheduled first was now the second area of the course.) Areas
C and r were devoted to techniques and Area E to applications
of the techniques. Such headings as Internal Relations, Public
Information for Exercises and Operations, i'ublic Information
and Security, and ^3avy Recruiting appeared here. Both the
Mairy's own Public Relations Manual, which has the force of a
directive, and standard texts were used where applicable in all
sections. Field trips were scheduled where appropriate to the
subject matter being studied and included only the Public
Information Offices of the Ninth Naval District and Great
Lalces Naval Training Center, the Fleet Home Town News Center
(also at Great Lakes), and one day spent in Chicago visiting
a metropolitan dally newspaper, a network radio station, and
a television studio. Ticae saved by reducing the number of field
trips was largely devoted to sessions on planning, public
opinion, and theoretical considerations, although it was by
no means all allotted to theory.
The writer recognizes that the proposed curriculum was
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1. Due to a misunderstanding on the writer's part
the curriculum provided for a one or two hour review on cosa-
pletion of each major area, the Bureau of Kavai Personnel
had already indicated that this was net dealre^. Because th«
course was so short, one review was considered sufficient.
2. Th€ writer was under the impression that students
would report on the first Monday and be detached the final
Friday. Thus he left soiae eight hours fre« for administra-
tive natters which actually were to be accomplished outside of
class hours.
3. Insufficient emphasis was placed on administration
of Navy public information ashore and afloat sin6 on public re-
lations responsibilities of coramanding officers and public
information officers.
4. Too great a burden may have been placed on the
student, and correspondingly not enough placed on the instruc-
tor, in certain theoretical areas, especially public opinion.
The writer later voluntarily deleted one theoretical section
(on content analysis of editorials or news stories) as being
too academic, but refused to accept the thesis a<3vanoed by
some critics that the entire sections on public opinion and
semantics were too theoretical and abstruse to be of value.
5. When the proposed curriculum was presented to the
Office of Inforraation, certain areas dealing with special
applications, such as International Relations, Internal He-
latlons and Morale, and the Naval Keserve, were by no means
in finished form. In some cases, the writer had no material
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It had b««n agreed, however, that these areas would be filled
in after his arrival in Washington.
6. The writer c5ic3 not have an opportunity to screen
any training filme during the preparation of the. curriculum.
This deficiency was recognized at the time, anrt It was planned
to add such visual training aids in conference in V^'ashlngton.
(fclien the tiwe came to reconcile the two vtrslone or the
curriculum, the fact that the writer's proposed outline con-
tained several hours erroneously allotted to administrative
BMLtters and review seminars made it possible to add material
desired by the Office of Information without exceeding the
150 hour limit imposed by the Bureau of Kaval Peraonnel.
Hodificatlon of the Curriculum by the Office of Infortaation
The writer arrived in Washington on ,unday, June 20, and
attended a conference at the Bureau of Naval Personnel, In
•OBpany with an officer from the Office of Information, at
9:30 Monday morning. In the course of this conference. Bureau
representatives reviewed the curriculum and gave it general,
tentative approval. It was agreed that final Bureau approval
and iiaplementation would be withheld pending complete review
by the Office of Infoinaatlon. Bureau representatives also
Made the following recommendations:
1. That the curriculum (the stylized publication re-
ferred to sarlier listing asaigncvents, reference materials,
and key points of each lesson, prlBiarily for the use of th«
instructor) and the syllabus be combined into one docujuent for
the use of both instructors and students. This would save
i.' :
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printing costs and would provicJe the student the same sunajary
of the coiorse for personal retention as would the syllabus.
2. That the articles on public opinion and semantics
prepared by the *rrlter for inclusion in the syllab?AS b« pre-
sented in lecture fcrrn rather than es required reading, anci
that all readings on public opinion be listed as reference
(required of the instructor and optional for students) rather
than as required readint: assignments. It was the Bureau's
feeling that this ciaterial would be better absorbed if the
burden were shifted from the student to the instructor. This
also permitted placing two expensive books in the library rather
than purchasing one copy for temporar^^ issue to each student.
(It should be noted, however, that while the Bureau was inter-
ested in economy, this decision was based on the belief tlriat
the material would be better presented In lecture form. The
books would have been purchased and issued if the writer had
Insisted upon it.)
It was further agreed that the document, when presented
formally to the Bureau of Naval Personnel by the Chief of
Inforasation, would be in the customary curriculum foinnat, con-
taining in addition such material froa the syllabus as was
considered desirable to retain; that it would contain recom-
mendations for the use of fllras and other training aids where
appropriate; and that it would be accompanied by a statement
to the effect that this was the material which the Chief of
Information desired to have taught in the Inlortnatlon Officers
Training Course.
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changes. Major areas were again rcdesignateU, the final form
being 68 follows
:
A. The Navy and United States World Policy (19 hours)
B. Foundations of Fubllc Conwunicatlon (22 hours)
C. The Navy's rubllc Information Frogran (37 hours)
D. Public Information inedia (^3 hours)
E. Case Studies (20 hours)
8
F. Review and ::uvaluation of the Course (3 hours)
The principal effects of these chanjies mei^ as follows:
Area A : The time originally devoted to the history of
sea power and of the U. S. Navy was restored, additional tioie
was devoted to the roles and missions of the Individual armed
services and slightly less allotted to current world affairs.
i- two hour review seminar was dropped, and in addition two
more hours were added to Area A.
Area B t The two hour review seminar was deleted and
a three hour field trip to Navy public Information offices
urns transferred to Area C. Otherwise the subject matter was
not changed. The oirder of presentation was altered, however,
in that public opinion was placed before semantics and writing.
\B suggested by the Bureau of Naval r-crsomiel, material on
semantics and public opinion became lectures and optional
reading rather than required reading. The two articles wriich
the writer prepared for the syllabus were to be furnlsheo the
School directly by the Chief of Information with the suggestion
"^The entire currlculura, as finally approved by the Office
of infonoatlon appears in appendix C.
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that they be used as a basis for lectures and ac'ditionally
that they be mimeographed Tor diatrtbutlcxi to students after
the s&sslons in which used.
Area g ; This area begins with administrativs m;^terial
not contained in the vrriter's outline. It then discusses cer-
tain applications which appeared in the writer's proposed
Area E (Special Aspects of Navy Information) an6 the subjects
of comntunlty relations and special events which the writer in-
cluded (along with public speaking) under the title Communi-
cating tlrectly with the lUblic to differentiate such activi-
ties from media relations.
^rea D i Except for the addition of ipeeoh Writing
and Public Speaking, which the writer included under Conanuni-
catlng Directly with the Public, and the deletion by th writer
of a section on content analysis, this area is identical with
the writer's Ax»ea C. The section on speech wrltin<>: wag cut
-A.
by the Office of Information from six hoiirs to three (and the
writer, therefore, deleted Monroe's 'Principles and Types of
Speech from the required reading list and raade it reference
for instxMctors) and the review seminar was dropped. One text
(Benedick, Television Works Like This") was demoted from re-
quired i»eading to reference
.
The writer is responsible for three hours of rea /. and, ex-
cept for ralnor changes in wording, for the content of all re-
toalnlng sessions. Where sections vtere added by the Office of
Information, as in Sessions C-1 through G-5 (see Appendix C),
the topics were stiggested by the Office and the lessons were
preparer- y;^ t?-*- writer.
s^J.
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EVALUATION AND RSCOKMB.NPATIONS
The writer is generally satisfied with the substance and
organization of the curriculum. Although h« retains sorae alnor
Isglvlngs over a few details, he feels that the final product
is superior both to the original outline and to his proposed
curriculum.
Ke believes that Area A is still somewhat subject to the
critlclsras directed earlier toward fart I of the original out-
line, but recognizes that there Is no one right appi^jach to
this particular area. It lalght appear at first glance that
inclusion of material in Area C v?hlch presupposes 808« know-
ledge of media techniques (covei»ed In Area D) is putting the
cart before the horse. The writer does not feel that this Is
A aerious weakness, however, as in actual practice these
areas will be explored concurrently. By the time the students
begin studying community relations and special events in Area
C, they will be far enough into Area D to have acquired sons
acquaintance with press and radio.
Although he agreed with the decision at the time, he is
inclined to feci in retrospect that it may have been a mistake
to demote the selections on public opinion from required
reading to reference. With due respect to the Instructors
who have been ordered to the school, both of whom are unusual-
ly competent Infonaation officers, the writer believes that
this material might best be read from original sources rather
than being presented entirely in lecture forni. lew, li' any.
sifs.' " .j^S'^^uwu jto4'wiii.oa Lll^n '.' ju
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Navy Information officers have the technical background needed
to handle this material authoritatively, and it is hoped that
the original instructors and their successors will take special
pains to interpret these articles meaningfully.
The task of putting the curriculum into the desired foruiat
may have been undertaken too hurriedly. If this is the case,
it is hoped that the instmiotors will supplement the lesson
plans, especially the key points listed for each session, with
their own presentation outlines, ^uch outlines might well form
the basis for eventual revision of the curriculuia.
It is impossible at this writing to sake a complete evalu-
ation of the curriculua as it t«s finally approved by the Chief
of Information. Unless glaring deficiencies conje to light
early in the administration of the course, the currlculuro can
be evaluated reliably only after a number of officers of vary-
ing backgrounds have completed the course and gone on to per-
form information duties in the Navy. Without suitable testing
methods, including careful comparison of the performance of
officers trained at the School with that of a matched group
of officers not so trained, it may never be evaluated scien-
tifically.
But considerable credence must be given to evaluations by
the instructors and by the students themselves. It is recom-
mended that at least one hour of the final review and evalua-
tion seminar be devoted to ascertaining the reactions of the
students to the course material and methods of presentation.
It might be desirable to tape record this session in order
that written records of students' comments and recommendations
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might be kept on file. A carefully designed questionnaire
might also be devised, both to measure average student reten-
tion of material and to obtain student reactions to the curri-
culum.
It is recoBBuended that instructors be given freedom to
deviate within the general format of the curriculum, at least
to the extent of adding current material and discussion of prob-
lems encountered in their own considerable experience in Navy
public relations. The use of guest speakers is also recomsienocd.
A curriculum is not a static thing. It must be altered to
meet changing conditions and varying needs. The Infonaation
Officers Training Course will best serve the Navy if its currl-
culura is kept fluid and dynamic. It is hoped that the Officer
in Charge of the Journalist School will not hesitate to n»ake
such recommendations for modification of the curriculum as his
experience with the first few classes may dictate. And it is
recommended that the entire curriculum be reviewed at the end
of the first year of operation and thereafter at intervals
of no less than two years.
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APPENDIX A
THE ORIGINAL TOPICAL OUTLIKE PREPARED BY THE
OFFICE CP INPORmTION FOR TfiE
emaLku of naval personnel and
SUBSEQUENTLY FURNISHED THK WRITER





Organization of Class - Introduction to Course - - - - 1
1. Objectives of Course
2. Regulations
3» Subject matter to be covered, methods of
instruction, requlrenient®
4, Reference material and facilities
AREA I - TliE NAVY'S ROLE IN NATIONAL DEFSI
A. History of the Navy ---------------- 8
1. A review of the U. i>. Navy from its beginnings
at the American Revolution to the present, high-
lighting the names anc3 events which have contri-
buted to the developnjent of the greatest naval
force in the history of the world.
2. A jTe-faialliarization with the customs and traditions
of the service
.
B. The National Gecurlty Organization
1. The organization and spheres of operations of
the various departments, bureaus, agencies
and boards which coraprlse the National Security
Organization.
C. The Missions of the Araied Forces
1. The role of the rmy. Navy, Air Force, Marine
Corps in the military security of the United
!>• 0. S. Foreign Relations
1. A review of treaties and alliances: The
United Nations, NATO, The Mutual Defense
Assistance Program, the Rio Pact, tne
Anzus Pact, etc.
I. The Meaning of Sea i^ower
1. The historical significance of Sea Power
and its importance in the tomic Age
.
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Subject Hours
Required
F. Th€ 0. S. Navy Today
ARBA II - THE NAVY'S INFORMATION PROOHAM
A. Th€ Meaning of Public Relations - - -
1, Definition
2, Public Opinion




create and sustain good will.
B. The History of Public Relations
1. General development and acceptance as an
applied art.
2. Public Relations In Government.
3. Origin and development of the Navy's Public
Relation* Program.
C. The Navy's Public Relations Program
1. Mission and Objectives.
2. Responsibility for planning and policy -
the Seci^tary of the Navy
the Chief of Naval Opelotions
the Chief of Information.
3. The Office of Public Information, Department
of Defense.
k. The Office of the Chief of Information.
5. Bureaus and Offices of the Navy Department.
6. Public Relations in the shore Establishment.
7. Public Relations in the Fleets.
8. Navy Public Relations in Joint, Unified and
NATO Coiaraands.
9. The Havy Information Officer.
D. The Navy's Internal Relations Program
1. Information and Education.
2. Navy Publications.
3. Civilian Employee Relationships.
k. Industrial Relations























E. The Navy's Recruiting Prograsi «---.._«---- it
1. Why a Navy Career?
2. Selection of candidates for the U. 3. Naval
Academy.
3. The Naval Reserve Officer's Training Corps.
4. VvTiere and how does the Navy get its Enlisted
Personnel?
t>. v/AVES in the Navy.
6. The Navy Recruiting Organization.
7. Navy Recruiting Publicity.
F. The Naval Reserve Program
1. The Universal Military Training and Service Act.
2. organization of Naval Heserve forces under
Reserve Act of 19!>2.
3. Keeping the Interest of the Naval Reserves.
^. Public relations and Internal information
responsibilities of commanding officers.
Naval Reserve Training Centers.
0. The Marine Corps
1. Organizations and Functions.
2. The Fi^rine Corps Public Relations OrganlEation
and Program.
H. The Navy's, History Program
1. Office of the Director, Naval History.
2* The Navy Library, archives, museums, and
historical projects.
ABEA III - PUBLIC REL.^TIONS IN ACTION
A, Planning the Public Relations Program ------- 1
(Introduction)
1. /Inalyzing the public relations probleia.
2. The plan for action.
3. Policy guidance, cocaaand concurrence.
^. Effecting the program.
5. Evaluating results.


















B. Analysis of Special Interest Groups
1. Youth 6, Religious
2. Industry J. Veterans
3. Labor 6. Racial
i. Education 9. Fi^temal
5. Women 10. Civic
The tourth Estate
1. Public Information in a deraocratic society.
2. Freedom of the Press and Ethics of Public
Information i^iedia.
3. Libel and Copyright.





a. What is news?
b. Fundamentals of good relations with
information media.
c. The ccnimand responsibilities for good public
relations.
2. Newspapers (^)
a. American newspapei^ and wire services.
b. Evaluating the Navy for news.
c. Working wltn the press.
d. lUerles, interviews, Biemoi»anda to editors.
e. Preparing the Navy news release. The fact sheet.
f. Releasing the Navy news story.
g. The follow Up.
h. The news conference,
i. The Joint release.
3. Still Photography (5)
a. News picture agencies, newspapers and magazines.
b. Composition of news pictures.
e. Writing the pictui?e caption.
d. Procedures for clearing and releasing Navy photo-
graphs.
e. Navy photographic facllitlas.
f. Working with Navy and civilian photographers.
^. Newsreel and Television Film (2)
a. Newsreel and television news agencies.
b. Navy facilities for motion picture coverage.
c. Composition.
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d. Ppocedurea for clearing, releasing and
processing.
e. Working with newsreel and TV photographers.
f
.
Kavi? produced films for TV use,
g. Cooperation by the Department of the Navy
and the Lepartment of Defense in full length
movies or documentaries.
h. The Technical Advisor.
5. Radio and Television (5)
a. U. S. Coramerclal radio and television net-
works and stations.
b. Working with station personnel.
c. Preparing the script.
d. Use of the tape recorder.
e. Preparing the hometown radio interview,
6. Magazines and Books (1)
a. Assistance to vjriters.
b. Writing for publication.
7. Speeches and Statements (3)
a. Analyzing the audience.
b. Preparing the speech.
0. Guides to effective public speaking.
d. H«w to conduct a briefing.
e Topics for Navy speakers
.
f. Preparing a public statement.
8. Public Relations in Emergencies (1)
a. iinnounceB^nt of the situation.
b. Assistance to information media.
c. Release of casualty information.
d. Security aspects.
e. The follow-up.
9. Fubllc Relations Annex to Operations Plans (2)
a. Advance planning.
b. Setting up the Command Inforraation Bureau,
c. Facilities for news isen.
d. Evaluation of Fubllc relations activities.
10. iiponsorship and Accreditation of Correspondents (1)
a. Department of Lefense and Kavy Departraent clearance























11. The Fleet Home Town Ifews Center (2)
a. Facilities.
b. Importance of grass roots relations.
c. Preparing the home town news story.
d. Photographs.
e. Tape Recordings.
12. The Armed Forces Inforraation Service (1)
a. Armed Forces Press Service.
b» kTvm6 Forces Radio Service.
E, Security and Review
1. study of concept.
2. Existing directives,
3. The National Espionage Act.
4. Navy Security Kanual.
5. Obtaining clearance.
P. Special Events
1. Planning and directing a special event.
2. Iixhlbits, displays and demonstrations.
3. Civilian Orientation and the Navy Cruise Program.
4. The Open House.
5» Air ihows and Fly-Overs.
6, Armed Forces Day.
7, Navy Anniversaries etui National Holidays.
8, Navy Bands, parades
0. Cocanunlty Relations
1. The Navy's Role in the Connnunlty
2. Navy Civilian Organizations.
3. Working with Civic Groups.
k, Participation in Civic Progratos and with Civic
Groups
.
H. The Navy and International Relations
1. Historical background.
2. Navy ambassadors of good will".
3. Practicing public relations abroad.
I. The Naval Reserve Public Relations Corapanles - - -
1. Organization and function.
2, Seminars.
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J. Public Relations In Time of War 4
1. CensorBhlp.
2. Field Frees Censors.
3« The Casibat Correspondent.
K. Navy Coa»aunioation Facilities -.---.- 2
1. Preparing despatch releases.
2. Facilities for the press aboard ship.
3. Facsimile equipment.
L. The Kavy Journalist Program
1. Duties and responsibilities.
2. -sslstlng the Inforraation omcer.
H, Maaaglng the Information Office
1. Pacllitles required.
2. Access to the Coios^nder.
3. staff Liaison.
5. Personnel and fiscal accounting.
5. Coordinating activities with other commands.
6. Administering an authorized photo lab.
rv - CASE STUDIES 20
A. A Major Pl«et Training; Exercise.
B. A CoBSBunity Relations Problem.
C. Planning for a Special Event.
©. Arranging for a Press Conference.
E. An Oral Briefing.
AHEA V - FIELD TRIPS 21
A. A Ketropolltan Newspaper.
B. A Radio Station.
C. A TV Studio
m i I













D. A Graphic Arte Company.
E. A Wire Service Cffice
.
P, A Photo Service Office.
G. A Public Relations Finn,
H. The Fleet Home Town News Canter*
I. The iublic Information Office, NINTH Naval District.
J. The Public Information Office, Chief of Naval Air
Reserve Training.
K. The Chicago Chamber of Comnierce and Board of Trade.
L. Navy Recruiting Center, Chicago.
AREA VI - SUPimRY AM) REVIEW OF CCURSE 3
A. Seminar
B. Suffin^ry Conference.
• Students will be required to keep a scrapbook to be



















THE CURRICOLIM OUTLINE PROPOSED BY THE WRITEE
1. Condensed curriculum outline showing nftjor sub-divisions
and class-hours devoted to each.
2. Detailed outline of the course, showing areas, sections,
and eub-sections, with the number of hours devoted to each,
3. Detailed outline with reading assignments for each lesscai.

CONDENSED CURRICULUM OUTLIl^ SHOWING MAJOR SUB-DIVISIOW
AKD CLASS HOURS DEVOTED TO EACH
A. FOUNDATIONS OP PUBLIC COMMUNICATION (2? hours)
100. Introduction to Public Relations (6)
200. Organizing an Information Program (5)
300. Communicating with the Public (7)
400. Public Opinion (7)
500. Seminar: Review oi" Part A (2)
B. THE NAVY AND UNITED STATES WORLD POLICY (1? hours)
100. Organization, filssion, and Functions of the Navy (2)
200. The United States in the World Today (5)
300. Naval History (4)
400. The Role of the Navy in National Defense (4)
500. Seminar: Review of Part B (2)
C. COfiMUNICATIMJ WITH THE PUBLIC THROUGH THE INFORMATION
MEDIA (37 hours)
100. Introduction to the Mass Media (4)
200. Newspapers and Wire Services (6)
300. Radio and Television (6)
400. Photography and Its Relationship with the Other
Fiedia (4)
500. Magazines, Books, and Miscellaneous Media (2)
600. Serainar: Evaluating the Effects of Publicity (1)
700. Fleet Home Town News Center (includes field trip) (6)
800. Field Trips to Chicago Media Outlets (6)
900, Seminar: Review of Part C (2)
D. COWIWICATING DIRECTLY WITH THE PUBLIC (14 hours)
100. Speech Writing and Public Speaking (6)
200. Principles of Coffununity Relations (2)
300. Navy Civil Relations Frograms (4)
400. Seminar: Review of Part D (2)
E. SPECIAL ASPECTS OF NAVY INFORMATION (24 hours)
100. Navy Internal Relations (5)
200. The Naval Reserve (2)
300. International Relations (4)
400. Public Information for Exercises and Operations (2)
500. Public Information and Security (2)
600, Public Information and Accidents or Emergencies (2)
700. Public Information in Time of War (2)
800. Navy Recruiting (5)
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F. CASE STUDIES AW SOLUTION OF PROBLEMS (20 hours)
100. Review of Department of Defense and Departxnent of
the Navy Public Information Directives and Atlantic
and pacific Fleet Public Information Manuals (3)
200, Arranging a Press Conference or oral Briefing (2)
300. Arranging a Guest Cruise (2)
400. A Cozamunity Relations Problem (3)
500. A Major Fleet Kxercise (2)
600. A Disaster (2)
700. Planning a Large Scale Special Event (3)
800. Seminar: What is Required of the PIO — A Review
of Area F. (3)
0. SE^aNAR: SOiOSARY AND EVALUATION OF THE COURSE (3 hours)




DETAILED OUTLINE OF THE COURSE, SKOWING ARE/ ^ " CTI0N3, AND
SUB-SECTIONS, WITH TFiE NUf-mEB OF HOURS DI- TO EACH
A. FOUNDATIONS OF i^UBLIG COKHUNICATIO.N (2? hours)
100. Introduction to Public Relations (6 hours)
110. Organization of the Qourse (1)
120. Why the Navy is Interested in HelatlonBhipa
with the Public (l)
130. Defining Public Relations and Public Infor-
njation (1)
1^0. Growth and T^evelopiaent of Public Relations (l)
130. Public Information in Government and the
Arn^d Services (1)
160. Personal Preparation for iniblic and Internal
Inforraation Duties (1)
200. Organizing an Information Program (5 hours)
210. Information for a Purpose (1)
220. Planning the Program to Accomplish the Purpose (l)
230. Administration of the Public Information
Office (3) (includes field trip to Public
Inforraatlon Offices, 9ND and NTC)
300. CotfflBunicating; with the Public (7 hours)
310. Factors in CCHsjaunication (2)
320. Writing for Readers (f>)
400. Public Opinion (7 hours)
410. Introduction to Public Opinion TheoiTr (2)
420. CoBomiiinication and the Formation and
Ohanglng of Cpinioas (3)
430. Keasureraent of Public Opinion (1)
440. Public Opinion and Democi^cy (1)
500. Seminar : Review of Area .1 (2 hours)
B. THE NAVY ANT' UNITED STATES WORLD POLICY (17 hours)
100. Organization, i^isaion, and Functions of the Navy (2 hours)
200. The United States in the florid Today (5 hours)
210. Determinants of Foreign Pollcv (1)
220. Defense and Foreign Policy (1)
230. The United Nations (|)
240. The American Hemisphere (^)
230. Our European .llles (1)
260. Asia (1)
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3CX). Naval History (4 hours)
310. A Brief Review of Naval History (1)
320. The Navy in World I'.ar II (2)
330. The Current History Program (1)
400. The Role of the Navy in National Defence (4 hours)
410. The Navy Today (2)
420. The Navy and the Future (2)
300. Seminar ; Review of Area B (2 hours)
COKMUNICATBIG WITH THE PUBLIC THROUGH THE INFORMATION
KEDIA (37 hours)
100. Introduction to the Masg Media (4 hours)
110. The Jtedia and the Public (1)
120. What is News? (l)
130. The Navy and the Media (2)
200, Newspapers and wire Services (6 hours)
210. Press Relations (l)
220. Preparing Press Copy (4)
230. The Effects of Newspaper Publicity (1)
300. Radio and Television (6 hours)
310. Introduction to Broadcasting (1)
320. Radio (3)
330. Television (l)
340.- Radio, Television, and Public Opinion (1)
400. Photography and Its Relationship with the Other
Media ( 4 hours
j
410. The Photographic Process (2)
420. Photography in Public Information (2)
500. Magazines, Books, and Miscellaneous Kedia (2 hours)
600. Seminar : Evaluating the effects of Publicity (1 hour)
700. Flee t Hoae Town News Center (6 hours, conducted at
TWaWT)
710. The Home Town News Story (1)
720. Photos for Home Town Release (1)
730. Recording home Town Interviews (1)
740. iitudents spend the afternoon on copy desk,
in media section, and on other practical
assignments (3)
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800. Field Trips to Chicago Media Cutlets (6 hours)
(Field trips will include visits to a newspaper, a
radio station, and a television station In downtown
Chicago. These trips will accompany one full work-
ing day, possibly including the evening, but will
account for only six " class hours .
)
900. Seminar : Review of Area C (2 hours)
D. COWMUmCATIKG DIRECTLY WITH THE ?UBL1C {Ik hours)
100. Speech Writing and Public Speaking (6 hours)
110. Speaking for a lurpose (1)
120. Appealing to a Specific Audience (1)
130. Organizing the Speech (1)
140. Informing and Persuading (l)
150. Practice in Speaking (2)
200. The Navy in the Cowmunity (2 hours)
210. Community Relations (l)
220, Commuaity Organizations (1)
300. Havy Civil delations Programs {^ hours)
310. Cruises and Orientation Programs (1)
320. Open Houses and Visits to the Coiansand (J)
330. Exhibits (J)
3^0. Special Events: Parades, Use of Bancs and
^ Personnel, Coaraissionings, and Other
Ceremonies (1)
350, Aviation Events (J)
360. The Importance of Letters (J)
400. Seminar : Review of Area D (2 hours)
E. SPECIAL ASPECTS OF HAVY IHFCRKATIOH (24 hours)
100, Navy Internal Relations (5 hours)
110. Relations with Civilian Employees (1)
120. Kllitary Personnel and their Dependents:
Service Morale (l)
130. Internal Information and Morale (3)
131. Armed Forces Information and Educational
Program (2)
131.1 Educational Opportunities (1)
131.2 Information Aspects of the I & S
Program (1)
132. Ship and Station Newspapers (1)
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200. The Naval Resgrve (2 hours)
210. Components of the Naval Reserve (1)
220. Naval Reserve Public Relations Companies (1)
300. International Relations [k hours)
310. Comniunlst Propaganda (1)
320. Truth as a Weapon (2)
330. Navy Ken as vmbaesadors of Qood v/iil (1)
400. Public Infonaation for ixerclses and Operations
(S hours)
300. Public Information and Security (2 hours)
600. Public Information and Accidents or I^mergencles
[2 hours)
700. Public Information in Time of War (2 hours)
800. Navy Recruiting (5 hours)
810. Organization of the Navy Recruiting Service (1)
880. Navy Careers for 5:nlisted r*cn (1)
830. Navy Careers for nlisted Women (1)
840. Naval Officer Procurement (1)
850. Visual Presentations (1)
r. CASE STUDIES AND SOLUTION OF PROBLEMS (20 hours)
100. Review of Directives (excluding Navy Public Relations
Manual, previously covered) (3 hours)
110, DepaiTtment of Tefense (i)
120. Department of the Navy (J)
130. i*ublic Information Instructions, 0. S. Atlantic
Fleet (1)
140. Pacific Fleet Public Relations Kanual (1)
200. Arranalm^ a Press Conference or Oral Briefing (2 hours)
300. Arranging a Guest Cruise (2)
400. Solving a Conanunity Relations Froblea (3)
500. Public Information Planning fof a y^ajor Fleet Fxercise (2)
^00. Infox*tnation at a Disaster (2)
700. Planning a Large Scale Special Event (3)
800. Seminar : What is Required of the PIC — A ReTlew
of Area F ( "^ hours
)
0. JKHIMAH: 3UKi%.'\RY AND i/yn^uATION OF THE COURSE (3 hours)
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DETAILED OUTLINE WITH REABIMO ASSIGNKISNTS
FOA EACH LS530N
A. FOUNDATIONS OF PUBLIC COfffMUNICATICN (2? hours)
100. Introduction to Public Relations (6 hours)
^^0, Organization of the Course (1)
111. Conference Sense, Nav Per» 91139
120. Why the Navy is Interested In Relationshipswn
with the lublic (1)"
121. "Public Relations Sense, Navfers 917S6
122. Military Public nelations, an address
by Admiral Robert B. Carney, USN, before
the Public Relations Society of America,
iSay 5, 193^. (6 pp.)
123. Why the Kavy Has a Public Relatione
Mission, isamial. Chap. A-1. (4 pp.}9
130. Defining Public Relations and P^abllc Information (1)
131. Public Relations — Its definition,
Cutlip, chap. 1. (14 pp.)
132. (Ref.) Exactly V.hat is Public Relations?"
Lesly, chap. 1. (17 pp.)
14q. Growth and revelopment of .ubllc Relations (1)
141. Public Relations — Its Ecologjs Cutlip,
chap. 2. (16 pp.)
142. Public Relations — Its History, Cutlip,
chap. 3. (27 pp.)
143. (Ref.) iublic Relations as a Social
Instrument, Harlow, chap I. (14 pp.)
150. Public Information in Governaent and the Armed
Services [1)
131. Government, Cutlip, chap. 22 (17 PP.)
132. Military Forces, Cutlip, chap. 25. (21 pp.)
153. Missions, Kanual, chap. 1. (1 p.)
1^. Responsibility, manual, chap. 2. (l p.)
155. Organization, Manual, chap. 3. (1 p.)
li)6. (Ref.) Public Relations ana American
Democracy, Flmlott.
%avy Public Relations inanual. For full titles of other
books, see Bibliography, pp. I62-I65.
(i)
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l60, P€P8onal Freparation for FublJLC Information
or Internal infonaation Irgtles (1)
161. 'Personal Equipment, Cutlip, chap, 27 (9 pp„)
162. Th€ Public InTormation Officer, Manual,
chap. A~2 (6 pp.)
163. (Hef.) "The Public Relations Worker,"
Harlow, chap, IV (14 pp.)
164. (Rcf.) Personal Helatlcms of the Public
Relatione Worker^. Harlow, chap, V (11 pp.)
200. Organizing an Inforsaation Prosraia (3 hourc)
210. Information for a Purpo&e (1)
2X1. Fact-Finding—the First Step, Cutlip,
chap. 5 (20 pp.)
220. Planning the Program to Accoaiplish the Purpose (l)
221. Planning—The second Step,' Cutlip,
chap. 6 (15 PP«)
222. (Ref.) How to Obtain the Support of
Public Opinion, Lesley, chap. 23 (26 pp.)
230 » Adalniatration of the Public Information
fegfiee (5)
231. Integrating the Function,' Cutlip,
chap. 10 (13 pp.)
232. Staff and Equlpoent for the PIO," Manual,
chap. A
-2, art 220M
233. 'Administration, Manual, chap, k
* 23^- Field Trip: Public Infonaaticm Office,
Ninth Naval District
235. Field Trip: Public Inforaaticm Office,
Haval Training Center
300. CoMpmnicatlng with the Public (7 hours)
310. Factors in Comganloation (2)
311* CoMBHUnlcating—^The Third otep, Cutlip,
chap. 7* pp. 121-130 ,Q
312. Introduction to Setoantics, Syllabus (B pp.)
320
-.
Writing for Headers (5)
321. Getting Thoughts onto Paper: Shidle,
chap. I-IV (27 pp.)
10
T^he pgqpo—d syllabus prepared by the writer. See
Appsadlx D.
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322. Building the Lead on the JPeg: Shldle,
chap. V-VI (31 pp.)
323. Sustaining the Flow: Shidle, chap. VII -VIII
(25 pp •
)
324. Choosing the Words: Shidle, chap. IX-XII
(58 pp.)
325. Writing Practice: Shidle, chap. XIII-XV
(33 pp.)
400, Public Opinion (7 hours)
4lO. Introduction to Public Opinion Theory (2 hours)
411. The Nature and Characteristics of
j^^.
Opinions and Attitudes, Syllabus (9 pp.)
412. What is Public Opinion?
412.1 The Mass, the Public, and the Crowd,
Blumer, in Berelson, chap. 1 (7 pp.)
412.2 'CoiHBients on the Nature of 'Public*
and ' Public Opinion ' . Yoimg, in
KatE, chap. 2 (7 PP.)
420- Coiasiunication and the Formation and Changing of
6plnicm> (3 hours)
421- A Look at the Process
421.1 Stej^eotypes, Lippmann, in Berelson,
chap. 2 (9 pp.)
421.2 Some Principles of Mass Persuasion,"
Ciii^wright, in Katz, chap. 7 (12 pp.)
422. Publicity That Failed
422.1 Report on an Educational Campaign:
The Cincinnati Plan for the United
\ Hations, ' atar & Hughes, amer, J. Soc,
Jan. 1950 (11 pp.)
422.2 Some Reasons Why Information Campaigns
Fail, Hywan and Sheatsley, in Katz^
chap. 7 (9 pp.)
423 « Soae Factors in Perception and Belief
423.1 The Evasion of Propaganda,^ Cooper
and Jahoda, in Katz, chap. 6 (T PP.)
423.2 The Influence of Source on Credibility,
HoTland and Weiss, in Katz, chap. 6
(11 pp.)
423.3 Resistance to Counterpx^opAgsadft
produced by One -Sided and Two-Sided
Px*esentations, Lumsdale and Janis,
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^30* Measurement of Public Opinion (1 hour)
431. How Surveys Are Made,^ mccoby and Holt,
in Berelson, chap. 10 (12 pp.)
^^0. Public Opinion and Democracy (1 hour)
441. The Current Status of American Public
Opinion, Hyman and Sheatsley, in Katz,
chap , 1 ( 16 pp
.
)
442. Public Opinion Polls anc iuaerican ]>€iBoeret*
ic Leadership, Cartwright, In Katz, chap. 4
(7 pp.)
443. Mass Persuaglon-«Th€ Moral Dimension,
Merton, in Eerclson, chap. 9 (4 pp.)
500, Seminar : Review of Area a. (2 hours)
B. THE NAVY AND USITEE STATES WOHLD POLICY (1? hours)
100. Organization, Mission, and Funotiona of the Nav;^
(2 hours)
110. The Naval Establishraent, ' Nairal Orientation,
chap. 9 (19 pp.)
120. The U. 6, Marine Corps, Naval Orientation,
chap. 23, pp. 475-478
200, The United States in the World Today (5 hours)
210. DetemBlnants of Foreign Policy (1)
211. Is the United itates Self-Sufficient?
->. AFT 455 (12 pp.)^^
^2. How to Keasure a Nation's Strength,
APT 463 (12 pp.)
220. Defense and Foreign Policy (1)
221. How Our Foreign Policy is Made, AFT 4^7
(12 pp.)
222. Where We Serve, APIP 6 (12 pp.)
223. Our Department of Defense, APIP 2 (12 pp.)
12
APT' refers to Armed Forces Talk, a series of excel-
lent pamphlets prepared by the ..rmed Forces Office of Infonaa-
tlon and Education, an agency of the Office of the Secretary
of I>efen3€, for internal inforaiation use, APIP stands for


















230. The United Nations (J)
231. The United Nations Today^ State Dept.
Pub. 4298, pp. 1-2 & ^-14
232. The U.N. — A look at the Record, AFT 4l9
(12 pp.)
2^0. The American Hgrnijiphfre (J)
241. Inter-Ajaerlcan Defense, APT 437 (12 pp.)
250. Our European Miles (1)
231. 'Europe Uniting, 'APT 445 (12 pp.)
232. KA.TO,'^ AFT 471 (12 pp.)
253 • Queationis and Anawers—The European Defense
C«BWunlty, Stat© I'ept., Fubllc Service Dlv.,
D««. 1933 (^ pp.)
260. Aala (1)
261. Why We Serve in the Par East/' ^.PT ^9 (12 pp.)
262. Peace for the Long Haul—A Treaty with
Japan, APT 386 (12 pp.)
263. The Situation in Southeast Asia, APT 453
(12 pp.)
264. The War in Indochina, iVFT 439 (12 pp.)
265. India—Oriental 'Third Force'? (12 pp.)
300. Naval History (4 hours)
310. A Brief Review of Haval History (1)
, 311 . The Navv and Sea Power, Naval Orientation,
/*. ohap. 1 (9 pp.)
'!312. Makers of Naval Tradition, Wftval Orienta-
tion, chap .2 ( 17 PP .
)
313- The United States Marine Corps, Naval
Orientation, pp. 469-475
320. The Navy in World v:ar II . (2)
321, Lecture based on chapters 22-31, Wescott,
'American Sea Power Since 1775-
322. Pllms or slides at discretion of instructor.
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i|00. The Role of the Kary In National Defenae (4 hours)
^10. The Kavy Today (2)
411. The Principles of Sea Power," by Admiral
Robert 3. Carney, U3N, reprinted fr<^
the 0. S. Maval Institute Proceedings
«
Aug. 1953 (11 pp.)
412. "Carrier Warfare, Naval Orientation,
chap. 15 (11 pp,)
413. Naval Aviation, ' ibid,, chap, 16 (21 pp.)
414. 'Undersea Warfare, ibid,, chap, if (18 pp.)
413. Amphibious Warfare, ibid., chap, la (8 pp.)
416. 'Logistics, ibid,, cliap, 19 (3 pp.)
417. Research and Its Kffects on Kaval Warfare,
ibid., chap. 23 (9 pp.)
418. "Esaential Components, ibid,, chap. 24
(29 pp.)
420. The Navy and the Futui^e (2)
421. Address by Adralral Robert B. Carney, USH,
before the National Convention of the
Military Order of the :orid i^ars, Pittsbur||h,
2T Oct. 1953 (T pp.)
422. The Navy's Role in strategic Bonblng^ '
reprinted from American Aviation, Oct. 26,
1953 (2 pp.)
423. Atomic Victory Depends Upon the Navy,
toy Admiral Robert B. Carney, USH, reprinted




424. Sea Power's Sunday Punch, by Hon. John F,
-^ Floberg, reprinted from Colliers Magazine,
Oct. 5, 1952
500. Seminar : Review of Area B (2 hours)
510. StBaaary
511. Strong U. S. Defense for the 'Long Pull',
Interview with ..dmlral Arthur w, Hadforci, USN,
reprinted froa U. S. News and World Report,
March 5, 1954








covmrnick'smQ with the public throikjh the irformatiom
MEDIA (37 hours)
100. Intiroduction to the Hag» Media (4 ho^urs)
110. Tlw mdla and the Public (1)
111. The Mass Media and the General Public/'
Cutlip, chap. 14 (32 pp.)
112. Books, Libraries, and Other Media of
CoHBunioation, Campbell k Mstsaer, in
Katz« (pp. 235-242)
120. V/hat is liewst (1)
121. The Stuff that Itekes the Neits," Warren^
chap. IV (13 pp.)
122. Publicity in Public Relations, Stes^enscffi,
chap. 1 (9 pp.)
123. How to Cultivate Hews Sources, Stephenson,
chap. 2 (23 pp.)
124. Exploring for Hidden Treasure, Stephenson,
•li^p. 15 (13 pp.)
130. The Navy and the yiedia (2)
131. '*Kedia, Manual, chap. 5, (8 pp.)
132. Release of Information, Manual, chap. 6
(10 pp.)
200, Newspapers and Wire Services (6 hours)
21(f. Press Relations (1)
211. Press Relationships,' Cutlip, chap. 15
(11 PP*)
212. '^Bsaching the Public — The Press,"
Stephenson, chap. 3 (12 pp,)
213. The Navy Story in the Newspapers,' V&knual,
chap. A-3 (7 pp.)
220. Preparing Press Copy (4)
221. Building the Pyramid : Lead Paragraphs (1)
221.1 Weaving the Word Pattern, Warren,
chap. V (14 pp.)
221.2 How to Begin the Storj, ' Warren,
chap. VI (11 pp.)
221.3 Novelty in Leads, Warren, elisp. vii
(11 pp.)
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222. Completing the Pyramid
222.1 'Charting the otory structure," Warren,
chap. VIII (12 pp.)
222.2 News Releases^ Stephenson, chap, 7
(12 pp.)
222.3 Featum articles, Stephenson, ohap« 8
(11 pp.)
223 • Navy News Releases (2)
223.1 Style Sheet for Havy Public Inforaa-
tion Writing, ' Manual, Appendix D"
(4 pp.)
223.2 ' Exaoqple of Dispatch News Release,'
Manual, Appendix C" (1 p.)
223.3 Libel and How to Avoid It, Warren,
chap. XV (10 pp.)
223.4 Libel and Privilege," Manual,
articles 0517-9519 (2 pp.)
230. The Effects of Newspaper Publicity (1)
231. What Kissing the Mififspsper Means," Berelson,
in Katz, pp. 263-270
232. Uiu&an Interest Stories and Deaoeracy,
Hughes, in Berelson, 317-326
300* IteMlio and Television (6 hours)
310. Introduction to Broadcasting Media (l)
^ll" Television and Radio, Stephenson, chap. 10
(14 pp.)
312. Radio and Television, Manual, chap. A-4
(6 pp.)
313. Television and Radio, Manual, chap. 7
,
(2 pp.)
314. The Growth of Anerican Radio, Chester,
chap. 2 (17 pp.)
315. Recent Developments in Radio and Television,
'
Chester, chap. 3 (8 pp.)
Radio (3 hours)
321. Control of Radio (1)
321.1 Federal Comaunioations Conmissicm,
Chester, chap. 6 ( 7 PP«)
321.2 Stations and Networks, Chester^
chap. 7 (9 pp.)
321.3 Advertisers and Agencies, Chester,
ohap. 8 (11 pp.)
321.4 "Self-Regulation of Broadcasting,
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322, Station organization mC rroffiffiiliiti , (1)
322,1 ProgretMBings Entertalxmstit^ ' Chester^
cbap, k (10 ppO
322 «2 ' Prograaamingi Public S«a*vlee and
Infoi'BJiatlon, Chester,, chap, 5 (9 pp^
322.3 Inside tl:^ StatioiJi;, Chester*
«hap, 14 {Ik ppO
323 « V/rltln£ and Production (i)
323.1 "An»ouno«asent», Ch«»t«r, Ghap, 19
(16. pp.)
323 .2 New0 and Cc^aaentary# Ch«ct€r^
chap. 23 (15 PP»)
323.3 'Sports and Special Events^ Chester»
chap. 24 (11 pp.)
330. Televiaion (1)
331 ' TeleTlsioa Vm^ui Lllet lliis^'' Bandlek. pp.4*53
332. Television News, ' Chester, pp, 3B6-3S8
3^0« RadiOj Telcvialcaia and Public Oplnlqfi (1)
3^1. Social Aspects of Brottd^OMitittSj ' Chester^
chap, 1 (15 pp.)
342. The Listeners, Chester* chap. 9 (11 pp.)
343. Audience Eesearch y LsuKarsfeld, in
BerelBcwi, pp. 337-346
344. Television and the Election, ' Caapbell,
in Katz, pp. 287-291
400 >.. Photography and Its Relationaaul^ mth tfai OttW
Hjidia (4 hours)
410. The Fhotosraphic Process (2)
4ll« Use of press typ« eanaras
412* Darkroaa Procedure
4ao, Phs%#fflffsphy In Public Infortaatltm (2)
421. Industrial Photogra^iy, ' Stephcnsc^s^
chap. 9 (13 pp.)
422, Publicity on the Screen^ * StsplmMion^
chap. 11 (11 pp,)
423 » Navy Public InforoiatloB Slid Photo-
graphy» Hanual, chap. A-3 (4 ppu)
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500- Wagiging8« Booi^^ lata Klgcellancous Mtdla (2)
510 .» Reaching the Fubllc-<-ilR0iUSl&«s^ Sl;«p)»»iuiaii«
chap. 4 (1^ pp.)
320, Reaching the Publics—4toQk0»" Stc^litasim, ehap<. 5
(5 PpO
530, Fas^hletSj, Brochures, wemI IfiaastttilSi, Steplmtmmkg
chap. 12 (14 pp,)
540. Kafi&zines aad Books, ifmiual^ Chap» A-6 (4 pp.)
550. 'Mfteazines aod Bo^m,** Muraetl^ cliap. 9 (2 pp.)
5oO. Klecellanftous Jledla," Manual, art 2703
570 » (net.) L€8ly, pp. 557-567
600, Seminar .i Evaluating the Effects of Publicity (1)
6lO. Ccmtent Anals^sls^ SyllAbiis^
620* "Trial by Ufewspuper^ Klappsr and Qloek^ la Wktm,
pp. 105-112
700, Fleet goiae Towa Wewa Center (6)
710« Thg goac fown Mjnj Fpogragj (1)
711 « Th6 Hoiae Tonfn Mews ProgxmAy MBHual^ chap «10
712, Handbook for Fle«t Hone Tiwti Hills Center^
pp, 5-26 and 111ustrations on pp. 27-48
720. Froce»aln& the Home T&ym n%v» Story (5)
721, Types of Stories and Copy-D«sk
722. Photos for Hotae Town Hel@a8«
^ 723, Recording the Ho»e Town interview
. 724. students spend the afternoon cm copy desk«
*r^ In media section, and on other practical
^ assignments
«
800, Field Trips to Chicago Wydla Outlets (6)
(Field trips Include visits to a newspaper^ a radio
station^ and a television station in dotmt<>im Chicago,
These trips occupy one full day, possibly Including
the evening J but account for oxily six olass-^hours . )
900, Sealnsr : Hevlsif of Area C (2 hours)
910. (Eef .) "How to Get Your Story - cross ^ Lssly,
chap. 26^ (158 ppO
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D. CQUmmiCATUG hUmCTLY WITH THE PUBLIC
100,, Speech Writing and Public Speaking (6 hoimi)
110. fta^tkiriR for a Furpoge (1)
1X1. '£«s€ntial8 or Errectlve Speaking^' msxtoe,
chap, 1 (13 PP-)
112, Thfi Frocess of Fmparlng a Sp««eh, ' l^mro€j,
chap* 5 (6 pp.)
113- Speech writing and Public Speaking,' Manuel,
pp«ndlx J
120* Appealing to a Specific Auaicnee (1)
121* "Detenaining the Subject and Purpose of the
Speech, ' Monroe, chap, 6 (12 pp*)
122. Analyzing the Audience, ' Moneoe, ehap, 7
(10 pp.)
123, * Selecting the Basic Appeal," itonroe^ chap. B
(15 pp.)
130* Organizing the Speech (1)
131. Stipporting Main Points, *" Keiivoe, chap. 10
(16 pp.)
132. Organizing the Speech, Monroe, ohap.l2 (27 pp-)
133" Making an Outline, Mc«iroe, chap* 13 (31 ppw
i40« Informing and Persuading (1)
. iVl, Wording the Speech, Monx*oe, chap. 14 (12 pp.)
142. The Speech to Infora, nsnaaevm, dwp. lo
(16 pp.)
143 « The Speech to Stimulate, Monroe, chap. 17
(19 pp.)
150- Practice in Speaking (2)
131. 'The Speech to Convince, ' HonMt, eHftp. 18
(39 pp.)
132.> Speakere* Guide for Service Spokeesien,
Dept, of Defense (18 pp.)
153. Mavy Speakers* Guild«,
154. Quotable Quotes for 1954
•©<>• Px Kayy <tat the r i—iiiUy (2 hours)
gia Co—jonity Relations (1)
211. Ceonsunity Relationahips, Cutlip, ehap. 12
(12 PpO
212. CoMHunity Relations—>an Inve8tBient>
Stephenson, ehap. 16 (l4 pp.)
213. (Bef.) Liaidborg.
t-llu'^^MOC"
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220, A PoaltiV6 Approach to the CcaiBmaity (1)
82.1. 'OoflKUBlty Bclatlone In Action;, StepncnBon*
chap. 17 U? PP*)
222. Thtt Servlenttaa does to Toim^ AFT 442
300, gayy Civil B»lationg FrograjMt (4 hours)
310. Crulfl^s a^nd Qrlentation FroapMBUi (1)
311, au€St Crulttes^'' Manual, ehap» 12 (7 pp..)
320« Speelal Sventa (2j)
321. 'Conaaunlty Rclationjs, l«ianual, ehap« 13
(8 pp.)
322. Special Events as a i:'ublic Infomaatioia
MadltBtt. ' Kaaual, chap. A-.7, articles 2701-
2702 (4 pp.)
323. Special Events Chsck List," KMiual, Appendix
"F'' (6 pp.)
324. "Public Relations in Close ^ymrterB—Launch-
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IMFORMATIOH OFFICERS TRAIHINO COORSS
ir. S.^ NAVAL SCHOOL, JOBRMALISTS , CLASS A





A 8BAID »E .0
^c^l ^9ms%,
None other than a g^ntlonaa as well as a mmwh both in
theory and practice Is qiiallfled to support the character
of a aooBlftslomd offieer in the U&vj, nor is aay tmn fit
to cooaaand a ship of iiar utio ie not also capable of cofflmmil<>
eating hia ideas coi paper^ in laagBUgt that heoooea his raeic.
FAUL
X know of no task that is more (soiaplex^ except possibly the
task of govawansnt itself, than that of ettgfgaidmvlxiB In a
(Ssaoeracy an appreciation of the r«le of the Anaed Forces*
Military public relations is the business of isaintainiiig
utually satisfactory understanding between the ailitary
and the civilian ooiaoiunity^ It i^ranscends the single
aschanics of telling the people about land^ air and sea
pewer. It is a recipz*oeal px^ocess involving every aspect
of hunan conduct in the field of human relations. • « . >
TlM foundation of military public relatioxis is public
welfare <,
- AflHIRAL SOBOrt &• CARSOnf^ QEUI
^^Jt Hid
INTRODUCTIOll
Miaslon , The aaAslcm of the Information Offio^rs Training
Course is to familiarize selected officers with the field of
public relations and to train them in the use of aecepted
l^mctices and techniques in order that they May effectively
Mrry out duties of priae responslhility in the llftvy*s Infor-
nation prograos^ both public and internal.
Ci^ectives : In canrying out this mission^ the courtM has the
following objectives I
1. To refresh officers in their imowlediDe of the history
Mid achievements of the IMited States Havy.
2. To review the mission and functions of the Itavy «ad
its role in national defense.
3« To provide an introduction to tkut study of public
opinion and sass caMWunlcation which is basic to effectlw
public and Ifftemal relations.
4. To familiarise officers with the Navy's inforrBatiOB
progreoSf policies and directives.
Administration of the Course , The Information Officers
Training Course is a five week course of instruction « Students
attend class six hours a day^ five days a «t^« for a total
of 130 class hours. Students are expected to spend a mlntiai
of three hours a day outside of class preparing for the fol-
lowing day's sessions.
Scope of Study . The Cotirse has been divided into five major
areas as outlined below:
'fiCllITSIS' 'ilffiMPTBlX
to
./ n/ lyrs oi:Icfifcf rf^«»d .err
wij i^::*5 iffsijsioo 'iiiij .,riQi:Sj;5*:K a*ni?
•^pfft^a r zi 'i ;l.rf- "• -• '; , > . !./« i> "f ' i^ >.'? rf '^ r ^ ' I?*, f *i 't»^
lO
toa ^vi!.n sisl^ lo *i
no I oT .4
J ad^lBlcm Tab a a-crawl ^^sndS Jo
«si99ci «afi iMruioO sdT . ^fom .:
.JSESfil
A. 'THE KAVY AHD GHITED STATES WORLD POLICY,
A review of naTal history and the concept of sea power,
the organization of the Navy and its relationship with other
dtopai'tmnjj of the governments and a hrief study of United
States foreign policy.
B. FOTWPATIOJIS OF PUBLIC COMKOHICATICH
.
A baile orientation in the field of mass eoomunication
li^ch includes the development of piiblio relations as a man-
ai^aent or eoonftad function j an introduction to seaiantics;
pmetiet in writing clear and understandable copy; an intro-
duction to the study of public opinion,
C. »AVy mFORMATIOH PROOHAIB.
The organization and administration of Havy public in-
fon&stion and &\xQh special aspects of Havy inforsiation as
eivil relati<m8« Internal relations, the Kaval Reserve « and
Mivy recruiting publicity.
.it
D. tmBUlC ncrORHATION MSDIA.
An examination of press« radio« television^ aind other
infomation media, aaA ttom application of media techniques
to the Havy** Infonnation prograas.
B. CkBR STUDIES hW PROBLXNS.
On the basis of what has been studied in preceding
•tutonts are presented Navy inforsiation problems for group
dlseusslsn maA preparation of working solutions.
Him Ceuvse eo»olud«s with a thz^ee hour review sealnar








SMEoEoni OKA aEIUPTe .^aAt^ .1
Text Katerlala . students ap« issued textbooks and official
publications which nust be returned on coo^letion of the
Course . In addition to Issued textbooks^ a reference library
is available for the use of students.
Schedule,. Detailed scheduling of classes is left to the dis-
cretion of instructors. It is recoMaended that Areas A aad
B be scheduled concurrently during the first and sec^ad iieeks
of the coux^se^ with Area G beginning early in the second
i«eek and Area D beginning late in the second we«k or early
in the third, a?he laajor part of the fifth w»#k will be de-
voted to Area E, The three -hour review and evaluation
seminar should take place the final day of the Course.
Leaaon Plans . In the following pages, major areas of ths
Course are outlined in detail and a lesson plan is provided
for each class session. Students shall read the lesson plan
and textbook assignments listed as 'required reading' prior
to class sessions. Assignsients include » where appropriate,
aterial frois texts intended for college or business use,
as well as selections frota the Mavy Public Relations NmMil
•ad other official publications, mterial narlctd "rtferenoc"
is intended primarily for instructors and is available in
the School library. Students are encouaNMStdl to fasiliarlze
thsngelves with reference taaterlai.
Classroom Procedure .. Classes will be conducted as lectures,
class discussions, or tmum projects. Trttining fllas and
«tlitr txttitting aids will be used where applieable. iv nxg^
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ODTLIHE OF 'filE CO
d Outline
MSSSSL
C . Introduction to the Course t
A, The NaTy and United States vJorld Policy 19
B, Fwmdatlons of Public CosaRunleatlon 2a
C, The Il«ivy*« Public InToFfli&tloa Frogi'sai 37
D, Public Information ttedia 43
£« Caae Studies 20
F. Seninar: Review and Evaluation of the Course 3
Total scheduled hours 1^6
FlCKlble tine available to be used at the
discretion of the Officer in Chartse 4
Total class hours 130
est
7i
€i 'CpUXo-.* '.-»->••" wmis^u ^*#Jlff^ &«« -c^risui ©f!i'
£4 olf^






0. IWrROrUCTIOM to the COUHSE (2 hours)
A, THE JIAVY AMD USITED STATES WORLD POLICY (19 hours)
1. Th« Mtanlng of Sea Power (2)
2. The History cf the U. S. Navy (8)
3. Organization for National security (6)
a. CfSBponents of the National Security Organization
b. Roles and Missions of the krme6 Forces
4. United States Foreign Policy (3)
a. Determinants of Foreign Policy
b. Qlobal Cofiflsltaents
fl, FOUNDATIOWS OF PUBLIC COi«IMyNICATION (22 hours)
1. Introduction to Public Relations (5)
a. The importance cf Relationships with the Public
b. Defining Public Relations and Public Information
c. Growth and Development of iublic Relations
d. Public Inforaiatlon in GovexTiaent and the
Armed Forces
e. Personal Preparation for Information Duties
2. Organizing an Inforaation Program (3)
a. Biforaatlon for a Purpose
b. Planning the Frograa to Accomplish the Purpose
e. Limiting the Function: Relationships within
the Staff
3. Public mi on (7)
a. The Xature of Opinions and Attitudes
b. What is Public Opinion?
e. Coomunlcation and the Formation and Changing
of Opinions
a. Reasons for Failure of Inloriaation Campaigns
t. Factors In Perception and Belief
f
.
Measurement of Public Opinion
g« Public Opinion and Democracy
4. Co—ualeatlng with the Public (7)
a. Faetors in Conmiunication: Semantics







C. THE NAVY»S HlfORHATIOS PROORAK (37 hour«)
1. Organization aiw3 Administration of Navy InToimd*-
tlon (10)
a. Missions and Responsibilities
b. Organization of liavy Inroinnation
e. Management and Adainistratlon of the PubllQ
Inforttatlon Office
2. Mavy Internal Relations (5)
a. Relations with Civilian Employtf«8
b. Armed Forces Infomation and Education
c. Internal t^ublications
3« The Navy in the Coaanunity (9)
a. Coamunity Relations
b. Civil Relations and Special Events
c. The Iiqportance of Letters
4. The Navy and International Public Relations (2)
3. The Naval Reserve (2)
6. Public Infomation and Security (2)
7- Navy KecruHing (3)
a. The Navy Recruiting Service
b. Navy Cai»eers
e. Visvial Presentations in Recruiting
D. PUBLIC INFORMATION MSDIA (43 hours)
!• News and the Mass Media (2)
a. tntroduction to the Mass Media
b. What is News?
2. Newspapers and v/ire Services (9)
a. Press Relations
b. Preparing Press Copy
e. News Releases
d. Navy Press Policy
e. Effects of Newspaper irublicity
3- Radio and Television (8)
a. Introduction to Radio and Television
b. Stations^ Networks, and Advertisers
e. Radio Station Organization and PrograBUBlng




Radio^ Television^ and Public Opinion








a. The Photographic Process
b. Photography In Public Information
3. Magazines^ Books, and Kiscellaneous i»todia (2)
6. Fleet Hoiac Town Hews ?rogra« (6)
7. Field Trips (9)
a. A siaall city daily newspaper
b. A metropolitan daily newspaper
o. A network radio station
d. n network television station
8. Speech Writing and Public Speaking (3)
E, CASE STUDIES AND PROBLEMS (20 hours)
1. Review of Public Information Directives (2)
2. Arranging a Press Conference or Briefing (2)
3. Arranging a Guest Cruise (2)
4. CoiuBunity delations Problem (3)
5. Public Relations Planning for a Fleet Exercise (3)
6. Public Kelatlons at an Accident or Disaster (3)
7. Planning Special >:vents (5)
P. SEMINAR:^ REVIEW AND EVALUATION OF THE COURSE (3 hours)
,£) -
(5^ is«vi:J-. .irl •>,'
(t) •tft^ttJlAiC JfeJtOOA fl£
5,*,-.,,-. f--
Sgagion 0-1 9^nd 0->2
a. Topic: Introduction to Course
to, a«qulr«<5 Reading: Introduction to Currlculiai
COMTSRBIICE SBIBIS (NavPers 91139)
tt. Su£gestlont to Instructoxm:
Open the »e8»icn with introduction
©f Infitmictors by officer in
eluij*gc. Ask eaeh student to
introduce himacXX ana vqIX soBke-
thing of his personal and caraer
Ij^atkground . risciiss course ob-
jeetivea an<i areas of instruction..
Issue textbooks and other material
required for course. Allow time











AMMA A - ffiE m\nr ahd ufxied ^jx/itss woeld policy
(19 hours)
aeggionji A-l end. i^-£
a . Topic I '£EE Mmniia OF SEA powm
b. Kequired Reading: MYAL ORIEN12&!riOIf, Chapter 1 aud 2
mE PRim:iPLEs of sea powjr,
A<toi.ral Kobert a. Caraey, USfJ,
reprinted n^can U.S. HAVAL IHSTIJ^Om
PROCiJSDINQS, August, 1953-
c. I^eferencex Mahan, jail. IKFLUEHCB OF mA ?0\im
UPO» hl&TORJ,
aprout, F0UHDATI0H3 OP MTIOKAL
POWER.
flACKIHG MV^ HISTORY, USHA.
d. Key PMats:
1. 'fbe Meaning of Sea Pover.
2. jChe beginnings of oaviGS in the Mediterranean.
(&) Cretan civilisation btsed on soa power.
Downfall due to loss of sea power,
(b) Phoenicif^n clviliaation developed throu|^
sea power.
3. 9tm Power and the Qolden Age of Greece.
(a) See Victory at Salamis, not the land battle




(b) Greek safety ia "wooden walls ",
%» IKnan 3oa Power - 1!!he Puaic Wcrs.
(a) laitial feilure of Rocjs to understand sea power
(b) Rixaan see victory at Economus.
(c) Rcxaen control of s^ forced Bannibtsl to use
AlplOiC route to invade Italy ultimately end-
ing in his defeat at Zoma.
(d) E(»san Ifevy protects seti lanes.
5). Venice succeeds Constantinople as dowiOBOt sea
power.
6. Thm Age of liploration and Colonization.
(a) Italy, Spain, Portugal, En^l^tiil-
7. Defeat of ^)enisb Armada rind Rise of Lnglaod £3
classical extanpl© of sea power.
8. British Sea Power from the AxnAds to the /.merican
Revolution.
A '3 "and A~4
ft . i'opic J
h» Required Reeding:
c. References
THE RISl'ORy OF 'HIE U.3. lU.VY -
FflOM THE AMKRICAJi REVOLUTIOH TO
13BE WAR OP 1612.
Westcott, AMlRICi\ll fflSA POVHR IsniCl
1775.
l!mCllim MYAL HISTOBY.
Melian, TiiL IHFLUEHCE OF 51^:^. ?OWm
UPOH iilSTQKY.
«. ^^ : ^m omhQo^'
•xovoq m^
-60S tX^
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iCnox: A HISTORY OP mE U.S. MVY.
yOUK KAVY (BavP^a lOcOO).
d. TrcitUag Aid©: Film, PH-69^^3A "History of the
U.S. Ifavy - War of Indepeadeuce
(21 minutes).
Piln, FIl-69^3B "Bistopy of th«




1. The War of ^erican Independeuc© }ma in all its aain
features a m&rltliae war.
2. Military lessons:
(a) A aBritime action which is not aelf-sufficienu
is dependent upon sea borne Cfxasiea^CQ for
existence.
(b) It is iiapoasible to fight & aBritiae wsr with-
out ships which can stand up to the enemy.
(c)" Without nj&val vcqpfiort a moierous and corapet-
ent merchant marine is useless.
(d) Any Anay cut off frcaa its overseiis source of
^isply and reinforceiaent is Ijnpotent,
•3 Johtt Paul Jones end the Continental Havy
H, Origin of ll«tv&l TradiLionjB.
5. Haveil Wrr with France.
6. War witi! Xripoli
7. Jefferson's Gunboat Policy tidvocfcted by Congress






,^- affile Miiin -:> J^i-ii iJv' jidl««
, v^ijo erfJ o;f qxi 5ii«i^3e a^io
,j: u e.;
ili ,; J ;..^_^Ai--.> V
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) X
§fiflogs A~^ ewSi A-6
a. Topic: ZKB EI^TORY OP WM H.S* »^VY -
fSB I&Vy UN mK 19231 CE^ruRY.
b. Required Rea^cling; None.
c. References TK/^CIIIHG MVHL HI3T0FY.
Vestcott, AmniCAM 2£A 20Um SIHC£
1773.
Stevens and Westcott, A IXISlDKy OF
Koox, A HIS^RY OP !I!HE lSfI1»
flipsrout, TiOi Hia^ OF mmXCAB HAVAL
POWEB.
yOtJR HAVY (Mav?C5PS IO6OO).
d. Key Points:
1. TUe period of peace I813 to I86I.
(a^ Haval tectinological developments.
(b) West Indies operations.
(c) OrganlEfition of five Buresaus to conduct
business of Navy Department,
(d) Founding of Hfiv«il Acadeay.
(•) Opening of J&pen by CtmmoAore ?erry.
(f) Mexican oper&tiona - Conqueac of Californir;
.
2. iRViil tspects of the Civil Vfer. *
(a) Velue of Industri&l potential and Havy Yards •
concentration of northern n^viil strc. uo
destroy conmercc and facilities of tlie 3outl:i.
Ji'
5>-4 hBB g-A 8HPi»artB
a>H bo .€f
on .>'•:;
'^0 V -j-*j i? V
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JAVAX KAOIffi^ "^






(b) Heval operetions of the Wcr.
(c) Re«ill«atioQ that JLmprovi^xtioa no longor
effective 1q modern nav&l warfspe.
3. Ferlod of d©cllue Id S&vy I066 - lobO.
4. The »©¥ Hevy li38l - I897.
(e) The White Squi^dron.
(b) War College established I685,
5. 3paalsh-Aaericaa Ver arid Hoosevelt Era I898 - I909.
(a) Primarily a DEVf^l coaflie t.
1. Effectively trained personnel with good
ijquipiaeat decisive in complete rout of
encxay's fleet to end conflict. ''B&ttle
of Maaila . "
(b) Expansion In U.S. possessions pricuirlly is
a navel problesa.
6. Importance of the maintenance of en adequate Havy
to*|iandle any foresecrfibl© eoEaaitaaent vlthin
prescribed limits.
(e) Boosevelt policy, "Speak softly but carry ft
big stick."
(b) Importance of prior prepeiretion with
intelligent reports of the eneiny thereby
developing proper tactics and strategy.
(c) Keee&rch and development admittedly ^^n
&«»et to any Ue.vy.
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iiiE : Y OF urn men * mobw
WAR I ii'O W0RIJ3 WsB II.
IfOQG •
Westcott, /^lERIC&JI SEP. POWER SIWJE
1775.
Knox, A HISTORY OF Tim USITED STP.TEa
MVY.
Stevens =i;. Weatcott, A HISTORY OF
SM PO'WHH.
TE^iCKIHG a/iVAL HISTORY.
^rout, fHE RISE OF AMBaRICAB RAVAL
Fovm*
yOIB mVS: (llavPers IO6OO).
Key Fointsj
1. Bta^ergence of the U.S. Into the twentieth century
vl-th Insuler possessions and globt^l bases.
2. Great technological develojaaents and tecimiques
¥ith corresponding research and develoixaent
.
3. Theories of Mahan.;, ^ylaaan and Mackinder end
their Influence on the aspiring vorld povers.
t;. Rise of Oenasn Nsyy to protect her sea trade and
colonies.
5. Check of Oerman expansion.
6. Jap«:n in Par East.
7. Bonpoe Doctrine in Mev Vorld.
8. Attemptea aove of Oeiroany Uirougli B&llxas, IHirkey
and Asia Minor which flntilly resulted in World War I.
aim-
u f.
zmm iSVOH Aar. MA:;rKai4
r. n * hno^X ^^*i ,t 1 •:>^fl . (S
'£xm aasc lo YJsoar
(T V ,•' Ti^-*'"'' /"-if iC) -Sl^'t;
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9. Wilson's Keutr&lity Froclfimatloci - Aug, 1914.
10. Congress authorized great noval b^illdlng progreia.
11. Declaretion of War on Germeny.
12. Reer Adiair&l Sims confers with Britain's First
3ea Lord, Actoirel Jelllcoe.
13. Convoy system adopted.
1^. Bettl© of Jutland.
(a) Effect of German Fleet's defeat.
15* The three xaain Allied naval operations j
(a) Blockade of Germany.
(b) Anti-submarine ceapaign.
(c) Transportetion of /onericen troops to France.
16. DevelofSBent of suboRrine end air operations.
17. Success of submarine warfare almost stops England.
Betaliation of like use of submerine by U.S. and
convoy systoa enables KogX&ad to coae beck.
18. Germany surrenders.
19. Post-^war position of Japan - mandated isl&nds*
20. Inevitable post-war reactions.
21» Events leading to conferences.
22. Limitations of Heval Armament:
(a) Washington - I92I - 1922
(b) Geneva - 1927
(c) London - 1930
(d) Geneve - 1932 - 1933
(e) Limitation ends December I936 with failure
of second London Conference 1933 " 193^*
23. Results of conferences.
•00^-^'-
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24 pEllure to promote end support diplomacy with
aetipower results inj
(e) M&ociiurie - 1:^31
(b) China - 1^32, 1937
(c) Ethiopia - 1935
(d) lodo-Chiafi- 19^1
T€K:hnological developments laiike great strides in
ships and air am and a "HifiV Order of 5ea Pover."
Sessions A>9 and A -10




^£HE KISIXjEY OF TliE NAVY - WORLU Ui^ II
None.
Westcott, AJCERICAN SEA POWER 3IRCE
1775.
Stevens & l^estcott, A HI3'iX)RY OF
SEA POWER,
TEACKIHO HAVAL HISTOKY.
Sprouts, HiB RISE OF /JiHaCAU HAVAL
POWBP..
YOUR HAVY (WavFers 10600).
Fila, MK-6124 "Sea i'over in the
Facific", (30 minutes).
Key Points:
1. K©¥ neutrality Act of 1939-
2. KsvEl expansion - 1938-19^0.
3. Lease of bases to U.S. in Atlantic.
^. L«iid Lease Act of 19^1.
.: J !,:_ E V -I 'i-J W -jf^i !-J'^ J.
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5. U.S. virtue lly at war In Atlantic actions In
convoys
.
6. Diplomatic mlaslon from Japen - Hov. l^^^l.
7. Attack on Feerl Harbor - Dec. 7i 19^1. Open
declaration of war.
8. Weather and its Gffact upon n£ival vLrVt^TQ.
9. Oeography &nd Logistics:
(a) Science for glob&l var cc^apriaed of Strategy,
Tactics and Logistics.
(b) Development of Service Forces.
(c) Offensive naval tactics of U.S.
10. Global tactics of enemy repulsed by Allies through
united efforts of all and iuanense "production"
potential of an aroused U.S. citizeni'y.
11. Development of Amphibious Warfare with ''non-
»fe#tic*' defense as Allied offensive in Pacific
proves strategic success.
(a) ^Carrier Task Force uses and effects.
(b) Gilberts marks shift to all-out offensive on
part of U.S. and Allies.
(c) Neutralization of by-passed Japanese Island
bases,
(d) Philippine Campaign.
(1) Submarines in Pacific.
12. Continued globe.! action in Europe and Mediterranean
stressing role of European JJevies.
13. Defeat of EQaniea* Navies enables destruction at










1^. Aiaphlbloua iavesioas progress through Hort±i
Africa, Sicily, Italy, llonaandy, Medi terrane&n
cofjst of Frence. Allies control amxa and finally
struck at will through Prance in a final aveep
into GcrEiany forcing a surrender.
15. Finale in Pacific after strategic boabinga -
signed aboard USS MISSOIJRI.
icns A -11 and A -12
a. Topic: OROAiriZATION FOR HATIOHAL SECORITX,
b. Required Heading: HAVAL ORIEHXAnOH, Chapter 9-
om DBFmmmT of defmse, afip 2.
c. K«y Points:
1. The Organization for national iiecurity is composed
of the Hstlonal Security Council, The Office of
Defense I4obilir:ation, and the Depertraent of
Defense
.
2. The Hational Security Council.
a. The President and Vice President of the U.S.
b. The Secretary of State.
c. The Secretary of Defense.
(1) Joint Secretaries.
(2) Special Assistants.
(3) Armed Forces Policy Council.
(4) Assistant Secretaries of Defense.
(a) Joint Chiefs of Staff.
(5) Military Departments.



















3. The Jfaval Kstabllsluaent
.
(a) Baekgj'ound aad Developsaeat of the Dep&rtiaent
(b) Function ©nd ovei^ll compoaition.
(1) The Havy Department.
(2) The 3hore EstEbliahment
.
(3) The Operating Forces.
^, Director of Foreign Opcratlona Administration.
5. Director of the Office of Defense Mobilization.
6. Secretary of !rre8sury.
7. Ceatrel Intelligence Agency.
Suggestions to Instructor:
13ms Depiirtment of Defense Cbsrt may be used for
reference and discussion.
I|p—icns A-1^. ^Dd i^-1^
e. Topic :^ ROLE OF TliE ^RMi2) FORCES - HAVY.
b. Required Reading: KAVAL OKIHSTATIOK, Chapters 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 2^.
Address by Admire 1 Robert B. Carney,
USH, before the National Convention
of the Military Order of the World
Wera, Pittabui'g, Oct. 27, 1953'
U.S. LIFE Lima (iiavop o^-p-103).
Film, 1^-7038 "Sep Power for
Pr©«dQa", (21; minutes)
• • %J97 Points:
1. Iiaportf^ncc of Ocefins and Sets.
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and seas all inter-connected and accessible,
(b) Oceens and sets are intemetlonel ereas,
2. Major Mission of the Nr.vy.
(a) Control of the Seas.
(1) Control encompasses control of air over
surface £nd vtter under surface.
(2) AdV£nt£ge8 of Control.
(a) LiUibles U.S. to project military
pover to eneay and prevent hlia from
doing likewise.
(b) Permits continued use of sees In
time of vcr to permit necessary
materials jiaport,
1. U.S. dependent on foreign
sources fop many vitiil rs¥
materials.







(1) World War II operations.
(2) Anti-subiaarine warfare.
(s) npecial ¥€«iponB end devices.
(3) Foat-v&r developments in aub-aurface
virft^rc
.
. e :i L'
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k, Conclualoas:
(a) U.o. Eavy ciuat be t*ble to coatrol seas.
(b) liuv^ inust bfc iit^intaiatd as "first llae af
defease;'' and i..a "first liae of offense".
(c) lUsvy xaujst act l.q l. deterrent to aggression.
(d) H^vy &aQ% b€ cogaii^&nt oi* all t^tcaaic develop-






HOLE OF THE ARMIiS) F0BCE3 -
hU^iil^]i CORPS.
b. Required Reading: HAV/iL OP.IMmTIGS, Ciuipter 25-
c . Key Foints:
1. i'iissija of the H&rine Corps.
(ai National Security Act of 19^7 assigns the
-t^ Marine Corps priiaary responsibility for the
training in and development of tactics and
©Quipraent of the landing force in an
ttfliphibioua operation.
(b) Hot ti second litnd fi^i'my.
2. Historical Bfcckground.
(a) Original ust- &s boarders c-nd landing party.
(b) Increased <^e of coal end oil by Navy all
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(c) Amplalblous doctrine studied by M&riaea in
1920 •« and 1930*3
•
(d) it start of World War II Meritioa were the
only i*orce la being tb^t had t. doctrine and
trained troops for aaphibious operations.
3. Kerine Corps Aviation
(a) Mission - support of Fleet ItUirine imits in
their oijeriitlons.
(b) Prim&rlly a tscticel Si^port weapon—well
trained in close air support.
K* M&rlBe orsB.aiz&tion is technically a separate
service. ConsmandEiat is responsible directly to
the Secretary of the Kevy.
(a) Fleet Marine Forces and security det&claaents
are under Havel Coraaand.
5. Components of the Herine Corps.
(a) Supporting Establlii^MMait.
\ (1) Administrative.
(2) Supply and i3r»ining Activities,
(b) Fleet llarine Forces.
(c) Sec^JLTlty DetaclMents.
6. Merino Corps today.
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e. Topic: HOLI? OF WM AIMED FORCES - ARHT
AMD AIR FORCE
b. Hoqiiired R«ttdlllgi . msm US SBSVE, /iFXF 6.
c. Key Foints;
1. Mission of the Army.
(e) Pec c ©time.





(2) Ovei»all method of operBtion.
(a) Combiaed arms teams.
(b) Joint operetions.
(c) Ultiaete Objective ~ destroy enemy lend forces
in order to control vital ground are^s.
(d) Scope of employment.
(e) ^ Sufloary of main points consistent with recent
scientific develojjments.
2. Mission and Mejor Roles of Air Force.
(a) Strategic Air Coiamcnd.
(1) Concept of Air Fovor.
(2) Available Force.
(3) Deterrent Factor.
{^) Rapid Scientific Developments
(b) T&ctical Air Catamfind.
(1) Support of Anay and Wtrj*
(2) Coordination of Armed Forces.
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(c) Air Defense CozaBiead.
(1) Protection of U.S. ftpoia aerial attack.
(2) Liialt&tiona.
(3) CapEbllitles.
a . Topic J
b. Required Reeding:
imi'sm sxAXKs wataam n-Eu^Tiom -
X)ETmmmMB of foreign policy.
1$Wl<lClWtTo AFT 455.
BOW TO mAsm^ a miion^s 3mmom,
Ars 463.
BOW Om FOKEIQIS POLICY 13 KADB,
Ars 457.
Key Points:
1. Itie United States depends upon foreign, countries
for^rew materials, agricultural products and
scientific knovrlodge, and for a market for our
goods
-
2. national strength depends on:
a. Location of a country.
b. Its shape and aize.
c. Its climate.
d. Raw nuEterials £nd industry.
6. Populftion.
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3. '9»99 fite^ors are interrelated. So exact eatijaate
ea& be »ade of s oatioa's atreagth.
k, All these fiictors beer oa th© economic e-nd Military
power of e nation ftud hov strongly it c&n influence
world public opinion.
5. Definition of Foreign Policy.
6. Roles in Betcnaining Foreign Policy.
a. President.
b . Depfsrtmcnt of State .
c Congress.
d» The People.
e. The Armed Forces.





xmiTm smmB foeeigh reeatiohs -
WHAT IS AOORESSIOS, AFX k^^
.
TEE U.K. -A LOOK AT 11IE RBCOBD,
AfT if19.
MTQ, APT- ^71.
\m: )m sucn, ih the fa» east,
AFT 469.
EiBopE wanm, aft kk^.
WaKB V£ SBRVl, AFIP 6
PEACE FOR 'IHE LOHQ MUL - A IT^MTY
Wl-fii JAPAU, AFT 3O6.
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A.
THE SITOfiTIOH II SOUBIEAST ASIA,
APT 453.
THE WAR in IllDOCIilMA, AF^ 439.
IKDIA- ORIENTAX •rxilRD FORCE'?,
AFT 391.
d* Key Points:
1. Soviet foreign policy and the alas of Inter-
OEtlooal ConanuniSKi.
a* Diplomatic ¥arfare.
b. Propegandfe and political warfare.
c. Subverfslon frcaa vithln.
^. Economic WErfare,
G. Other non-ailitery foiros of aggression.
2. The United Hationa.
a. Purx)oses.
b. Organli;ation.
c. What it has eccoiaplished.
3. United States Policy find CoisBiitaaents in the
A«»ricfen Heal sphere.
4. Eiirope and the Atlantic.
""
ft. Europeen Defense Community.
b. MTO.
5. Feci fie Defense.
e. 3ovlet objectives in the Par East.
b. United Stttes defenses in the Pacific.
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m-Ek B, pouKr)/.Tions of public commt3Hicatioh
(22 hours)
*. Topic: fEE IMPORIAIK^E OF EU^iTIOMaHIFS
MITK mE PUBLIC.
b. Eequired Beading! PUBLIC HEWlTIOHS aoraB, (Bavf«(ra
91766)
MILITARY PUBLIC RJSLATIONS, Mi
address by Admlrel Robert B. Caraey
before th© Public R#lEtiofis
Society of America, May 5, I954.




c . Key Polats j
1. In £ democratic ni^tioQ, vhat goes on in every
blench of govertment is the public's business.
Vlth3n limita of security, Havy must keep tbe
people inforaed:
^) So timt they can make the decisions t^iat will
perrait th« lavy to carry out its mission in
defense of the country, and
(b) To crocte e public attitude tovard the Navy
nhich vlll build morale /xnd produce top
perf(»nB&iie«.






relations. At close of World Wsr II, Hevy
prestige vfcs at e much lower level than Havy
eccoanpliahmenta should have aerited.
3. Hecossity of achieving balance betveen security
requirements fcnd desir«ibllity of tree flow of
information.
h. Development of Il«vy Public Inform^^tion-




(c) To create end sustain s^od will.
e. Topic J DEPIlflJSO PUBLIC BKLAflOHS AJD PUBLIC
IKFORMATIOH.
b. Bequlr^d Reading! Cutlip k Center, EFFBXJftVE PUBLIC
-^^ RILATIQN3, Chapter 1.
c. Reference: Lesly, PUBLIC KiliATIOSS Ei^HDBOOK,
Ch&ptc^r 1.
d. Key Points:
1- Definitions of and distinctions betveen publicity,
public relations, prop&gcndti, and is-dvertisiug.
2. Public relations activities are not ends la them-
8«1t<is but rather means t) achieving good rel^itlon*-
shlps with the public
.















a. Topic: QROWOB AUD D£VELOP!«E»T OF PUBLIC
REIJ^TICKS.
b. Background: Public relations, as it is practiced
in business end goverraaent today, did not just
happen. It exists, as it has existed in one foi^a
or another for thousands of years, because there is
a definite need for a cet^lyst in the process of
coomiunicetion between large organizations and the
people Inside &nd outside thesi.
The process and practice of public
coiinunicetion can be best unders toed against the
background of the social factors th&t have given
rise to public relations on Its present scale.
c. Required Reading: Cutlip k Center, EPF^TIVE PUBLIC
KELATIOas, Chapters 2 and 3.
d. Reference: Karlo¥ and Black, PRACTICAL PUBLIC
RIELATI0N3, Chapter 1.
c. Key Points!
1. Force of public opinion was recognized long before
modern terms were used to describe it. Hocian
•ipresslon: "Voice of the people is the voice of
Ood".
2. Public relations has developed to meet the needs of
groups ^ich sought public support.
3. Samuel Adams and his associates as "press agents"
of the American Revolution.
k. Amos Kendall and Andrew Jackson.
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6. Big business shifts from "Public be daBmed"
attitude of late l800*a. Rise of public iadigna*
tion agalaat the 'i*obber bttrous".
7. Ivy Lee and Edward L. Berimys.
8. Theodore Roosevelt sets a new pattern for Whit©
House press relations.
9. Government public relations in World War I.
10. arovth of public relations in government and
industry since World War I.
Session B-^
a. Topic: fmLLC IlfFOBMi^.TIOli Ili QQYEtmon
AKD ARMED FORCES,
b. Required Reeding: Cutlip and Center, EPFH)1?IVE PUHLIC
RHiATIOHS, Chapters 22 and 25.
c. Reference: Pimlott, PUBLIC RELAHOHS AKD
-,^
AMBRICAS DEMOCRACY, Part II.
d. Key Points:
1. American concept of government demfmds free flow
of InfoiTsation between government and the people.
Plow must go in both directions.
2. Pialott*s "two BUiin argiiaenta" for practice of
public relations by government: reportorial and
a^inistrative.
3. Objectives of government informaLion efforts.
4. Causes of hostility toward public relations In
government
.
5. Growth of public relations in the Anaed Services.
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6. Defense Department Office of Public Information.
7» Belatlonship betveen public relations and
legialfitive liiiiaoa.
a. Topics FMIBOMAL PREPARAnOH FOR
laPORMAIIOH DUTIES.
b. Background: Public and internel iafoiracition jobs
are not mechanical tasks. Infornetion and publicity
are not eomraoditiee cranked out of a machine. Wop
is an undcjrstanding of hov to vrite acceptable
press copy or where to find the right USAFI menual
or Armed Forces Telk enough to meke a good informa-
tion officer out of o good navtjl officer.
It is no coincidence that much of
Modern public relations practice has grovn up during
a period of great progress in the social sciences,
for public relations end internal informal tion are
cspocts of something larger called "human relations
^
In spite of the vsst strides the socIeI sciences
have made in the lest 50 yeers, progress in hucian
relations hf.s l&ggad far behind progress in the
physical sciences. Most people in and oat of
uniform egi-ee the.t in the long run the world's
liroblsas must be solved In the eree of huBi&n








HttKin relations la the study of how
to get aloag with people. It embraces formal studies
froja aatlirui>ology to st^tratics, ead practical prob-
lects that include Gllltery leadership, Industrie 1
relations, how to ollmljmte prejudice, aad how to
get along with the wife. We aren't going into all
of these ereea in this course, for they ere not ell
in the domein of x>ublic relf?tions. But some of them
may not be es fer from public relations f^s they may
appear et first glance. Reaember, Admiral Cerney
has called military public relations "a reciprocal
process involving ev^Ty aspect of humein conduct
in the flBld of himan relations".
c. Bequired Reading: Cutllp & Center, EFFECTIVE PUBLIC
RELATIONS, Chapter 2?.
d. Reference: Harlow & Black, PBACTICAL PUBLIC
RKLA'nOHS, Chapters IV and V.
e. Key Points:
1. Information officer must be a capable, well-
rounded naval officer.
2. H« must get ©long well with poople and like to
deal with them.
3. He must have adalnistrEtive ability.
4. Other officers will judge ell inforraatlon officers
by his performance.
5. The public will judge the Havy on the basis of
»e88ion made by him.
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ORa'JJIZIHG THE IlfFOBWATIOIf PPOCmAM -
IKFORM/ITIOH FOR A PIBPOSE.
b. Background: Poasibly the greatest single week-
nesa in aoat infonastion progi'eiaa that don't quite
succeed lies in their lack of plenninfj.
A good many Inforraatlon people,
civilian and military alike^ look on public rela-
tions End internal lufiormation aa a one-¥Ey street
down which flows a continual strefem of traffic,
filwiys froiE the orgaolzetloa to the public The
traffic never stops on this street. It flova on
and on^ without ever e pause to see where it is
Iplng, whether it Is needed In the first place, and
whet it can accomplish if it reaches its destination.
This type of operetlca reduces pub-
lle_ relations to publicity, end measures its
success in the nimber of words sro'md out or in tb»
volume of press clippings collected every raorning.
It never gives a thou^^t to the possiblity th&t
perhaps publicity is not needed tind mty not even
be desirable, or that a problcsa might exist that
cannot be solved by publicity alcne or by the type
of publicity now being issued.
When conducted along these lin©8,
an Information profs^cem not only is ineffectual—
and therefore a waste of tliae and noney—but it








siaj be h&z<mfiilj as veil.
A public relatioas or iaterrial
Information progysia sliould "be designed to accompliali
e. purpose. It should be initiated because there la
a specific need for It. rhe pr&grea should hav©
definite goals, and a route should be mapped to
lead to these goals.
Inforrai^tioa goals, like any other
objectives, may be lon^ or short r&nge. A good in-
formation progrem vill contain both, just as sound
ailit£~ry planning contains elaaents of both
strategy Pnd f-'^ctlcs.
Before rn. information officer can
solve c problem, he mast define it. His lacjor
tools, both in defining the problaaa and in solving
it, ^are fe-cts. All fexts from every possible source
should be collected end verified, tiicn veigiied and
evaluated.
Cn the bcsis of his evaluation of
the facts, the informetion officer decides upon a
course of action, outliD.es steps to be followed,
tnd only then does he put his pl&n to work.
His tGsk does not end there, hovever
fi« must rc-evalu&.te the problem periodically, modify-
ing short term gotls end adjust lag the program as
msy be necessary, i^nd he should also vi.'a€rve and
evaluate the results of his efforts, adopting for























Cutlip and Center speek of thi«
process as oae of f&ct-flading, planning, and
conaaunicating. In the remainder of Area "A"^ ve
shall exsmin© these three ronctiona la some cetc^il.
c. Kequlred Reading: Cutlip anrl Center, EFFECHVI:; PUBLIC
RMJITIOHS, Chapter 3-
d. Key Points:
1. Necessity of first defining the problem before try-
ing to solve it.
2, Importence of tvo-'way flow of information, "imphiisls
on fact-finding and planning largely distinguishes
j-mblic relations fi^om the straight publicity function.
%* Value of research (not necessarily formal research)
in public relations.
k. Defining the publics.
5. Selecting the audience.
n. Topic: OHQAUIIim TBM IKFOMiAilOn momi'M -
l>. Background: A veil planned InforEWition program
does not subordinate long rang© goals in f&vor of
expediency. It keeps in aind the ultimate objec-
tives of the organize tion while taking into account
every day probleois.
Adapted in part from "Th« Attfttsny of Public Relations
Frocedupe, Copyright, lj53, by Dr. m.
President, CoMBiunity Belctions, Inc., «c« i^i.v, >.^^o vith
pcj'ialssion.
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A fev miautes—or- even a fev days
—
of plaiiQliig, writing down objectives, and fitting
the program to the need si&y sc^ve d&ys or veek.8 of
fruitless wheel-spinning when the program actually
is put into effect.
This is not to say that the infonot-
tion officer lauat go "by £ book. There are situetlons
where he has little or no time to pUm end no
opportunity to break out a mfigic formula. But no
coBBnsnder would schedule ft major oper&tion without
planning, &nd no coraraend should try to solve its
public or internal luformetion problcaas on the spur
of the moment. The military ccHamender rises to
emergencies because he has first learned the funde-
aentalg of his profession in planned exercises and
operations. The inforauition officer who is used
to planning his progrsa to achieve a specific re-
sult is also more likely to think clearly and make
sound judgements quickly than is the PIO who finds
it easier to operate by hunch and guesswork.
c. Required Reading: Cutlip and Center, KFFEC'i'lVE PUBLIC
RKLATIOHS, Chapter 6.
4. Reference: Lesly, PUBLIC RELATIOHS HANDBOOK,
Chapter 23.
e. Key Points:
1. Analyze the public relations problesns.
2. Establish long and short range goals.
3. Adopt a plan of action.
'9Xiit vol a a»9$ 'to— u- a w^l 'K
en oi
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k. Obtain policy guidance end concurrence of t2»
com&i&nd.
5. Carry out the program as planned.
6. £valuiate results.
Session B~8
e. roplc: LUilTIKG TBM FUHCnOH; RKLATIOH-
SHIPS WlffilM THE STAFF.
b. B&ckground: Public relations is t frequently
misiinderstood fimction both in goveroment and in
the business world. The public relations director
or information officer often is left off the rout-
ing slip when he should be consulted, and he often
is expected to do things that are not properly
within his bGiliwick. This is true of tny relatively
nev function, but it becomes less true as the infor-
.at
matlon officer becomes a recognized member of the
sUirt "team."
Gaining acceptance of himself end
his function by the staff is essential to the
information officer's success in his job. Un-
fortune/t'^^ly, this cannot be done by formula. So
tvo comm&MderS; not tvo staffs, no tvo information
officers ^re exactly alike. 'Xhe informotion offi-
cer must {5iiln the confidence of his command and
deaconstrate his ability to do his job efficiently
and effectively.
Cutlip and Center offer some sound
\ ea mat;
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edvlce oa clarifying the function and putting its
boundaries in writing.
c. Required Reeding: Cutlip, INTEG^ATU© TSE FUHCTIOH,
Chapter 10.
d. Key Points*
1. Information officer's relationship vith other members
of the steff largely determines how successful he
will be in his job.
2. Difference between public rclctlons as e means and
the state of good public relationships which is an
end.
3. Importance of defining the functions of the informa-




a. Topic: ^-^ INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC OPXHIOH—
SEE HA-TURE OP OPINIOnS AKD ATTITIiDES.
b. Background: Every information endeavor, whether
it is directed to an external "public," to members
of the org&ni2;ation sponsoring the campaign, or to
a owll boy whose mother tells him it is dangerous
to play In tne street, is designed to affect be-
havior in some way. A press agent's fiction about
a movie starlet is intended to increase her pop-
ulcrity. A cleargjaan's sermon, which oay be
entirely factual in content, is designed to make
















his congregation behave in a certain wey. An
Armed Forces l^lk about the foundations of
deaocracy is designed to increase the service-
man's appreciation of iU&erican ideals end to mak«
him a better soldier, s&ilor, airman or Marine.
It motiv£ites him to fight for daaocracy.
Military public information may be
an entirely dispassionate statoaeat of f&ct. It la^y
contain no elaaent of persu&sion. Yet its aim is to
increaaie public underst^inding «nd 8i:Q>port of the
Armed Services. It is designed to produce certain
types of behavior on the part of the public, be-
havior that is considered favorable to the services
end in the public interest. Tliere is nothing in-
appropriate in attaapts by units of government,
including the Armed Services, to achieve public
understanding of their missions and problems or
public support for tlieir activities. Without such
public understiinding and support, no large govern-
m<»it unit could function.
c. Bequired Heading: Hoae.^"
4* Key Points:
1. i?he four factors in himan actions: stimulus, response,
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2. Attitudes as personality factors Effecting individual
responses to stiiauli. Definition of en attitude.
3. Characteristics or measurable dimensions of an
attitude: direction, degree, intensity, and salieticy.
k, Inforafition is most likely to effect sfclicncy before
it effects other characteristics of an attitude.
5. Attitude aefesurcsnent. '
6. Informal attitude meesureiaent.
7. Opinions and attitudes.
e. Suggestions to Instructors:
Present es e lectvire, pointing out that the
purpose of sessions B-j through B-I5 is not to
produce acccaaplished opinion analysts but rather
to provide a fundnjnental understanding of opinion
processes vhich can be of value in plennlng and
carrying out an inforeiation program.
Session B~1Q
£. Topic: WHAT IS "PUBLIC" OPINIOH?
b. Background: We have seen tlmX attitudes are
internal predispositions to act in certain ways
tovfcrd certain things and that opinions are ex-
pressions of internal predispositions tovard
specific issues (and that tbere is no distinct
dividing line between the tvo). But up to now we
have been talking about private, personal opinions.
Ubat is this thing called "public ' opinion?




first decide what we oeeri by "public." Are we telk-
ing ebout the whole world, everybody In the country,
the whole town, or gone more limited group? One
accepted defiiUtion ie that a public is a group
of people—not necessarily &11 in one plt.ce, known
to each other, or orgenixed in any way—who tre
all f^ffected by one issue. This viewpoint sees
the concept of "public" dependent entirely on the
definition of the issue. The more narrowly the
issue is defined, the smeller and more special be-
eoBies the public.
c. Required Beading: HAVY PUBLIC EKLATIOKS Mi^NUAL,
art. 2102 End 2103
,
4. Reference: Berelson, READER IN PUBLIC OPIUIOIf
AND COMMUlflCATIOH, peges ^3-49.
:. Katz, PUHT^IC OPIHION AHD PR0PAQA1I3>A,
-i^ pages 62-66.
•• Key Points:
1. Definition of a public.
2. Discussion of the Nevy's publics.
3. Mass and crowd behavior.
k* Public opinion is e concensus, not • unanimous
feeling. It is shaped not only by the nuraber of
opinions on each side of the question but also by
the degree and intensity of individual opinions.
The articulate minority la&y have more influence on
public opinion than the majority.
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COMMUHICATIOK AIRD TliE fmmVlOn
Am CYihUQinO OF OPiraONS.
lione.
Berolson, READER Of PUBLIC OPINION
AHD COMIiTJNICATIOH, pages 6I-69.
Ke.t2, PUBLIC OMKIOH AND PBOPAG/OfDA,
pages 3B2-393-
Key Points:
1. People do not judge issues on be si a of fact but
rather on individue;! intcrprete tion oi" facts.
2. Our vision is obsur-ed by whet LippsKin cells
"pl^ctures in our heads.*'
3. In jprder to affect opinion, a persuasive message
must actually resch the sense org&na. l!he individual
Bust be more th&n exposed to it. He must perceive
it.
h. For iaaso persmision methods to Induce r person to
li^iave In a ptrt.lcul&r vr;y, thcit person must be
Mkde to see the iRction &s a path to aooe pcrson&l
coal.
5. To induce the set Ion, the m99m.ge must reach the
lndividuc.1 at K time sad place vhere he not only
¥ill be motivated but elso will have tirie opportunity
to re&ct In the m^ianer desired.
J- ,'--:'\r
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Empha»l£€ tJie concept of stereotype«^
"pictiires ia cur heads, " vhich Is centre! to the
vhole area of piiblic opinion. Illustrete key points
with oKsaples*
ion 3-12
6 . Topic I
I). Required Heading:
d. Beferencei
RE^.30HS FOB F/OliURE OP IHFQRMATION
CimPAIGHS.
None.
"Keport on an Education&l Cexapaign:
The Cinciormti PXpq for the United
Retions," AMSRICAH JOIBHAL OP
SOCICLvOOy,. Jaaimry 1950.





X. Inl^oi^a&tion output la not equivalent to informe^tion
actually abs^rhed by the public.
2. Absorption of inforaut tlon is uneven. Infommtion
ia aore likely to be e-bsorbed by people i^bo are
interested la a subject than by people Vho £r«
apathetic
.
3. It is more likely to be absorbed by peoT)le vho are
Already favorably disposed.
H, Tills process of "self-selection, " vlxereby p«ople
vho ieitst need to be convinced are most likely to
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officer •& job raore difficult aad nakes publicity
output a poor itJdex of auccess.
5. lafoiTO&tloa clon© does act always clmag© opinions.
It is usually ac?ceasery to jas^li© the "casmon imn"
see aaae likelihood of personal ^la or gr&tifice-
tion of some desire la order to iiuiuce hia to
think or &ct in a glvea ^fay.
tn
vi . Topic I FACTORS IH PmCETTIOl^ /JID
b. Background! In the previous session, ve sev
bov infoi^e.tloa caapaigas can fail to Incre&eM^
public knowledge on issties publicized or to
affect public attitudes toward the aubject. In
this session, wo siiall ^atcain© some? factors ttet
dljf^ectly £<ffect perception of the tie«8^ge a^ bear
onSrfiiethear' or not the nesst^se, onc<? received, la
likely to be believed.
c. Required BeediUi^: l^one.
d. Hefureacc: EB,tz, PUBLIC OPIKIOH AMD mOBAQIMmk,
p««es 313-319, ^^nd 337-3^^7.
"Ewiiatance to Counterpropagtindfi
Produced by One-Sided end Two-
aided Fi'eaeatctione/' PUBLIC
OPINIOll qm^TmiJS:, Fell 1953-
Points J
FwdplG with ati' OtM. ffmllXigm on & pj^rticulre* arefejeet
often f&il to ..ice viiich cool lie lb
;>J
.«rXJSBf CKA WilT^SE
» Ais.'^Auoiri nil .*>
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with their ovti attitudes, or ¥ill distort ttie
ac33age so that it daea not conflict.
2, People are nore likely to believe a mesmige froja
a credible source than frcsn one they corisidGT un-
trustworthy—rogardleas of the eoateat of tlie
3. la prenentlng ®. persiiaBlv© sxgiiaeat. It is viser
to present botli sides of the argiaaent, refiatiag
opposing points during the discussioa. ISiis pro--
cednre teuds to "iaoculata" the aiidleace agaiast
effects of later opposlixg argiaaents.
f. 3u^,geatlaas to Instructors j
Present as lectiire^ describing expcr:lmeiit3
discussed in referonce laiiterial* Relate to 3svy
information problaas tliroiigh the us© of eze^jsples.
Hea B-1^ -^.
a, I'opics ifi^ssiaraw* oy fdhlxc ofxhioh.
b. Back;ground: She research re|>ortB discussed in
©arlier sessions shov hov complex and opinion
m©i.3U2*-: " .Ij.! caa be, and liov many control©
are necessc'^ry to insure th&t results ascribed to
atiJBiuli introduced by the experMenter vere not
•«t«ii.lly ceaaad by other itictors. laiis aessioa
consists of a lecture on opinion laeaaurcanont,
briefly dlactissing p^'oblenia of aaaplln^, oucstion
Dias, c-,;. r., ,. v 'a.-lyaia^ and ouier MB^ttere of
rearaarch dosiipri.
...f'^ .^'•; -l;"'. ':, OfTt
ID^:-
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c. Required Reading: IJone.
d. Beferonce: Berelson, KEAB^ IH ?^HLIC 0?miOM
Am CQ»IUHIGA!noil, pa^s ^99-53.0.
e. Eey Points:
1. Defiaiog the purpose of the aurvey.
2. Selecting th© pop-ulatioa tp be covered by tli#
survey
.
3. Problems of selecting an unbiased aemple.
4. Use of "op©n"Ena "closed" qiiostions.
5* Necessity of avoldiog «BK3tioae.ll3r "lo^^decl"
questions or vording ^ich suggests certain cnsvers.
6. T3?Blning of Intervievc^s.
7. Coding Questiormarlrc aum^ors for oeis@ of tabulation.
8. Interpreting survey results: d&ng€irs of too broad
generalization from limited data.
UliffP "^'^ ^- >
e. Topic: FBRLIC OPIHIOH AMS OTBftCSR^CY.
h* Smt^sgeomid: Eo prooccupation with tb® ptroccsseo
of opinion formation and cbange should be peraittcd
to o^evtSmSiam cwir mia«*ctcndlng of tho place of
public opinion in our Democri^cy. Oisr ipOfvraBMilt
is founded on the principle of popular sovereignty.
Everything l^ loes depends, in the lon^ run, on
the vill of the people.
«• Be^iuired Reading: Hone.
a. Referc-nce: Csts, PUBLIC OTTKX0fK BJKB IWf^OMKMl;
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1. Skaasjary of the degree of public interest in fend
attitudes toward Eia jor issues.
2. Oplnian reaearch as & link betveen the people and
"big gover-Qment . " She use of polls to ascextain
public opinion on important issues.
3. The moral issues raised by knowledge of m^ss
persnmssion t©cliniq,u©s : the choice between
*1>©ing a less than fully effective technician and
a scrupulous humcm being or an effective technician
ao& A less txma scrupulous h^saan being. ''
4« KLLs-use of Bjass per^tsasloa: Goebbela' propaganda-
techniques .
li. Topic:






d. Key Points: ^
1. B&rrlex's to c
QQmmxQknm mm she puotjc !
Whc^mn m coMJfjiicA'rxos.
Cutlip and Center, 'EFmCTIYE FU2L1C
RKL/vtnOHS, Ciiapter 7-
Lee, Umut-.QE IIABITS IH miMI
AFFAIBS.
CbSkU^, TIBS'MS^C OF WCSD3.
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tiUao to ccsssaunicate fully,, distortion arising
fro® ea8pr«e8ing aod abridling ^ vocabulaxy
difficulties, and fear of facing facts.
2. Cor^ciuoic&tioa ia most effective vheti btised oa
cos3iaon experteocc.
3. Hoed for itsprovocieat of coBBaunics-tionij aisunder-
standiogs L.re often caused by different interprets-
tlons being given the aaae iford.
4. Wards, like billboards, are signs. Ttiej signify
certain *' taxings" to pijople ¥ho have learned to
Interpret the® «.» signs of those "things/'
5. i'he circumstances under which a sign signiflea «
certain thing" comprises the context of the sign.
6. There is no jj\iar€r.ntee that « si^^i will signify the
uame "thing" to the saae i>erson in different con-
tents or tliat it will have the same raBt^ning for
dlflferent Interi^reters in the seai© context*
7. Words are like road aa.ps. They represent sotacthing.
W:ie7 are not the thing itself any more than e line
on a map is the road.
8. Words are based on observa.tions or perceptions
which necessarily are incosaplete. Every oboervc-
tion is an cbstraction (sinplification) . It
records salient features of the "thing"' and.
ignores featureo wliich tire not iBjport&nt in the
particular context.
9. Inl^erence bcvsod on verb*! dtscriptlon is reliable
only when it takes into 9>9Mmmt the ''non-cllness*'
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of the description. In drciviiig conclusioas. It
must "be remeabered that "facts'* are only 5>8jE'tlal
and tiitit every descriptloa contaias aa iiapliod
6 wC •
10. The changing nature of most "facts" and the differ-
fituce between ciiaracteristica of the group and of
individual taeabei's can "be eiapb£islx€>d Ijy the aenteX
habit of indexing.
11. Because the rea-der or listsncr does not ©limlimte
critically, the caramunica tor must do tliis for his.
A irriter ot speaVzer who Is conscious of these
pitfalls of language can help his audience avoid
them.
^^s;pn p-XQ,
a. Topic I- lai'HiG FOB nKmm3: (m.'mim
.> fBsmmfs oMTo ?Mm,
b. Backfjround: la HIE TWidmi OF WOBDr>^ Stuart
Ghase tells of aa iisraigr^at plumber who wrot© to
a goveriment bureau asking advice about iisins
hydrochloric acid to openaboppj^d up pipes. The
Bureau, in unintelligible- gobbledygook^ advised
agfiinat using the acid. Bie grateful plLsnber wrote
backj full of the.nkSj esauring the Bure-au that
h» would follOY its advice end use the acid.
3gBi«ichfit coacex'£it;d, the Bure&.u wrote another
letter of caution, agi in in tecimical j^a'gon
the liaciigrant could not hope to underatend.
JO :J
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Agftln, trie pli^.. ._ „_. , _ ,111 glad tli©
Bureau agreod. Finally, sucieoae ia the Bureciu
t&ok: the bull by the liorns and vi^ote: '"Stop
using hydrochloric acid. It eata hell out of the
pipes.'' •^
A good deal of Bavy writing also
ohscui'es its meaning in avkv&rd, stilted ptopciseo-
logy. Hie civilian, especially the newspaper
editor, vho gets a letter or news release from
the H&vy that is full of unexplained shop-talk
or stuffy official verbiage will not wast© time
trying to underst^-nd it. Ke slEiply gives it the
d©©p-slx.
In dealing with the public, the
burden is on the cociaunlcator. It is his job to
laalee himself cle^ir. If he fells to do so, it is
liis-^Xault, not the reader's.
Previous assignments contained soae
theoretical considerations about language and the
behfivior of words or ai^nsi' i?lie next five esslgn-
meats examine some practical suggestions from the
editor of £.n engineering mag^Alne \&^&q job for a
number of years ri£ts required him to translate?
technical talk Into every day English.
Vc could spend five days or five
WMks studying a^iidle's CLfiTvK miTim TOR E/ioY
hl-wiHG. But since time is lliaitcjd, we will go
tlupough it rapidly. Our practice in clear writing
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does not end with these five sessions, however.
Siidie's tlioories about pltiia t&lk aliould be
borne in mind when we cone to press copy, radio,
&ud public sfpeatcing lat^? in tiie course.
c. K*3quU:'ed Heeding: Saidle, CLE/iE 'MITIMQ FDR EASX
RKftX>IiR>, Cliitipters I - lY.
4* Key Points:
1. 31oppy writing often is e sign of sXox^py thinking.
!rhe best way to avoid sloppy writing is to get
tliouglito in order before beginning to write.
2. 'Bse "peg" is a useful device for getting tliouglits
in order. It is a single sentence in which is
eaqpressed the central ide£ of the piece to be
written.
3. Practice in writing 'pegs" on which to i:i&ag «.
st«ry or a letter will le&d to clearer wi^lting.
a. T'opic: MililUa FOR READ5K3: BIFILDIBG THE
"LEAD" OH aSii; 'FBO"
b. JBequired Reading! Shldle, CLEAB KRI'fIHa FOR SASX
RE^IBG^ Chfitpters V k TX.
c. Key Points:
1. I'he next step aftei' finding a "p®s" sentence is to
build a laBd" paragraph
-
2. 13m If^ad pera^NRph states the central id©*?- moiye
caaapletely tl*&n the "peg."














article. It tells the rend€sr vhB.t the piece is
about, vitiioui; i2uiid.ng ixLin Vi.ac Uiroii^ Bev&eeLL
hundred vords of useless iatr^duction.
aaaalon 3-20
A. Topic: URITXISQ FQi Kll9«l«t StrflSSiailKl
IS!R PLOV.
b. Required ll«(atUng: Sliidle, CLE^m vmi'ilJia FOR EAST
BE/iDIHG,. Chapters VII &mi VIXI.
c . Key Points
:
1. Lively seatencea keefp the reader movictg tlirough
the article.
2. To keop the piece flowing smoothly, aeateace
structure sliould v^ry. Oeatoacea should not be
too long.
3. To improve 'writiog style^ listen for sentences
th©t Eui-rch" and try to vrite ciore of than.
fi . Topic t
b.
c.
VSaTmO FOR RI^ADERS: CnOO^im iJIH:
Hoqaired Beading i Shidle, CLEAB WRIT^IBO ¥(M MSSf
RSADIKO, Ch£:ptera IX through XII.
Key Points;
1. "Deed" words hcvo no color, i^ey convey no feeling
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«. Topic: WITH!© FOB READERS: SQMISY OF
TEE ATOPIC,
b. Required Kea<liiig: SMdle, GLE^^dR WRI'Hmj FOB EASX
RE&DIHO, Chapters XIII through XV.
sstiotts to lastn-ictor:
Shldle's book is deceptively e^isj n»diiQ.g.
Ke lias applied his ovn systaa la writing it. It
is easier to read s book on clear mi*i ting Uian to
"i/rite clear l;^'-. Befer to Stildle periodically
throu^out the course , esx>ecielly ia the eoctioiis
devoted to x>r©sa and radio copy ami public spoE.k-
ing. Utrge students to keep ia aind his suggcstioas
about the "pes'*, the "lee-^/' "sentencea tl^fet
narch," sad "vords that live."
on
-MJtPJMS^
jr'T! TTTi'T'T'.; ;"'; ^n"i>/i^>i L.^ -^ -Cf
rf
(37 hours)
3,lpQ C-1 and C-g
«. Topic: ICSSIOS AUD RESPOHSIBILITIKS
b. Required Beading: MVT PUBLIC RBLATIOHS mnVKL,
Cbaptors 1 and. 2.
c llef€3*4mcet <l^aersl Order 19.
d. Key Points:
1. 'iJlie public iuToKaatioa mlssioa or the Savy is to
keep the public ioforiaed of the tieceasity for the
Bfevy as ^n. iaatrtaaent of aationel security, and
of the activities of the IH^rj vithla the limits
of .^aecuri ty re<iuircm©nts
.
2. i*13rc,coriBaaad3 are responsible for carrying out
this mission.
3. i^ecretary ^f the Hevy Is dJ-rectly responsible for
relationships between the Havy and the Public
.
4. Ch-lef of Hevtil Opei'ations is responsible for
implementation of Secretary's policies th2*ou^out
th» BavaX Establishment.
5. Mission of the Chief of laformsition is to collect
appropriate information vltiiin the Bavs.1 Estcb-
lishcient for disssoilnation to the public and to
ke«p Bftvsl persoDiiiel iELf9ai«<l r«gArdlng S&val
policies.
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6. Office of Public Irifomatiori, Depertmetit of Defense,
is the sole releasiag cgeacy at the sotit oi' govern-
maat
.
7. CoE83aaade.at , U.3. yisrlne Corps ^ is the direct x^ernre-*
seat^tive of the- .k:cretary of the ^uvy rcj;i .,;..,;
Hariae Corps public iafoi^iiatioa.
8. Burecus and Offices are r©spon«lble for iiapleiaeat-
iag public infoiraatloii policies ia shore activities
under their coatrol.
9. Coamenders ia Chief of Fleets exid. the Chief of
Haval Air ITalaiog are dir<?ctly responsible for
public informatioa matters within their cocaa^^nds.
10. Saval District CoEsafendants are responsible for
public infoimetion la^tters in the areas under
their eacaa&nds.
li* PulU.ic Inforraetlon Officers lieve definite duties
and-ci'esponsibilities as defined in the Havy Public
Relations Senu<&l»
a»»aion C-3. C-iJ and C~5
R. Topic: OEGMIZAnON OF HAVY IXfOmSrSTLOl^.
b. Required Beading j HATTY PIJBLIC EiSLiATIOllS MKTBL,
Chapters 3 mid ^,
c. Mmf Points:
1. OrgenlZBtion of the Office of Public InfoiTastion,
dtPATtnent of Defense.
2. OrsfAniJKation of the Office of loi'ormation, Ifcvy
Department.
mealJku -j^j avari B









3. Orgtiiilzation of a ship or station public
iaformttioa office.
k, Defiaitlon and iaterpretatloti of public laTorma-
tion activities.
5. AasigDaent, fitness, designation, end trcining of
infoiraation officers.
6. Bie Journalist program.
7. Accounting and expenditure of funds.
&. Topics mmommt Msm AisninsmA'iioN of
!i!EE PIBLIC INFORM/. TION OFFICE.
b. Required Reading: HAW PUBLIC HELATIOHS M/aTtmL,
Appendix A, Chapter 2.
c. Eeference: K/^KUAL OF HAVAL PHOTOOaAPIiX,
Chapters l-^i. (classified)
d. Key Points:
1. Qualificetlons of the info3?iaation officer.
2. Physical requirements foi'' the information officer.
3. Relationship between tlie ini'onaation officer £ ad
the ccaisa^'.nding officer.
k. Relations vlth other moflLbcrs of the staff.
5. 3taff and equipiaent required.
6. Adniinis fcr&tion of the photo^aphic lebor&tory.
6. 9a6ig««tiott8 to Instructor:
Devote one to tvo hours to lecture and dis-
cussion. Arrange field trips to the Public Informa-
tion Offices of Headquarters, Ninth Nav&l District,
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Dlutrict and Coater Piabllc lafowoatlori Officers
caa dl«cu3S their j[\icictioas.
£. Topics XWaERHAL HaATIOHS: CIVILlA^ll
b. Required Reading j CutUp aad Ceatei', KFySCYIVK PUBLIC
BMA.T1QUS, pages 187~1>C.
c. Refep«ac«i Barlow & Black, I'EAC'nCAL PUBLIC
Losly, PUBLIC UmA^nOWB FiAMBOOK,
d. Key Points 5
1. Approxiffi&tely oae-Uiird of Armed Forces manpower
1« aade up of civlli&as. Ttm Axmed Forces efnploy
ebi^it half of tlie Glviliana vorking for Liie entire
fediwal goveraaent.
it
2. Civilii^ns do i»«i«itlaX iolm for i^ich iuiifDt»Md
p«rsooael norsablly 8r« not available, /^boat half
of th© B&vy'a ecaployees ^^re veterans.
3. Civilian aaploye«« Bust be made to fool that they
«;re part of the tetia. Bad feolin.j :-r.i;;>n.n; n&vfj.!
and civllifxn personnel hurts both &nd is bad for
the Sevy.
4* Hie civilian osployee aii^pMltlon progrcim IncrfiM&»Mi
efficieoc;ir and builds morixle.
5. Int^raEtl coBBmaications - bulletin boardft^ stution
n©¥ajwap0i*s, etc. - should not overlook civilian
.VT'J 'jJlI IV uu^v riJwrA'-.
;rji»T.»<-,:r( CMH g?.
.•ti:-,.-:-...,.;:;'--^Afitft
-w i^ a£i4iiite e^
1^ r>cfct Ci> CA^^XiX'
tfarf
R • .
CDiployeGS. Civill&aa can also be xxovb soxtpcen
for stories which vlll reflect creditably on
the coQBzi&iid aod the l^&vy*





URBBEKAL mLkTlQIiS: ARI4ID FORCES
XSmSm-TlGfi AMD 1^UGA.TI0^.
Stephenson ^ Frctzner^ PDHLICITX
FCm PEJESnGE -feJlD PROFIT, Chapter
13.
IHFOEHAaiON /iSB EDUCA'riON MAUafi-L,
(HevPers 16,963).
Losly, PUBLIC RKL/inCNS HAHDBOOK,
Chapter 6 and 35.
Earlo¥ & Black, FR/.CTICAL PUBLIC
HELA.TIOIIS, Chapter XXVII*
-^ Bently, iia)I^i?ISG Til£ C0MPAI3T
P13BLIGATI0H, Ch&pters 1, 3-I3,
17-20, 23 and 27.
d. Key Points:
1. The puri)Ose of an Internal publication.
2. Keeping the publictition geiired to the audience.
3. Use of Internxil publications to explfiln coomand
policy, outline rU;Vy directives and policies of
interest to feeders, tnd shov the Ifevy^s role In
national «ffairs.









5. Use of the J^jpslbQ. Forces Freaa 3ervice clip
sheet £ad loats.
6. Armed Forces Radio iJervice la tireas outaicle the
United States.
SmmmijMM C-16. C-17 and C-lC
&. Topic: CCaaCIITY RHiA'HailS.
b. Bcvck^^ound: The stete ol nationt^il public
opialon on any issue is the tsva of local opinions.
If the issue imo local as well as mitionsl flfcvor,
loccl opinions are more likely to be affected by
local aspects than by any but the most treascendent
&1 of non-local factors. Barring questions of
high policy and sensatiooGl announcaaents with
high CMOtiomil content—^both of which tend to
af^ct public opinions on specific, and usually
uoa^orfery, issues—national public opinion tovt^-rd
the Havy, tli&t is the d,es;eeQ of respect la which
Uie JHavy is generally held by the i^iaerican people,
will depend to c- large extent on how people in
large fend aaftll coinmutiitios all over the country
feel toward local n4iV&l ins t6.11at ions.
Is it & good employer? Arc its
people well behaved? Does its laaiiaisiiBent care
about tlx€f cQiaiauaity? Does it contribute to
coBBiuaity life or just take from it? Does it
serve a useful puri)ose? Is it westing;; the tax-
payer's money? rhese are soiae of the questions






a Y^X fiK><i «aiAa dr«i>i
asked «iad aaavered about every Jfavy Instolletion
froiQ Pugct SouQd to Kej West.
Unrortun^tolyj these quest!oim
lire aot alweys asked aloud. More often they are
asked silently, even unconsciously, cs people of
th« CQomunity toim their opinions of the Bavy.
The aosvers arc "besed on dc-y-to-
day impressioos of the inst^illtLtion as a neish."b^r.
A cbaac© remark by a civilian employee—the
appe^irance of buildings, fences, and getes—the
attitude of s^itriea or bcso police
—
d speeding
or double-parked Navy ccr
—
a Kavy vife cctive in
fTIi— unlfoxiiied men end ¥onen dieting offensively
in public—& proudly vorn uniform—a salute,
aiaartly renderod and aiiartly ret'omed—the enn-<ae,l
coBtiibution to the Cocsaunity Chest—these ere the
30uSN:e3 of cont©.ct between the Ua-^j e.nd the
caaaunity. To th« coMmmlty, they tell whether
or not the Bavy is f: good neighbor, & loci..l asset.
For the Kavy, they largely detersalne ttie reception
that awaits liberty parties, the velcome i^ccorded
JBavy families seeking housing in the cocmunity,
wh£it kind of white and blue collar workers will
apply for Havj' jobs and how parents and edttcators
will look upon 1»> vj recruiting offorLa, . .;•.: the
local police will he-ndle rainor ini^actlons by men
in uniform, tnd ^ score of other purely local
matters, as well t.s the cxxient to which the Havy
iJ-^
•» t;,. .. Of
..i 4. J Ji.







can count on public support in aatioanl affairs.
Mot all of tiiese matter's fall
under the dli-ect purviev of the informiatioa
officer, of course. But rai iiaplage on his
doiiUiin to some ejcteat. This infonaatioa officer
and ilia commend©r, wao "build vitiiin the coEjmand
an Gvareneas of the feet that caamil as veil a«
official coQUt-cts with the cojmauuiity do affect
the welfare of the Havy, and of H&vy people^ have
jsade e significant step in the direction of good
puibXic relations.
It is impossible to divorce ques-
tions of coBffiimity relations fraa iuterntil rele^.-*
tions. The man vUo occupies an itaportant civilian
post during vorking hours loaves the base and
bec«iae» & mmBXier of the coimauait^/ public at I630.
Botjbt^public and internal relations suffer if the
.'X.
Havy treats iiim with less conaideretion in either
capacity tlian in the other. Tiie Niivy's gre^itest
cooBunity asset will always be tiie goad will of
Havy aen and wc^en and their I'scimilies, £ind of
civilian eiaployeea, wlio live in the caEaaunity.
!Ehelr grieviinces becoae public knowledge and
th«ir loyalty to the service f;nd th© caeuat^nd
XDBflWlJBe ao kWt go unnoticed.
Required Keeding: Cutlip and Center, liJl^iCnVE
PTJHLIC KEL/^TI02«S, Chapter li^
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alw^xl
TtJM£^'
FOR ?RES2iaE AID FROFIT,
Cimpters lo LOd 1?.
TEE SEEVies il4Ii QQEii TO TOWH,
AFi' ^22.
Luadv^^i-g, PUBLIC EELATIOHS IN WX
hocAh COlrMmaTI.
d. Key Points:
1. The iaportaace of cqamimwl t^ reliitlons.
2. Liuidborg's tliree types of policies: aeg*itive,
passive and positive.
3. Hov to study the coEuauaity.
h. Analysis of sp«»cial interest groups: youths
industrial, labor, educational, women's, reli-
gious, veterans, racial, fraternal, and civic.
5. fiavy-interest groups - Tiifc Uavy League, Havy
CliK}^, etc-
6. Coo>eration with civic ori;^nization3.
t C-19 ^ad C-20
&. Topic: IITOTIHG TliE COJWXMITr ABOAF/D:
CKUi;:iiu3 AJ© OPEK HOUST,
ll. Background: Just as a picture ia more expressive
then a description, nothing c£in takie the x>3Lace of
experience. It was this f&ct that lead the liite
James Forresti^l, vhen he was Secretary of the
Jfavy, to in^Lugurate £. progr^si of inviting civilian
'^opinion leaders to vicuess fleet operations






I. ./». r^i-t 1 r
OV^'-Bsn Itil
Li»ifa»<irf»titg »^uatu
literally thouseads of civilifiaa froja all states,
from large cltto« sad sraall tovas. and from a
great v£:riewy of valks of life, have made short
cruises on carriers, cruisers, destroyers ^ bettle-
sjiips, amphibious slilps , aijxiliarles, and even
subnerines.
These civilian observers pay for
their ovn m^euLs and incidental expenses aboard ship
and furnish their ovn transportation to and fi'om
their hcxnee (unless scheduled govei»nment air treas-
portation can be provided at no additiomil coat to
the govespEBBient) . Guests are invited to take part
only in regularly scheduled operations. Special
cruises are not arranged. The progrcia h^is proven
itself to be an effective and inexpensive way to
shcfW the tazpeyer vh£it the Navy is ^nd -what it
caa'^tlo. Although guests i^xe under no obligation
to the Hevy, most of tiicia describe their experiences
before loc&l civic groups on tlieir return fend
many shoot Bnd show yerds of motion picture film.
c. Required Reeding: MVY Pl^BLIC KKIATIOas mSQldt,
Chapter 12.
d. References: LtHidborg, PUBLIC W5LATI01I3 IS THE
LOCAL CQf»!UNIIY, pages 93-108.
cmium lissT 5720. 2b.


























e. ..^^ Points J
1. Advanteges of first hand experience.
2. Guest cruises.
(«) Objectlveo of the progreffl.
(b) Critcjria for selectXoa of guests.
(c) Procedures for arraag^lag cruises.
3. »aval Air Training Conanaad cruise progrem.
4. Joint Civilian Orientation Course.
5. Open House and Visits.
(ft) Restrictions on visiting.
(b) Planning for open house.
(c) Conducted tours.
ssslous €"21. C-22 om C-g^j
&. Topic: CIVIL RELATIOHS AlID SPECIAL 1VEST3.
b. Background
t
Civil relations is a term used in
Re^ information to designate progress for direct
contact vith the public which do not involve the
public information media. 'She Civil Keliitions
Division of tlie Office of Information coordinates
relationships with civillfin orgenlz&tions, edminis*
ters the guest cruise progriuas, supeinrises the
preparEtion and display of education exlilbits. In-
cluding exl^iibitions of coabftt art, meinteins ll&l-
son vith appropriate divisions of the Office of
the Chief of K&vbI Operetions in connection with
naval sir participation in civic events, and
answers queries on Hsvjr m&tters i'rom the generiil
r Tol ••
• eye I.' fiATiA "v
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I*XOiJoj^ i3iiJ :.^:-..i :.;:> J.; i^ ^. .-,: .^ a'S»««i/I«
public.
For the infoMifttloa officer ia
the field, moat of those activities vill fdl in-
to the classification of special events.
Required Reading: NAVY PUBLIC RELATIONS mmiAl,,
Chapter 13; Appendix A, Chaptear 7s
end Appendix F.
'^Public Relations In Close Quarter©",
PUBLIC EEL/znOKS JOURHAL, April,
195*^.
Reference: Lesly, PUBLIC RELATIONS Il/iBDBOOK,
Chapter 28.
Key Points:
1. Planning the event for a specific purpose.
2. The isportence of attention to details.
3. Use of bands and marching units.
.-3c
h. Exhibits end demons trft tions.
$. Participation of aircraft in civic events.
6. Avmed Forces Day,
a. Topic: CIVIL REL-ATIOHS AND LETOBI
miTim.
h» Beckgi'ound: In e ¥eek nn iafonaation officer
ma;y ansvar a doj^en letters iTrom unkovTi inciiibtrs of
the general public who write for informs. tion on
any number of subjects. He say write sfrrsirfil
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H# m»j prepere th* asaver to n query from a
ber of Coagress. He loay send a copy of £ Qevs
release to & aevsreel editor vlth a short letter
outlinlag ncwsreel possibilities. He rafty prepare
a dosieu letters to the parents of enlisted men
who have been advanced iu rating—or he may b©
aaked by another staff officer to write a form
letter for this purpose— and he m&j vrlte a
letter of condolence to the family of a men killed
in £ service accident.
Each of these letters calls for »
special touch, i^ch aay be little more than b
routing slip marked "action" to the InTonae-.tion
officer^ but oe,ch is a personal docianentto the
person vho receives it. I\a awkw&rd, stilted
letter laay fall to make its meaning clear. A
stuffy, artificial letter fails to achieve its
p\:a*pose. A cleiiT, intelligent, s^pethetic letter
coBttunicates an idea ^^nd leaves a lasting impres-
sion on the person to vhom it is addressed.
There is no foolproof fonaulfi for
successful lettervriting. In fact, many Matj
letters miss the boet because the writer h&s
tried to follow £t fojnuXa. israsMewnere u^ ^'n
K&vy c^^reer he has picked up the idea th&t t.
good letter must be impersonal, must say ' l ^ ct"
instead of "this" or the or 'Uifct you surest "^
must always s^y "it is regretted thtt...".
OlJBq-
-c.
.i>C -. i.W t?;j>j >,^-»;J • I fS^i9.f
^'J09:
s • ^ ,* -
Civilieas are QOt used to this kind of talk. tki»
Leglonaaire who wants the band t^ad he If the ship's
comp^ay for & par«tde aext Tuesday is likely to be
quite reasonable if he is told "i em sorry to Sfiy,..'
and is given (s sound refc-son why itll hands can't
knock off work to jnarch down ffein Street. But
"It is regretted that yoiir request is not in
confoimity with the policy of this CoaBiand" will
incite hlia to riot.
Perhaps the soundest advice for the
Wmry letter writer is this: put your'self in the
other fellow's shoes. laagine that you are the
officer in Washington who has to cvelujite your
request, or the editor who gets your sugsestlon,
or the Hotarian who wsanted the Adalral to address
his" luncheon and is being offered a lieutenant
coBiiBLjider . Wh«ut would sound plausible to you?
Docs your letter really explain the situation?
Reference: ltot«, PUBLIC OPIHIOH iOID
PBOPAOAJIDA, pages 220-225,
Lesly, PUBLIC BliLATlONS BAIDBOOK,
Key Points I
1. The purpose of & letter Is to coramonicato Ml
Idea. If the letter fails to comaunlcate, it has
noc acnieved its p'iirposi;*
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(d) A complete answer to his question, free tirtm
"gobbledegook''.
When wi'itiag rq official letter, put yooi^self ia
the place of the jjersoQ receiving it. Don't aiga







Tm HAVY /iJD IlfTKliHAflOIiAL PUBLIC
Chapter I5 and article 2803.
Filn; m 7857 ''l"5i€ Sixth Fleet"
(25 minutes).
.-^ Mil 78hk "The Story of l>ffli/i?"
(28 siinutea)
d. Key Points:
1. The importance of "shoving the flag" in the port*
of the world.
2. People will jadg€ the entire United St&tes by the
conduct of service personnel with vhom they camm
in contact.
3. HeCGSSity of indoctriniuting &.11 personnel assigned
to foreign duty or going on liberty in foreign
ports.
h. Public infonaation activitlo» c.nd Telm^m^ 9t
T/ r a»tftrif .f^
«Krf\ ^-.iTl ,i3oi..jL;arjp a.tJ5l o4 Xdvar,
13.
- »—r '^ .-
uj: 'AC
:j.ijiioi a^-i^^on^^i>L
T's^ : '1 r
OJIO.i 3^":5^ fi.
dAIOS ^i.Oi.i^ iK-*::,W








infonaatiou ia foreiga ports.
Release of 'W'.TO ial'oruKition,
Tiie Bavy's part in MDAP aiid releese of 14nAP
iafonaatlon.









THE EIC;3iiJiVE: WHX MD KOW, AFI? 5"
SAVAL ORIEM'i!#.i'IOK, pages ^52-455.
BUFSflS m^mL, Chapter }i-l.
Film I MM 6827 A ''The Hevtil Re-
serv<SJ Atr Keaervfe."




1. History of the Reserve: coristitutioaftl lapovision
for \ ffliliti&
.
2. 'Ill© Havel Keserve in Vorld Wfri 1 &ad IX.
3. ivrmed Forceo Reserve Act of 195^.
k. Actoiinlstretioa of the SttWil Keserve.
^. Componeats of the Kaf&l Reserve.
6. Treiaing: The 3urf&ce Reserve.
7, 'rrciiaing: ftkft ^tM&riae Bea«nre,
8, Jbligatioas of the Reservist.











G. Topic: PUBLIC iHyORKATI05 Amj SBCHRITy.
b. Hequired R©cdlD^: KAVY PUBLIC RELAHONS MAmiAJu,
Chspter 16; articles 0510.2, 0514,
0516.5, 051^.7, 0902, 1506.3. s-nd
Appendix I
.
c. Refei-ence: NiW/d. SECURITY M/lSfOAl. FOB
CLASSIFIED KAi^lSa, ChB.pter 11
(classified).
d. Key Points:
1. ResponsiMlitles of Chief of laforai&tion and
Director of Ifcvel latelligence.
2. KesponslMlities of CaBffiiaadiag Officers; aecurity
et the source.
3. Dep&rtment of Defense Security Guidance publics
-
ticyis.
4. Sec^ity reviev of correspondenta * laaterial and
articles written by nevsl personnel.
5. Special cases: atoraic energy^ biological, chesnice^l:,
and psychological we.rfare, new veapons, and
fisreign bases.
6. 1!tJL» Ssplonage Act.
>»»>lonffl p-31 and C-^2


















1. Orgs nl SMI tion aad mission.
2. The recruiter as the loccl represeatatlve of the
Kevy.
3. 'Bie necessity for truth end good taste in recruit-
ing advertising.
k. Relations with civic groups i n6 educational
institutions.
5. Contacts with applicenta,
6. Indoctrim>tion of recruits prior to departuj'e for
Training Centers.
7. Bavy recruiting publicity.
^LoQ:g.-£zl3./nd C-3 4
A. Topic: RAVY C^KEERS
b, P.equired Beading: "Regi^latione Governing the Admission
-^ of Candidates into the United States
Hav&l /c^dfflay as Hidshiiauon,"
KevPers 15,010 "The Ifev&l Beserv«
Officers =rr£:lnlng Corps Bulletin
of Inform^itlon."
U.S. Savy Occuptitiomil Handbook
for Men.
U.S. Kevy Occupational Hi^'nrlbook
for Women,
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1. ;:?©lectioD of ca^odidates for Ui€ U.S. K&v&l Acadeny.
2. The lifival Reserve Offleers 'iTainJiag Corps.
3. K£.v&l AvlatiOQ Cadet frocuroaent.
4. H&vy careers for ealisted saen aad wcsuen.
'noil II BMIRUITiaO.
liiffioa c~35
«. Topic: VISmL FH
b. Key PolDts:
1, Itistruct3r dcjtnoastrate liile D^jaroth Visi:tf^l
Presentation for High School Groups.
Ipos C-3b and C-37




PlBLIC lilFOJiMA'flOK IJS '.^KTIME:
PHESS CEHSOKuBIP.
HAVX PUDLIC HEL/^TIOrrS MJfUAL,
Appendiz 'lC
Public Information Correspondents
/iccompcinying /jrEied Forces of the
13. S. (OPHAV IHST. 57^0.6).
Field Manual for Field Press
Censors (OPMV IMSGC. 5530-5).
d. Key Pointaj
1. Conditions under which ceoaorAhip nay b« ij|p08«d.
2. Objoctlvee of cenaorshlp.
TI) ''>i'io)g :»A tt09itk
•XM»bJi^k iBVBll oii^ "xol
* C< Vi.^
Ji lo n















3. Authority and reapoaaibility for cetisorshlp.
4. Rolationships betveea c encore, correspondents, c.nd
information officers.
5. Scope of censoi'ship.
6. CeusoraMp in unified conanf-ndo,
7. Procedures.




ARM D, PUBLIC IBPCWMATIOK MEDIA
(43 hoars)
JHftjSlon D>1 ^
a. Topic J IWmQDWnO'H TO THE MASS MEDIA,
1», Becicground; Consldersbly niore tb&n half of the
I»vy*8 official coaanuaication with the public is
carried out through the la&ss media of aewapapers,
radiOj television, megazlues, etc. Even such
direct c<Mmauaiciitloas es speeches eod demonstretiotis
ar© usually reported by the medifi to many tlBics the
audience toward which they were origint-lly directed.
Mass aediA are the major source of information for
the American public.
Perhaps the most fundamental
difference between communicating directly and
conmunleating througli public infomiation media lies
in the conEunicetor *3 lack of control over the media
Ihe official who writes a letter or makes a speech
has no guarantee that Ms words will ectufilly con-
vey the ffioanlng he intends them to, but he does
have the assurance that they will not be changed.
This is not the case with communicating ttoougih
Bass media. Tlie reporter tells the story as he
sees it, the editor cuts it or combines it with
othar coverage of the aaae event, changing style
Mam tton-\t*iao^«"
• AIOEM e«AII 3EHT OT HOITOKlOaaiai j^lq^*^
ditt Ic Had narfiT 9io« \ ^
ban x^^^^*^^^ ^" amoo coawdovi ^oxisii-- ti:.
-«'^- tXlJSJ."^'^- f^^v Efe«KJ» 8l.rf .'tart:* ss. B o^ «•**
134
and emphaals »b he sees fit. Officinal aewa re-
leases ape pevritteQ, statements are paraphrased^
feticl the rirml caphasis mey be quite different froia
tbAt coatemplated by the rel©£3iug officer.
This la pert of the Aa^rican tradi-
tioa of freedoia of the press, a phrase that in-
cludes radio B.nd ell other medic, end it is one
of the healthy safety valves of democracy* Tlie
official vhoae story does not appe^ir exactly as he
conceived it raEy coraplsin thet it lias been distorted,
but who is to say that the reporter s viewpoint
may not have been more impartial th&n the official's
and that his version is not scssetiiaes closer to the
facts?
Preedaa of the press docs not aee^n
freedom to divulge security infonaGtion. It is
the^iaformetlon officer's duty to safeguard such
inTonoBtion from the press end from anyone else
who h&s no right to it. But it does mean th&t
there is no official "word" in this country and
thfit the information media are free to report the
neva as they see it without official restreint.
ttiia is a t&ot that must be borne
in mind by all who deal with the press, for there
is nothing that will alienate a reporter more
quickly and surely than to try to force en officif-1
version on him, to tell him liow to write his story.
or to try to influence hija to "kill" an unfavortible
^91 8VSI]
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story based oa uaclassified facts.
c. Required Refidlogs Cutlip and Center, EFFECTIVE PUBLIC
REL/.noif3, Chapter 1^
,
d. Refereacet POBLIC OPIHIOK AHD PROFAGAIBQA,
Katz, pages 235-242.
«. Key Points:
1. !Sie rol© oi* publicity In public relations.
2. Influence of the a&ss media on society.
3. What the media expect fro© the information officer*
%3aion D-2
a. a?oplci WIIAT IS HEWS?
b. B&ckground: Many b. press release has been
ground out by so&te hardworking infonnation or
publicity man, been stuffed in an envelope, end
never been seen again. And while tlie publicist
,3k
scalded the morning papers in vain looking for his
story", he probably was ennoyed to see a dozen iteoa
with less "news value" (to him, st least) than hla.
Eow can we tell wlriiit Is "news
about our own organlE&tion? inhere is no formula
for this. Almost anything about a military in-
stallation, sn industrial plcnt, or i:.ny large
institution is news to someone. The problem is to
collect and verify such information, decide whet
"i:mblics" it would interest, get it into the
^appropriate foiia and get it to the proper aodiuB
while it still is news. For news is the most
.^:. > Mian ^JUAA
to no.M-^rttulni
.aid r ^) "^^'J^^^^
-•r^
periah^ble coianodity on eerth. It Is the r&re
story thfit can open with "recently." A well-kept
secret may be news ten ye&rs after the fact, but
the day-to-dP.y story with wtilch most information
officers will b© concerned la dead unless it deals
with the present or the futui'e.
C. Required Reeding: Verren, MOBiSH HEWS EEPORTIKG,
Cliapter IV.
Stephenson and Pretzner, ?VBL1C1T£
FOB PRK5TI0E AUD PROFIT, Chapter 1,
2 and 15-
d. Key Points:
1. Characteristics of news: recency, inaaedificy,
laiportance, etc., from W&rren.
2. 'fhree kinds of news: fxccidentel, IncldentBl, and
planned
.
3* Suggestions for conducting an interview, from
*^
Stephenson.
k» Sources of news within the orgRnization.
e. Suggestions to Instructors:
Assisned reading for this session is
Xwpgely directed toward business find industrial
public relations. In presenting it, stressapplice-
tions to the fiavy.
a»fg^Qip^ p>3 and p-4
£. Topic: Wl.u.-^?. T'll' j/m WliJK V:/..'':
b. Bcckgrouad: in spite of the i^opuJU*rity of rAdio,
:^f.
•^ jt*-iw"=>;
^K..^: jl BCQliTi; t 'jnoo fjd XIlv btso
io ^TiHo^ni OKA ac
bL
yv: '\ '1 i r, rr>fa •^ r
Sf : ' --.d ', !V':5^I
Oj i. ••
television^ aad magaxiaes, nevapayovs rcnala the
chief source of news ia the United States. Sot
only are they considered aore importaat news
sources than other media by most people, but they
covei' the nevs more coapletely i^nd in gre^jter de-
tail tbaa is possible for radio and television aad.
store promptly tlian ciag&zines. An undcratandios
of press relations, how to ixt'epure copy for news-
papers, and the effects of newspapers on public
opinion is e bare minimum for effecclvo public
infonaetion perfonsance. Many e good Havy story
has been withheld by officers vtio did not under-
stand or trust the press and who felt thet dealing
with the newspapers was 'dangerous." It cen spell
trouble to the officer wlio tries to give out a
psLP^tial or hea.vily slanted story, end it can be
haraless but very disappointing to the officer who
presents his copy at e time or place or in e form
that makes it unusable to the press.
c. Required Reading: Cutlip and Center, SFFECTIVE PUBLIC
llU-nonS, Chapter I5.
Stephenson and Pratzner, PUHLICITT
FOR PRESTIQB AM) PROFIT, Chapter 3.
MVY PUBLIC RELATIOHS mSWOa,
Appendix A, Chapter 3.
d. Kt^. Points:
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2. Rules for gettiag aloDg vith the press.
3. Essentials of publicity copj.
?i , laternal orgGntaetlon of the newspaper.
5. Wire services.
: -Jz^
e. Topic; fBX^ COPT: LEAD PARAORAPHS.
b. B&ckgi^ouad: It is aot alvays necessary lij..t; &
story be relet* sed ia press release fona, written
in newspaper style, ©iere ej»e times when this
cannot be done, tad there are other tiaes when it
is better to invite the reporters in to see or beer
the news r^nd write their own versions. A re£.lly
big story will go if it is written by hand on
scratch paper. But since most stories ere not
big^ and in most cases it is the ioforsa&tion officer
whQ*lniti&tC8 the story ratheap tliaii the press, it is
helpful to know hov editors like copy presented
and to try to satisfy their needs. This does not
flie&Q tbEt the information officer is doing the
reporter's work and it does not guarantee that the
etory will be printed without editing. But the
tivoragc city editor receives hundreds of '*hEndouts''
every week — some receive hundreds iu i day — end
he has neither the time nor the inclination to re-
write the sloppj ones. Because every H£.vy release
is competing with e dozen other storlea, from
serious news through the ganut of hiaii^n-interest
<r:°TtwMBi
.i^.m/'^fr;A v-crr-^ ,'--rf;rcj
t ;^. .'i>i' ,B
fl .rf
jsTifi r^/'ir (5.'-.r-»-i!
.^;._ ,^ „ -
ii*v^ i Tjcf iiotf^Ji'iv a.L 31 11 c :tf
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yams to "Cops Hab T^io ia Love-Kest*" the Wkvj
Xuiovmatlon. officer will do well to leern hov
press copy is writtea and to write his accoi'diagly.
c. Required Readings Vferren, VKSSaSSlM WSOfS RiiPORTIHO,
Chaptcsr V, VI, and VII.
d. Key Poiata:
1. liie coacopt of the "inverted p^yramid.
"
2. Essentials of a siama&ry-type aevs leed: WilO, kflftTj
ftliERE, vmm, mj, and HOW.
6, Suggestioas to Instructor:
Referc to i;liidle*s device of the "peg" in
discussing prex>^^J^*3.tion of the nowa lead.
Seaaion D~6
£.. Topic: IlESS COPY: COMPLKTIHG TlIE PYRAMID
b. BecJcgrottnd
:
Having constructed n sound bese
for-^iiho "inverted pyrejaid," the vritcar must fill
out the details of hie story, gr&du£illy taj)erlng
off to the less Iraporttint aspects so that the
editor can cut it to fit his sp&ce vitliout ex-
tensive rewi'ltlog
c. Required Reeding: Warren, MODiKH HEWS REPOETIHa,
Chcpter VIII.
HAVY PUBLIC BH^TIOKS MSIM-Jiu,
Appendix D.
d. , roints:
1. The atory uauelly la not written to fit any
pi^rticulcr space but rather to cover e, topic.
. I)
<A
1 3ti^ ^SfiK^iS - l-luistq
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It is the job of the editor ta cut the story to
fit his spece.
2. 'Inverted pyramid" style permits cuttlag leaat
importfi-nt pt^regrcphs from the end of the story.
3. Havy nova reloesQa should follov onsistent style.
Avoid ebbrevia tions that are not clear to civlllcin
press readers.
5c33 "ons p~7 g^Pd D -S
a. roplcj HEVS RBLMSBS.
b. Required Reading: Stephenson end PratEner, PUBLICIfY
FOR PRE3TIGE AMD PROFIT, Chapters
7 and 8.
SAVY PUBLIC HEW.TIOKS KftlftllL,
articles O50I-0513 and Appendix B.
c. Key Points:
1. Forak: identification of the source of the release,
release dste, *'slug line" or title, physical li^y-
out of the release.
2. Content: telling e. good story, briefly, and in
newspaper style.
3. Queries and exclusive stories.
H. Press corifercrccG ad intervievs.
a. Topics HAVY PRESS POLICY.
b. Background: It is not necessary to memorize tb«
restrictions on certn'ri fvriofi of reloEsea.
v;«od« »/-i» a-i 'Ka.
.a3lB.MJ3it ^WuIW.
Kim^m^ ^^ f fj»ft*-fr
i3i bC^ tt-^'^-^^" '^-^^ ^^'^^•ii
.-iJ'g t
:r-
t»l'%:iB '^'•^'^^^'- -' .j'T ;f
laform&tlon officers should know, hcvever, that
these restrictions exlat and. should iuidw vaere to
look for policy guldence. Sljnil&rly, tlie Depfirt-
ment of Defense and Havy requirements for cccredlUx-
"uion of corrc; . 'i.at3 and thfeir travel to overset^s
areas need not he racaaorlzed. But the Jl&vy hDs hoou
•barrasscd more than once be-c/:u3e of pr^aalses aade
to correspondents by over -zealous infonaation
officers vho feiled to obtsin proper authority
end sponsorship in advance. Tr^ile this awttefial
is presented under the generel subject of press
relttiona, it Is equally applicable to infonaation-
el Gspects of radio, television, f-.nd the other
media
.
c. Required Reading: HAVY PUBLIC RELA'inOHS mSW-.h,
Article 05li}-05l9 and Chapter 6.
'^ Werren, mmmB SEWS REPORIHNG,
Chapter XV.
d. Key Points:
1. Definitions of terns,
2. General policy on release of Infonantion.
3. Types of news releases.
h. Policy on wi'ltinc for publlcr.tloti.
5. Accreditation procedures.
6. Pestrlctions on certain types of releases.
7. Libel and copyrlsht lav.
^.acfc*' ..«>V H!S5' MfJ'-MiB 9
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a. Topic: 1331 WTSCT3 OF HEWSPAPKR PUBLIC I Ty,
b. Jteckgrounds Evory informfc tioti endeevor raisea
the question of whet effect, if any, has boen
produced. The story h&s been printed, bat lv3s it
bcon read? If it has been read, v&b it absorbed
and hov long will it be raaeciberedV In eny particu-
lar instenccj th© answers to these queatians can
b« obtained only through opinion reaoi^ch. But
much is known find much Ims been written about th©
effects of newspaper coverage on i^iaerican thought.
c. Required Reading; None-
d. Reference: Katz, PtiaLIC OFiaiOK /OID PHOPAG/kHDi/i
,
pages 263-270 end IO5-II2.
Berelson, KIf:;fvDiS IH FIBLIC OFIHlCJi
Am comivmcAnoM, pages 317-326.
e. Key Points:
1, The nevax.)Eiper bus beccaac more than ju«t a vehicle
for carrying the news. It provides entertaimaent
end fills emotionf.l neede.
2, newspaper opinion does not alweys reflect public
opinion. This h«8 been desnonstrGted conclusively
In nunierous eleetions. But editorial policies do
affect the eaount and type of infa2ai|j.tion n^de
Airallable to the public.
3, The "hume.n interest" story has hed ^^ profound
effect on American culture and he a changed tiie
character of jouroaliam. the human interest
gJtHa.^
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A. f»oplc: IWmo-DWTlQJi TO RADIO /lED TSJJMlBlOn.
b. Required Reading: Stephenaon and Pratzner, PUBLICUM
FOR PRESTIGE AKD PROFIT, Chapter 10.
mVX PUBLIC KM/.1'I0H3 JSAHUAL,
Appendix A, CJmi^ter ^1; fend Clmpter 7.
Chester «^nd Ocvrrlson, RADIO AMi
fELi;VI3I0iS, Cbt.pters 2 aad 3-
c. Key Points:
1. Advantages end disadvantages of radio tind televi-
sion as publicity media.,
2. Typj^s of programs w2t!,cb can be useful to tJae Kavy.
3. Working with station personnel.
t. Topic
"6-. Bsdcground: 'Bam besia on wtiich the broadc^r^sting
tlMlwutrj is founded is very different from tlmt of
the preea. Vfliile both obtain the bulk of their
revenue through the a£'.le of bro&dceat space, th«
advertiser has little to de.y ©bout the content
of the &veaE*age jwwspaper. Ihia is not true in
radio (or television) where the tidvertiser normelly
buys fi periort o'"f time ond is relatively free to
r' Y ~ it 8 So
. ^rd*ir, fera, . . iOiTxeoifiHi
-lv3l!>,? bnw:; '"i Tc a«»^iS^d3V&Ha.U> fees e®^y..i.. .,. .X
.eiTiC r*j;H,TV/"\: ";r? :'7['-=fC,;T3i .,?^?fC^"T'*'*r'^
-» .J ,
^fffrt«f^
present the public uliatever suits his fancy or
hta budget. It is almost iiapoasiblc for a redio
station to Imve en odttcrlal policy li-ri the sense
tbat newspapers bBve such policies.
'jKiere are controls on the use of
radio, however, for the limits of the ta-'oadc&st
spectruci and the nature of the medium require thf.t
broadcasting be regulated to soae ^tent. Biis
session outlines the roles of Uie federal sovern-
mm^t, the broadcasting industry itself, and the
advertisers and their e gents in the control of
radio, and provides an over-«ill view of the broad-
casting industry.
c. Hequired Baading: Chester and Garrison, R/.DIO
AHD
'JSSUiVI 310X1, Ch&pters 7 ^^^^ ^"
d. Beforeocei Chester and Garrison, K/^DIO
^HD
-t, TELHVISIOM, Chapters 6 and 11.
e. Key Points:
1. Role of the Federal Cocaaunications Commission.
2. Organisation of the networks end their relfitions
with stations.
•5. Tti& role of the cxlvertlslng a^Hicy in brocdcesting.




Since die osalr-ncd text went to press, tlie
lationel Association of Broe^cafeters, discussed
in Chapter 11, h£S become the H8.tion£.l Association
of Efdio and Television ap&<?dcastera. The N/^i?'rB
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peirtora.a much the nam% functions es d.t<3 the old
KAB.
a. Topic t lADIO SmiTIOH ORG/^iiailATIOa AUD
PTiOORAMMING.
b. Required H«&dlag: Chester and Garrison, RADIO AMD
rKLlSVISIOH, Chapters k, 5 and 1^.
c. %0f Poiats:
1. Types of eutertainment prograras and opportuattiea
for Uavy iafonaation tie-ins.
2. Public Service prograasaiog.
3. l?adio station policies.
k. T^icfel st&tion organization.
5. The need for the infonaation officer to understand
the^orgianizatlon and d&y-to-day problcsas of the
radio station vith vtiich he plans to do business.
a»»8ion8 D-1 ^,, P~,l6^ani^ p~17
f.. Topics rm^mim mtehial for m.dio
OEATIOS USE.
b. B»e1qgrouQd} fhmee are relatively few situmtiona
in vhich an informfcition officer Ims to write amooth
redio copy or face the probleras oi" production.
In Most cases, the Inforaation officer vlll Iwive
tui idet that radio can use and vill present the
idsa to professionals, who will wi^lv^ their own
copy *nd worl: out the details theoaelves.
,^l JEUB3 ^ ..jatJAWiO ^K'tjJiaiVWkvA
X93.
f J ? ) 1
,




OccasioDf.lly, however, the officer vill heve an
op|»ortunity to do scan© iiritingj End he often vill
U8e a tape recorder or play host to t station's
mobile unit. Tlie infonaation officer's dealings
vith radio people vill he m&r^ fiBtiafactory if h©
has tixme insist into their probltsnis, knovs vhe^t
they i»int^ and is Eble to help theta get it.
c. Required Reading: Chester &nd CK^rrison, R/.DIO /.iJD
TELJiVTSTON, CliEpters 19, 2.3 £?ad 2k.
d. Key 3'oints:
1. Vl^ltiag raaterial for the ee-r.
Spot announc^aaents.
Radio ne¥3.
Use of the tape recorder.
ivrrcaging reciote broadcasts froia the naval
insiGllation.
a. fopic: WUSVlSIorf.
b* Background: A great dei^l tli&t lias been aftld
about radio is also applicable to television.
For this reason^ discussion here is confined to
their points of difference, which, of coarse, lie
in television's picture tube.
Tliere is virtually no liait to tlie
op^rtunitles television offers Itvy public in-
floaBBRtlon. Hcaiiotes. thougli expensive, cia cover
£.lmost any indoor or outdoor even of intci^est.
ipi








Oa more t2ma on© occfialoni '*llve" televisioa
pick-ups bb.Te l^^ta ttie4« «bo«ird ship. In &t
lecist one case^ this vaa tSotie c1x>a2^ r. s^^Iaaergttd
sulisiiirliie*
y«liwlalOD hf.s brought the aeva-
reisl lato fclie livlag rooia. aood notion pictures
of acvsvorth;^ Mvj fpwota arc alw-ys vclcome^ boUi
on. aet¥ork shova aad on loct*l stctiouc irhilch pro-
tlM BBC-Hevy niia series, 'Ylctorj at 3©^," wMdl
tells Uie story of tli© lj«tvy In W(>ria Wtiy il.
Jteaj otbua" Ifety films ore cilso avuiilf-bl© for loan
to television st&tloas {but eopyright I'-esti'ictiOfiia
on 8CH3e filza to0lm0tf luul lafttlsg^roiiiat isuAlc
tieeessite-te e&reful ch^cklo^ to makes siirc tlat^t
tlM|.rilm loftnod ht^d be«i ^cleftred'* for teXenrislaa).
c. Re*|ulr«4^a©e.dic»^: ChccLcr tind. Cferrlsoa, R/.DIO AJB|
d. 1tefM!»gBe<t B«^adiGk, t^LSTtSHOH WC8ES LIKE
cHXS*
•* tMi$ Folntti
1. ^l«vl«10A pflpoanctlG© 1« ssaora difficult, tnkefi
m&r9 i»«aftis! t.ais sp^-co, end 'c; :-;.,;.., ^ :.
radio production.
2v In most ca»««, tclr-viaion comopage is mc^® effec-
tive tlmn Ti^dlo c . ; .
3- 'description of tfilcvioioa p«Mhietioa proecwA.
i;
. 'I*el©vi85.r:>n ncvs c - . _ .
OMOL
^iMMta^Xd" a«^ (Md btmml mil
^•«Q;*.> .v'*w«» ii-i fJlMl'^'
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5. Opportunities for th© Bavy: "live" events, nevo-
reel footcge, enrl general interest films.
e. ^i'opie: RZ-BIO, TELEVISIOS, AND PUBLIC
OPII'TION.
h. Required Residing i Chester and Garrison^ RADIO AID
TEI.EYISIOH, Chapters 1 and 9-
c. Keference; Berelson, RMDKR IS PUHToIC OPIHIOH
AKD COmiaiflGATIOH, pciges 337-3^6.
Kstz, FOHLIC OPINIOW iJQ> PEOPAOAIfQ/f^
peges 287-291,
d. Key points:
1. Broadcasting is s social force to which moat
people are exposed for several hours each day.
2. 'rhcimijr.ct of q radio or television bro&desst is
oftep greater then nevspfper coverage of the same
material. Broadcast medic intensify persuasive-
ness f-nd anotloniPl content.
3. Radio and television have had k p3*ofonnd effect
on the Affl^riean vay of life.
ions D-20 £nd P-Sl
8. Topic: ISB PROTOGSUlPinC PHOGl .
b. B.-^cksround: ftie infortaation officer need not
he fen cccorapliflhed photographer, although «i good
cuiny inform&ti^r. officers ere. But Just as it is





able to re^id seoHiptore over the quartMlwiigtcr'a
shoulder, the infoi^mrttlon officer vho understands
the specialty of thu aen vho vork for him. Is in a
better poaition tlicn ho vbo does not. Tliis repid
rnmllierizotion vitii ci^merfitS f.nd the dt^rkroom vlll
not turn out eny skilled technicians, but it vlll
help the informc^tion officer to know what he may
expect fsfmk. his ovn photogrfi-pher cvod hov quickly
he aay expect it produced.
c. Required Reeding j Hone.
d. Key Points:
1. Be.aic principles of photography: lights lens,
shutter, fila^ and development.
2. Use of the sj^eed s^tiphic ctiaierG.
3. I>ev€lopIng and printing.
SesjiiQae D-22 md D-g3
&. Topic: ^ ?EOTO(m/^?IiY IH PIIBLIC ISFORI^^TIOK.
b. Br-cki:^ound: Pictures i:re used In vlrtui.lly every
public infoi«se.tion xaediuK eisiccpt rt.aio. liiey itre
e.n integral part of aany r;evsp£iper iind in£igaain©
r?tr.ric.3, ^.nrl both still cnci notion plcLui'cs c.re
used on television. In r....:iwiou^ tho S&vy Inforuia-
tion officer a^^y find hicaself pi-aaucing nevareel
acterli-l for theatrical rolo&se, cooi>€rating wilfc
coi.aaercial Lheai:rical or televis.on filjEi producers
on motion pictures besed on ricvy stories, £-nd
rrrcnglng f:;r the use of Tfc-ry trcinlng or g«ii«rftl
1 fj,.f: sJ .' / narn
^on
.i>
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interest films by local vetmmXkM or civic groxips.
Regulatioas governiafj such activities are con-
tained in the HEvy Public Relations ^feiuual, P^csfid-
ing li.asignrl^ents clso reliite to tJic use of piioto-
grephy in industrial public relations,
c. Required Reading: Stephenson and Pratzner, PUSLIGITY
FOR PKESTiaB AHD FHOFIT, CliapterB
9 «i.nd li.
HAVy PUBLIC REL^TIOHS MAHUAL,
Appendix A, Cfca.pt«r 5; end Cli^pter 8.
d. Reference: IIAHTJAX OF M/sVAL ?KOfO(B/J»EY
(clEssified).
•* Key Points:
1. Selection of subjects ^.nd ccaapoaitlon of Uxe
picture.
2 h'rl^ing the caption
3. Clcfij'ing find reloesing Savy photographs.
»K Picture agencies &nd photo dcpRrtments of newe-
pepcra.
5. Ccaaiaerci€..l newsrecl c.'jiapf?nies.
6. H/vy-produced newsreels for comraerciel t!aeA%«r or
television release.
7. Working with Kavy find civili^-':n phctogrfi.ph©r3,
6. Coopers ti-n with coaniercifiil motion picture pro-
ducera: the Technical Advisor.








MMU^jmS, BOOKS, /iJD MISCEULAH-
EOUS MEDIA.
3t©x)heasoti aiad PrBtsner, PUBLICITY
FOR PliESTIOK /riD PROFIT, Chapters
h, 5 and 12.
MATX fVSLlC RELATIONS mJBmh,
App©adi3t A
J,
Ctopter 6; Cheptei* 9
and io-ticle 2703.
Lesly, PUBLIC RSLATIOIS MmSBOQS:,
d* X«j Poiats:
1. While m&^Eiues fij^ll into gea«sr«^I gj»oi^)itigs ^ no
t¥o magazines have exactly the mmQ r^uircaents.
The inforsiatiDa officer viio wints to Interest £.
a&gNKine in covering a Sevy story must first
ftedrllarlze hljaself with the aiagsalne. Studying
the target In advance improves alBj,
2. The aafM^iae field is highly ccsspetltive . Aljaost
every editor discards & half dosen good stories
for ©vea?y one he selects.
3. N&gaKlae and sievspaper articles usually differ in
style, content end tlraellncss- A aagBZlne is
ucufilly kept looker h^ the ree-der th&.n is c^ news-
paper.
h. Ordinary procedure is to Interest the WtpuitJM aaA
let the editor assign staff writer to do the story,
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5. The inforraation officer ohould render all possible
assistance to mageziric waiters and to authors
writing books on nevcil subjects.
-2£_throu|ll.ar2I
a. •I'opic: 91£S7 HOBOS fOifH HEWS FHOCSRAM.
b. Required Reading: W<VY PUBLIC RKLATIOKS miSlMOa,
Cliapter 10.
rlASBBOOK POK FLESf »ailB TO\m NEWS
C£II!I!!]^, pages 5-S6 and illustrntioas
on pages 27-48.
c. Key Points?
1. Hie concept of "grass roots" public relations.
2. Preparation of the home tovn news release.
3. Photogrephs for hcaae tovn release.
h. Reci»?ding the hcm& town interview.
5. Fecilities e^xid operating procedures of the Fleet
H^« 1R>vn News Center.
d. Su^estions to Instructors:
This' subject can be covered in j>Grt by lec-
ture. A field trip to Fleet Ilote ftswa INnns Center,
in which stiidcnt officers c&.n becoae ftoaillro:'
with the procedures ci' the Center and possibly
i!P#i^ mUM time on the copy desk, is rocoromended
*
.,; i\j » "''I .
tttCl'
J , "iw
CUM' ttios onsi fj[iJ« .if)^ '/icofioisAi:
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a. Topic: PIKLD miT TO A SM^-LL CITY miLY
b. Sn^sftsticns to Instructors:
ii.rrtn,,;:e .'..,n eifterncari trip to the ^mmes^m
Wt^'is Sun, Kenosha Evening Sevs, or another
rel& lively aoiall nevspaper in the iisiaedi£te
vicinity of Gre^vt Lakes.
aegaiona D-^5 through D-^4Q
a. Topic: FIEIi) mif TO A !.IE'iP.O?0LITAH
miLY HEW3PAFER, A 'lELEVISIOli
STATION, /.rm A PA.T5T0 nTATIOH.
b« Suggestions to Inatructcrs:
Arrange fcn all-day trip to Chicago, to in-
clude tours thro-uj^ a r&dio st*!.tioa, a television
sts^ion, and a nevcpfipor.
*^
*. Topic: S>?i'3uC}i WRIilKG AiSD PUHLIC iiFii^.iillia
.
b. Roqaired Re&ding: KAVY PUBLIC RSLATI03I3 mMlilih,
Appendix J.
IS GUIDE FOB ^a^VICK ^OZXS-
\, (Currently Effective Edition)
Depfirtiaent of Defense.
HAVY 3?I;:^iCI3RS GUIDE.
... 3I,E NZ-VY ruorE^ FOK 195^.
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SFHOSCH, Ctiapters 1, 5-Ci, 10,
12-lh, 16-18.
d. K«y Points J
1. The Importance of public speaking as c. acdiita of
public Infomatloa.
2. Deaircibiliti- of iiaving the spe^Lker vrite his ovn
speech
.
3. Th^ iofonaatlon officer &s e source of suggostioas
and background material rather th&n i^ "ghost
vriter."
h, Determining the subject and purpose of the speech.
5. Aafilyziog the audience,
6. Organizing^ outlining, and supporting main points.
7. Writing tliQ speech.
6, Guides to effective speaking.
9. 'nliere to go for H^vy speech auiterial.
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e. Topic: BWIKW OF fWSSLlC IHPOKMATI 'H
DIEli;CTIVES.
b. Bickground: It is aot posslbls to rndssorlse ell
th© directives affecting Navy iiafoi'ma.tion, f^ad if
it vere possible it would be urkiesirable. For
directives are subject to change eiid luust be re-
ferred to regularly if th© informatioa officer
is to stay vithia policy liaitationa. ^Bi© pur-
pose of this reviev is to Insure that studeat
officers loiov that there ere directives covering
most aspects of Kavy infoisiatiQn, and Unit they
kndV where to find these dXre<:^lves when they
need them.




PACIFIC FLFJ:T FUSauIC Hi52^%^4^S
IJIS5RIICXI0HS,












ABRAB'GIHG A FRESo OmymOKaL Ct
BRIi2«'IKa.
b. Refereace: JJAVY PUBLIC FKLATIOHS MSWOs,
Aj-ticle 0311-0512.
Stepheasoa aad Fretzner, FUBLIGI-rY
FOR PHESTIQE AHD PBOPIT, pages
92-95.
c. SUjggeations to Instructor:
Present an liaaglnary aitijation in which a high
ranking naval official has scheduled « press con-
ference to rev«al p«n tmport£'.at piece of Ma-srj news.
In the tvo hour period, let students discuss all
arrangcaaents and dr&w up necessary plans, orders,
etc. Eeserve the Is-st fifteen or twenty minutes
for & critique. Point out cny exigencies which
.at
th^i have not plEnned for in advance. -
£-6 and E-6
& . Topic I Mmamm a gubst cRtixas.




Present £. situation in which & ahir.; niu^kes si>i:ce
•ISll&ble for a number of civilien guests. Divide
students Intc teeias, onp 'Lo hmrllr sMr^bonrd
trran., M'iracc^ one to prep£;rc :aivii^->tlans, one to
coordinate. Using the N/VY PUBLIC H"fI^;TI0: L
i«J ..
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aa c. suide, have groups prepare necessary
ccaaaimicetions including inTit&tions, and meke
all arrangccients X'or n&etiag and accomodating
guests aboard sbip. Reserve time at end of period
for critique.
. . Topic: CmmmiTl relations mOBLhM.
b. Keference: Cutlip and Center, EFFF^TTTE.
PUBLIC RKLA.TT0K3, Chapter 12.
Stcphenson and ?rf tzner , PIIHLICITY
Wm PBESTIQE AND ?BOPI!I% Chapter
8
16 and 1?.
Lundborg, PUBLIC REL^nOMS IH Til£
LOCAL COJBrOHIiy.
e. Suggestions to Instructor
j
Pr«««at ft comsaisnity relations problem,
.Tift.
dlvi<Jlns the class xnto tvo t^ama to -^rk out
separate solutions. Allov about 10 minutes for
e£ich tena cfa&l!na&n to present his 2rDup*s solution
and isnothor fifteen or tventj minutes for dxacussion.
|x)n« K-lO, E-U ami e-12
&. Topic: iZ:-/ " rj'iTIOHS PLi^IOnHG FOR A
F!JEET E7JJ<CI3£.















Keferencei PACIFIC FU-m^ FUBLIC mU^TLGlS^
HAKTi'iL, Chapter III.
rmSLlQ RMATI0H3 IKSTK13CTI0JIS, U.S.
ASLAHTIC FLEET, Ctiepter 7.
auggestioas to Instructor:
Present basic pl€.as for & a^jor fleet oxer-
clse. On the be.sis of required reading n-nA refer
-
eciccs, develop & complete public iofonaetlQCi
£.niiex, incliiding provisions for a Gcanbat inforiaci-
tion bureau and Giabarkation of correspondents.
*• Topic: PUBLIC JTELAnOTS At AK ACCimST CB
DiaASTSR.
b. Required Ee&dioei Stephenson end Pretsner, FtJSLICTTSf
FOR PBE^TIGE /i^) PROFIT, Chapter 18.
mnc PUBLIC BELAfioMs msmh,
,>
c. Beferences Case Stmly^ USS LETB: DiaA3B:3l,
d. B.?ck.|rounci: When the Hevy la involved in a nevs-
vorthy accident, the public is interested for tl-jree
rexisonsj (1) -Hhe public lias sons, husbiinds end
brothers on the ships or an tii£; ahore btiecs in-
volved,. (2) i'm; public ovna uhe Itevy i-ud y^-mts to
knov of dajaegoto its property, «ind (3) ''^^e public
l2- f'lviijn interested in the hucian-interest side of
t. ccj-QGiit or a._ac,aw ;.ys.
The iir-v^ litis the follovinj^ duties
at such t:Uaes: (1) To siifegu&rd security of
nr
ildi'-'i.'vJU J^i"!-
-'i'^ji^ * ^>** - ii*-
-
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clfissified inrormation end mriterial, (2) To avoid
releosing InformEtioa that vlll aid or comfort e.
reel or poteatlal eti^say, (3) To notify the next
of kin of dead and injured &8 soon ea posaibl©,
{h) To withhold naaes of c&suelties, if practicable,
until next of kin jrmve "been notified, (5) To re-
lease information and cooperate with news media
ropresentetivos to the- extent permitted by the
above factors f-nd good taste, and (6) To try to
wrap up the story as soon es possible end get it
out of the headlines in order to minimise possible
awijBge to public confidence in th« K&vy, possible
b&d effects on recruiting, and possible deleterioua
effects on the cidrele of naval personnel and their
dependents.
It is obvious tii&t some of these
&lsaj^ conflict with each other. V/hen disaster
strides, the informstlon officer and his coisBafender
must meke a decision based on local conditions and
must resolve conflicts as they occin*. I'hia is not
easy, for under such circumstances the press is .
likely to be dewinding and there is always £. temp-
tation to be arbltrery in refusing their deraands
or to go to extremes to satisfy theca.
An accident or disester demands
juApient on the part of the informetion officer,
as well as on the part of those in charge of fire
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Prepere £ problea based on e fire, collision,
eircral't accident j or other serioua accident or
disaster. Present it in sequence as events take
place, calling on the cl&as to make decisions as
required while the situation develops.
ons E-'16 throwf^ E-20
c. Topic: PIAKSIHG SPECIAL EVERTS.
b. Reference: HAVY PUBLIC RHJi'nGNS mSVkL,
Chapter 13; Appendix A, Chapter 7;
stions to Instructor:
Present e problem of planning a specl£.l event
of major liaiport&nce, such £3 an Anaed Forces Dey
observc^nce, involving open houses parade units,
speakers, ^ircreft participation, and media
cov^i^ge. Divide class into tecins to htindle
specific phases of planning. Allov emple Liiae
for each to cLtbv up and present plans ^ and for
discussion and critique.














& . Topic J SEMIHim J BEVIEV /JID EVALHATIOM
OF 'nm COURSE,
b, Kequired R««tdiug: HUJ-HmY PUBLIC REMflOHS, an
address by Admirgtl Robert B. Carney,
USH, before the Public Relatioas
Society of /aaeric&, MBy 3, 195^.
seations to Instructor:
Devote Gbout one hour to a lecture reviewing
the fe-lms of the course and the main topics covered.
In the r^aeining t¥o hours, &sk each student to
coaaaisnt on \thBt he considers the most important
aspects of the coup»« and what he lias peraonf^lly
gained from the course ^ and to offer any














1« Boolcfi to be issued on an accounteblt tesis^ one cop^ to















PXJBLIC RBI^nOWS IB lEE LOCAL
COmmiT^, Harper, I950.
CLEAE MiITISG FOR li^SY B'l^DIBG,
llc<lBpew-IIill, 1931.
PUBLICITY FOR PRESTIGE ABB PROFIT,
MCQTGW-Kill, 1953^
mmmis nms repqrtino, ij.s. Ariaed
Forces Institute, EM-907.
KAIIDBQOK. FOE FLEHIT HOME TOWII liKWS
CEHTER.
IHFORHATIOH AJSD EDIJCATIOI* M/ilfUiiL
(NavPcrs 16,963).
lAVX PUBLIC RELATIOISS H^^ITOAL
(RevExos P-1035).
RAVAL ORIENTATION (KavPers 16,138B)
u PLiJiT PUBLIC RlJliATIOliaPi
f :a>c;,'KuCI10K3, o.&,
PUHLiIC REL^TIG ;>:n. L, Vol. X,
Jlo. 4, April, 1^^ . -
YOTJR RAVY (I&vPero lOtOO)
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II. Materials to be issued oa e. aon-accounteble bc.sis.
Forcea Xr.lks ;
364 vaay Quit Learuing?
366 Peace for the IiOixg Haul - Iroafcy witb. Japan
391 India- Ox' " '" Ird Porcc"?
hiy O.II. - A . ...o Record
k22 The Serviceraan Qoea to Town
*I37 X- ' • ricftG Defease
439 ii-- ..-. - -a lado-Chiaa
4^5 Eyrope Uniting
kk'J Civilian Sinployees of the Sitm&l Forcea
4^9 fiumor lUis It
4f33 The Situation in South East AsiE
^5^ What is Aggression?
^55 Is the United States Self-Sufficient?
457 Hov Our Foreign Policy i3 Ifcde
463 Ko¥ to Mer^sure a lI&tion*s Strength
465 Talk It Over
469 Why We Serve in the Far F^^st
471 Hi^TO
Armed i>'orces InfoiTgation Puaphleta t
1. Information Materials
?. Oui* :^ tment of Defense
t'.Sh.e ..--..^ve; 'why end Kc¥
Wliero we Serve
Address toy Aaalral Robert B. Carney^ USN, before the Military
Order of the Vol'ld Wsrs, FittsbuTfe^h, Oct. 2?, 1954.
mmn.BY PIBLIC MlAnon3, an address by Admiral Kobert B.
( .', before the Public Rel£itions Society of Ajaerice,
*i>- ji ^ ^ -^ ^' ^"> •
IftvPers 91139 C(»niatlSC£ SE^Si;.
llft^«P8 9I7B6 PUBLIC RM/;TI0H3 SENSE
HAVY ^SPEAXISRS"' GUIDE, Office of Information, Navy Departra©fit.
QUOTES FOR 1954, Office of Infoiroation, Mavy
I/v^'A- i. -.,1. :.K. tl C •
VICE ihe Department of
Vol. 79> Ho. 8.
": - d from u.i^. i*..v Lix^.. -. ii-ji<j. J--JJJ, iivr>..
Ajftqdl. dJlSF x^
X*tx$tllP




III. n«f«ap«tie« Sooks for School Library
BKS2LET, G.
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EDITISG TKE COMI^ASY FUBLICATIOl,
Harper, 1933-
TELITISIOM WORKS LIKJi TiilS,
Mcartv-iUU, 19^9.
BBfiODl'T"; TT? T>T1B1*IC 0PII9I0H /J©
C0MM. 7if Ta^ Free Press, 19:ji
'IBUUl^ OF WORD 3, iiarcourt~Brci.ce,
PEA.CTICAL PUBLIC Fja/.TX0Jf5,
Ixrper, 1933.
?VBL1C Ofimm AHD ?ao?/uSilHM, fh©
Dryden Press,. 195^ •
A Eisforr OF THE U.S. rii^.vY
E&rpep, 19^1.
Tiih IWlJJ^liC-K OF Off
liiii:i?OKY, 1.1 ttie-Bi.--....., -.>*,.
ASlSACi ^L-'^'^-^ti IHat.', u...itjv , ,». a*.^.
. . Ml
-iPi-'-ll-yf-i' '<.' J. J .! Jl -v. iiUC- (.--w »*_, J,__^_^>X..
ITiE RlSb- OF CIM H/'.VivL POW^,
Frtncctoa., l^-...»
i.- .J. iiV. v; (.- .-' i ; J J.;,.-
• r i *
i^Jl H SEA POWKR SIHCS; 1773,
A*;
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PUBLIC OPHlCar QXUmtlRLY,
Vol. XVUJL, No. 3, Pall, 1953.
TKA-CHim RAVAL RISTOHY, U.S.
IV. PuDllcatioas recooaaeiideci for iQcluslon ia School Library.





FITBLIG REL^i'IOH^ JOURIiAL, llie Public Kelstions Society
of Afflerica, 2 W. ^6th Street, He.. York, 36, H.Y.
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ARTICLES PROM THE PROPOSED SYLLA3US WHICH WERE DELETED
AS REQUIRED READING AMD FimWISHED SEPARATELY TO
THE SCHOOL AS LECTURE MATERIAL AND' FOR
DUPLICATION AND DISTRIBUTION TO STUDENTS
1. The Nature of Opinions and ttltudes: An
Introduction to Public Opinion Theory.






THE NATUHE iOO CH/vRACTERISTICS OF
OPINIONS AND ATTITUDES^^
Psychologists do not agree completely on why we act
as we do. There are a variety of theories about the exact
processes involved. But they generally agi?ee on the ex-
istence of four factors in any human action. These are
the stiMulus, intervening situational variables, variables
of individual personality, and the response.
The stimulus is the thing that causes the action. It
may be the smell of coffee, the sound of a boatswain's pipe,
or the sight of a pretty girl. Or it may be written or
spoken words.
The response is wtiat we do, how we react to the
stimulus, k ^sponse may be overt, that is, it may be ex-
pressed in language or in actions that others can notice
.
It may take place completely within the individual and
not be noticeable at all. Even if the stimulus causes
nothing but a passing thought, it has produced a response.
The nature of the response that a given stiraujus
will produce in a given individual depends upon the other
two factors.
16
Lecture material (originally Intended as required
reading) for .session B-9, Introduction to public Opinion
Theory,
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Personality variables are all the influences of
heredity and environment
—
personal characteristics that w«
have inherited (such as native Intelligence, good or bad
eyesight or hearing) plus all the influences we have been
subjected to all our lives. Except for such bui^t-in drives
as hunger, sex, self-preservation, and so forth, most
stimuli have acquired meanings for each of through these
associations and influences. Even the built-in drives are
influenced by environment. Snails, caviar, and ancient eg&s
are not the stimulus to most Americans that they are to the
Prcnchraan, Russian, or Chinese.
Situational variables refer to the conditions under
which the individual is exposed to the stimulus.
Itore simply, people's reactions to any stimulus depend
upon what kind of people they are and what they are doing
at the time the stimulus occurs
.
It hardljf needs to be said that this is an over-
•li^llficatlon of a complex process. There are an Infinity
of variables, some strong factors, some less strong, in
the make-up of every personality. And there are temporary
personality factors, such as how much sleep we had last
night, whether or not we over-ate this evening, and whether
or not we happen to be in love . These all affect the extent
to which we perceive and react to any stimulus. And outside
of the laboratory where events can be carefully controlled,
it often is difficult to isolate the factors with any degree
of certainty. In a 3?eal-llfe situation, where one stimulua
follows another closely and the individual is subject to a
1^0 a §d.S LI& &i« m»%
- wBiimiiiii II
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great many Influences at one time, it is not always possible
to tell which stimulus caused which response. To further
complicate matters, the individual's response to an outslie
stimulus may Itself becoue the stimulus for another response.
This chain can go on indefinitely. But for our purposes it
is sufficient to acknowledge the existence of the four factors,
and to accept as an axiom that the individual's response to
a •tlmulus will depend on personality factors, roughly what
the stimulus has come to mean to him, and situational factors,
or what other stimuli were competing for his attention at the
tine.
Attitudes and Responses
One of the internal personality factors that affects the
individual's response is his attitude toward the stimulus and
toward things closely related to it. If a stimulus designed
to produce the response of signing shipping articles involves
•OBiething toward which the prospective recruit has an un-
favorable attitude—offering a timid stay-at-home the pros-
pect of travel and adventure, for instance—the chances are
that our lad won't sign. If we send a distinguished officer
to tell the local veterans' post why the Navy deserves public
support, he may fall to convince the disgruntled ex-G.I. who
Just plain hates brass . In both cases our stimulus failed
to produce the response which we had logically expected. In
both cases, we were stymied by an attitude which someone held
toward something. In both cases, this aoraething was only
related to the point we were trying to put across. Neither
individual really disliked the Kavy. But one (who mighit
»Xc!l8ec<£ a^Miflft Son tt.t tIX ^omlS »ci» $& 09909^ ruB ^£913
9ii$ Sid *iQl ani;^«3inoo t^^w 1
ssseaauSLM
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have signed up for security ) was afraid of travel and
adventure while the other (who mig^it have been convinced by
a chief boatswain's mete) hated officers. In both cases,
our otherwise acceptable pro-Navy pitch was soinehow made
unattractive to the listener*
.^^incc attitudes can be such strong barriers to ccinmuni-
oation^ it slight be wise to take a closer look at then.
What Is an Attitude ?
An attitude is something inside the individual. It can-
not be seen and it cannot be measured directly. In the lan-
guage of the psychologist, it is an inferential variable,"
which ineana that its existence and chai^cteristics must be
inferred from observation of behavior rather than by looking
at the attitude itself.
Attitudes are not inborn in people . V/e acquire them,
with or without the benefit of reason and logic. Often they
are not lms#d i^ sound reasoning, but rather on an individu-
al *s persoaal emotional needs.
An attitude i» held toward aoraething specific. Like a
preposition, it must have an object. I don't like your
attitude 1 implies your attitude toward me. Even the
grouch who hates everyone and everything does not have an
unfavorable attitude. He has a million attitudes and they
are all unfavorable.
AN ATTITUDE IS AN ACQUIRED INTERNAL STATE OF READINESS
TO RESPOND IN A GIVEN WAY TOWARD A FAJITICULAR PERSON OR THING.
«-InijfKKio© o;f griaimad i 9<f fl«» «•&;
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Characteristics of Attitudes
vie have saio that an attitude cannot be measured directly
It can be mcasur^c indirectly, and with a surpriBing degree
of accuracy. In order to do thic, four characterlBtics or
dimensions of an attitude have been defined. They are:
directicHi, degree, intensity, and saliency.
The idea of direction cones from the statement that an
attitude must be held with regard to some specific thing.
An attitude must be favorable, unfavorable, or neutral (or
undecided) toward the subject. The characteristic of being
for, against, or neutral is what Is meant by the direction
of an attitude.
All people who are favorable toward something are not
for it to the saas extent, ^orae people will be very favor-
able, others somewhat favorable, still others only slightly
favorable . Tkis diraension is the degree of the attitude
.
It is always measured and expressed in connection with di-
rection.
The third dlraension, intenaity , relates to how strongly
the subject feels the particular attitude, the degree of
emotion contained in the attitude. Generally speaking, in-
tense attitudes are likely to be found near the extreme ends of
the degree scale; a very favorable attitude is raore likely to
be intense than a slightly favorable one. Two attitudes
lAiich are identical in direction and degree may vary in in-
tensity. If two people are both characterized as very favor-
able toward a subject while one holds his attitude very
intensely (i.e. with strong •notion) While the other does
'.««»« »« 5' (JiDtStt^:^
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not, the person with the less intense attitude is more likely
to be affected by information de&igned to cnan^e his attitude
.
The final characteristic, saliency , has to do with how
•aslly the attitude can be aroused, how near it Is to the
surface of the individual's consciousness. Saliency is not
the same as Intensity, but there seems to be a fairly close
correlation between the two diroeneions. n intensely held
(emotic«ial) attitude is likely to be fairly easily aroused.
Saliency Is an important characteristic, one that is
often overlooked, A strongly favorable attitude of relative-
ly low saliency is not likely to be expressed frequently, and
therefore may not be as Iraportant to the organization or
person toward which it is held as a less strongly favorable
but more salient attitude miglit be. An unfavorable attitude
of low saliency is rarely expressed, and thus is less daniaging
than an unfavorable attitude which is foremost in someone's
»lnd . >
Informaticm is likely to affect saliency of an attitude
before it affects other characteristics, since it is first
necessary to convince the audience that the subject is worth
thinking about before attitudes can be changed in Intensity,
degree, or direction. Almost any information campaign will
increase the saliency of a subject. 3ut soiae do nothing more.
If public opinion is generally favorable but not paarticularly
salient, almost any good' publicity will increase saliency
of friendly attitudes and thus be beneficial. One should
think twice before attacking a situation where direction is
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the danger that direction and degz^t* «By remain unchanged
while the unfriendly attitude becomes more salient—more
readily expressed, niore on people's minds—than before.
There is lesB dancer of this boomerang effect when an un-
favorable attitude i6 already salient. In this c«Be, the
situation cannot get much worse.
Reasureiaent of Attitudes
fhcre arc three types of behavior froni which a person's
attitude may be inferred: ozral responses, written responses,
and actions. None of these is of itself a more valid or
r«liable index ttian the others. There are certain circum-
stances in wliich one is more convenient than the other. You
cannot get written responses from an illiterate. \^ritten
responses may \Ht more valid than oral responses or actions
when speech or action might be dangerous or erabarrassing.
A recruit is wore likely to give an honest appraisal of his
company eosnandcr in a Mcret questionnaire than at hie gradu-
ation review.
It is impossible here to present a detailed dlscusaion
of attitude mea surewent, v/e will hear more on this later.
It whould be sui'ficient now to say that there is no c«ie tool
which can measure all attitudes. The measuring instruraent,
be it an oral interview, a written questionnaire, or a series
of behavior observations, tnust be constructed carefully by
persons trained in this skill. It must take into account
the exact attitudes to be aeasured, the types of behavior
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and how variations of behavior or answers shall be scaled
to measure direction, decree, intensity and salieney of the
attitude
.
Forroal and Informal Reasuresient
It shoul<3 be note<5 in paeslni;, however, that there is
such a thin^ as informal loeasureisent of attitudes. When two
^•ople Mcet and chat for a few minutes, especially if the
subjects discussed are important to them, each is informally
"waB\iPlng the attitudes of the other, if either Icnows some-
thing about the nature of opinions, this need not be a
glaringly Inaccurate process. ince the Navy does not engage
in interviewing or polling the public, this informal measure-
ment is likely to be the only kind most FIO's will have
occasion to use. Lstimates baaed on such impi^ssions will
be more accurate ii they are made consciously and with same
serious thought at the time. This is a worthwhile skill
which every IntoriaGtion ofl'lcer should seek to acquire.
In addition, much valuable information can be obtained
from published survey results such as the Gallup, Roper,
and CroBSley polls. Piany of their releases contain findings
of direct interest to the Nav^'.
Opiniong and Attitudes
Throughout this discussion, we have avoided the word
* pinion'' and have confined ourselves to a study of attitudes ,
Some psychologists and soclalogists use the terms inter-
Idiangeably. Others make a distinction between the two. The
distinction, when made, is that attitudes gerwrally relate
XXiw am 3 no - oeu o;^ o
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to specific, often temporary, issues. Attitudes often affect
opinions, and attitudes towarO a person or organization ar«
often expresaed as oplniooB on specific issues, a basically
friendly attitude toward the Navy might be expi»essed as an
opinion in favor or inviting a K,:«vy speaker to address the
Rotary Club, or of building more aircraft carriers or sub-
arines, or of increasing pay scales for all servicos. And
yet, a person who has a basically friendly attitude can
have an unfavorable opinion on a specific issue. Our Havy
supporter above taight feel that servicemen were paid enough
or that the country could not afford to build more ships,
but still he might have a strong affection for the Navy.
3uch distinctions are easy to isake in theory but rather
hard to laeasure . iiince an attitude can be measured only by
aaalgnins certain laeaniAss to certain responses, it is not
always passible to tell whetner a oaslc attitude or a specific
opinion has h$en isolated and measured. As a general rule
of thUEjb, a questionnaire conslstin£; of one or two questions
probably taps nothing ciore than specific opinions. If it
attacks the sagse baaic attitude from a niiiTiber of different
angles, asking a number of questions on different specific
Issues relating to the same organization or situation, it
probably la aeasuring a basic attitude.
It may be a recognition of this limits tion that leads
to the General use of the less inclusive of the two words In
the terms public opinion and opinion research .
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irfTRODUCTIGN TO SEmifTICS ^^
Simple language Ib not always Bimple. What is clear
to a speaker or writer may se^a equally clear to his audience
—but it aaay have a different meaning to each of hla readers
or listeners. And it is precisely because each laember of
the audience is sure that he understood the message correctly
that confusion arises. Half the misunderstandings in this
worlds'' argued Elihu Root in the early 1900 's, come from
the fact that the words that are spoken or written are con-
ditioned In the mind that gives them forth by one set of
thoughts and ideas, and they are conditioned in the mind
of the hearer or reader by another set of thoughts or ideas."
Why is this so often ti'oe?
\ One Word •» ^Sany I4eaning«
Language mist consist of a finite number of words. Yet
th« huaan mind is capable of conceiving virtually an infinite
anriber of thoughts. It is inevitable that every word must
do double or triple duty if all these thoughts are to be
expressed. If any word could be exactly defined and limited
to one and only one meaning, it could be used caily once, or
only when the thing or condition it described i#ere to occur
17
Lecture materiel (orisinally intem^ed as required read'
lug) for sessions j3-16 and B-17. iiased largely on 'I.anguage
Habits in Human Affairs, by Irving J. Lee, Harper Brothers,
1941, chapters II to IX.
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in exactly the same foinn or circumstances as when the word
was originally coined. It would be necessary to coin a new
word to describe each new set of similar but not identical
circunuitanccs
.
To get an idea of what this wotxld be like, consider the
language of the Laplanders^ who have twenty words for differ-
ent types of ice and forty-one words for different types of
snow, but no generic words for Just plJ^^in ice or Just plain
•now. To apply such rules to a language for as coaiplicated
a civilization as ours—for our lives are infinitely more
emtplex than those of the Lapps—would be to make cocaaunica-
tion impossible.
So while our inexact language has its disadvantages, it
is obviously better than too precise a laogyage or no lan-
guage at all. Since we cannot get along with language and
do not seem to be able to perfect it, it would be well to
twtalne some o£ the ways it functions.
This is the study of semantics.
Signs and Things
The basic element of eonBRmication is the sign. A sign
is •ontthing that has laeaning apart from its own essence or
characteristics. . green light in the lobby of an office
building is a sign thst the elevator is about to go up. A
piece of metal with an arrow painted on it is a sign that
the highway is going to turn. The five o'clock whistle is
a sign that it is time to go home. A boatswain's call Is a
sign that chow is down for the watch. To the sailor, the
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word chow is a sign for something to eat.
Interpreters and Contexts
Signs can be either verbal or non-verbal and taay ttsan
different things to different people. They may also ssean
different things to the same person under different condi-
tions. A green light on a street comer does not mean that
this is the next elevator to the Top of the Mark. A gr®en
light on the starboard side of a ship Ib not a signal to
automobiles. ^Chow" means food to the sailor aboard his
ship« but if he has ever been bitten by one he may still
wince at the word.
The idea of a sign pi*esupposes two other ideas, that
of an interpreter and that of context. The interpreter is
the person for whom a particular sign has a certain meaning.
The context is the situation or set of circumstances in
which the sign^ has that meaning for the particular person.
There are four elements In the behavior of signs—
another way of saying there are four elements to language:
the sign, the thing ( semanticists call it the designatum,
•aning that which is designated by the sign ), the inter-
preter, and the context.
The Sign is >Jot the Thing
The highway marker is not the curve in the road. The
light is not the elevator. The sailor cannot eat the word
"chow. It is obvious that the sign and the thing it desig-
notes are not identical. There is no connection between
them except that by custom and conditioning the one has corae
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to signify the other. Yet there are other 8igna« usually
abstract words like equality, freedom," "good manners,
security, and economy, where the thing referred to is not
clearly definable. On this level, people often lose sight of
the fact that the viord is merely a sign. They react to the
word, not to its taeaning,, just as the once -bitten sailor re-
acts to the word, chow.
There is no guarantee that all people, or even all readers
of a particular newspaper, will react the same way to the same
VMifl. It is especially unlikely that they will do so when
the thing" is not clearly defined, We all declare for
liberty, said Abraham Lincoln, but In using the same word
we do not all laean the same thing. With soan the word liberty
nay aaean for each aan to do as he pleases with hlaself and
the p3*oduct of his labors? while with others the same word
my Stan for a©nie men to do as they please with other men and
the product of -other men's labors.
The Sign Does Not Represent the ^.^hole Thing
Fortunately for man, his perception is incomplete. This
is to say that vihon he sees or hears, he unconsciously selects
and concentrates on certain sights and sounds to the exclusion
of others. From all of the stlrauli to which he is being ex-
posed every rnoraent of the day, he abstracts those which are
especially neaningfiil and ignores the rest.
The ability to abstract or simplify makes it possible
for man to think. But when he forgets that his thought is
based on abstraction, this habit of simplification may lead
•ait <at»
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him astray. For since our perception of things is Incomplete
it follows that our raemory of them and the languauft we use
to describe them Is also incomplete. To say the Pentagon
is a large building is to abstract one attribute of the
building while completely ignoring the fact tliat it is also
an air conditioned building, a government building, an office
building, a five-story building, and that it has other charac-
teristics too numerous to mention. There is nothing wrong
with such description, as long as the speaker anc his listener
recognize its incompleteness. But if either assumes that the
statement is a complete description, confusion is likely to
result.
Korzybskl uses the term 'non-allness ' to describe this
ineompleteness of language. He urges speakers and listeners
to remain aware of the non-allness of descriptions, and to
evoid the misttnderstanding that can arise froia asaunqstioai
that any desci^ption is a really complete representation of
the thing.
P^gcription and Inference
We have seen that perceptions necessarily are abstrac-
tions aad that verbal descriptions of objects or facts are
further siiflplifications. It follows that Inference based on
such limited perception and incomplete description has similar
limitations. How often do we pass Judgment based on 'the
facts, issuuiing that our Vmowledge of these facts is
complete?
Inference is a higher order abstiraction than description.
. d .»IHiiW''tiiVi.7j| B ... ii&
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which is to say that it is a further simplification of
something that has already been simplified and only par-
tially preserved. How many lalsuncerstandlngs az?e occasioned
by inferences baseG on description where the fact of non-
allness iias been forgotten?
fti€ ''When Dimension
Another characteristic of language, to borrow again from
Korsybskl, is its time -binding" capacity, i-avlov's famous
dogs 616 not take too long to leam that the sound of a bell
wm» a sign of food. But if Pavlov's dogs had any puppies,
the new generation had to go through the sarae process of
conditioning as their parents. nimals cannot pass knowledge
froia generation to generation. People, however, preserve
knowledge in language. It is not necessary for every new
generation of men to re-discover fire and electricity.
But this time -binding" characteristic can lead to false
assumptions. Ft>r the world is not static. It is constantly
changing. What was said of a person or thins may have been
true at the titae it was said, but it may not always remain
true. Turkey was an ally of Germany, and thus an enemy of
the United States, in World war I. Twenty-five years
later, Turkey's position ifas in doubt. Now she is one of
our staunchest allies. Qertaany was our enemy in two .vorld
Wai>s. Mow the free half of Germany is considered a friendly
nation. Clearly, a statement about Jnited States relations
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with Turkey, must be dated if It la to have any meaniiig
at all.
To guard against confusion by changes In the facts"
without an accompanying change in language, Korzybaki
urges that we mentally date or 'index' our statements.
All of us are changing every day, for every experience
becomes paipt of our environment and affects us in soiae way.
Aren't you different in scwae respects from the person you
were two weeks ago?
We must take into account the wlien dimension, and
recognize that things and people, as well as words, have
contexts
.
Individual and the Growp
The mental process of indexing also helps to differ-
entiate the individual from the gi*oup. We know the sight
of one drunlcen sailor does not E«jan that all bluejackets
or all servic«Bien are disreputable people. But how often
do we sake such generalizations in other areas of experi^-
enoet
Indexing will remind us that what is true of one person
need not be true of an entire gi»oup. The group character-
istics may not hold true for all group sMBibers.
Is and Is
One of the siraplest words in the English laneuage is
the verb be ' . In searching for a word that is absolute
and cannot lead to confusion, one raight expect to put soae
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oonfidence in this one. But a closer look shows tliat is
l8 one of the nost abused words in the language.
There are two completely justifiable uses for this word.
They are:
1. As a tense auxiliary with another verb: "H«
is running, ' Dinner is being servetf.''
2. To indicate existence: The first President
Wishington/' 'This is the Navy Mr. Smith.
There is little opportunity for misunderstanding here.
But when we use this verb to laean raay be classified
,'* or to indicate that two different entities are iden-
tical, when, in fact, we aean that the two have certain
characteristics in common, we may be heading for confusion.
It is one thing to say John is a drunk, and still another
to say John frequently drinks more than he should. In
th« first serttence, is is equivalent to equals. John
has been written off as a rurany cind nothing more . In the
second, there is room to add that xhen John is sober he
is a good father, a careful driver, a capable executive,
and a host of other things covered by Korzybski's "etc."
There may well be situations in which the fact that John
frequently drinks v?ill be sufficient to rule him out as
undesirable, but if John is to be judged he should be Judged
in the light of the facts, not in the light of assumptions
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Application
People vrtio do not niaka themselvsr: clear in their
aiKseeh or writing are not clearly understood--the^ are not
accurately and fully ooramunleating tlielr thoughts and ideas
to others. A working knowledge of seaiaatics is invaluable
to the information officer. Tiie study of s€iaa.ntics In
itself, however, does not provide the eoiaplete solution
to clear speech anc' writing. The study of senu-intics coupled
with a consciousness of huia&n habits ol" perception can re»
suit in effective speaking and writing.
Suoaaary
WMPdto, like billboards, are signs. They signify
certain things' to people who have learned to interpret
thtm as signs of those things. The circumstances under
irtjich a sign signifies a certain thing comprise the con-
text of that sign.
There is no guarantee that a sign will signify the
MUM thing' to the same person in different contexts or
that it will have the same meaning ^or different Interpre-
tars in the sane context.
Words are like road maps. They represent somethings
Thty are not the thing itself any more than a line on a
ap is the road.
Words are based on observations or perceptions which
necesaarlly are incomplete, livery observation is an ab-
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of the 'thing and ignores features which are not important
in the particular context.
Inference based on verbal description is reliable only
when it takes into account the non-allneos of the des-
cription. In drawing conclusions, it must be remerabered
that facts are only partial and that every description
contains an implied "etc.*'
The changing nature of most facts' and the difference
between charecteristlcs of the group and of individual
aiembers can be emphasized by the mental habit of indexln^j.
Because the reader or listener does not evaluate
critically, the communicator must do this for him, it
writer or speaker who is conscious of these pitfalls of
language can help his audience avoid them.
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The development of a curricu-
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